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1. This report Is a record of Canadian
participation in the fighting in Korea from April 1952
until the signing of the military armistice in July 1953.
It is a continuation of Hist Sec, A.H.Q., Report No. 62,
Canadian Participation in the Korean War, Part 1: 25 Jun
50 - 31 Mar 52, and uses the S8me abbreviations.

2. The armistice negotiations dominated the
period covered by the present report. Pending their
outcome, discussion of the Korean situation in the
United Nations and operations at the front were both
reduced. As a result, this report deals with lesser
events than did its predecessor. In the political field,
there are only the discussions at Panmunjom and the
brief revival of U.N. debate occasioned by the prisoners
of war who objected to repatriation. Military operations
consisted almost entirely of minor defensive engagements
along a static front.

3. Except for a brief summary of the armistice
negotiations and the associated U.N. debate, this report
concentrates on the military activity of the period,
inclUding the rotation of Canadian troops. With one or
two exceptions, the operations of I Comwel Div are fairly
representative of what took place across the whole front.
Attention has therefore been focussed almost exclusively
on the Commonwealth sector, and, In particular, on
Canadian operations in that sector.

4. No information is available on the strategic
objectives and plans of either side, and very little about
the enemy's operations. Accordingly the fighting is
described from the point of view of our own troops, on
the battalion, company and platoon level. An attempt has
been made to cover this in sufficient detail to provide
the data (or information as to where the data may be found)
for any detailed study of particular aspects of the
fighting. Success in thia effort has been limited by an
almost completely uniform disregard of one of the main
aims of the War Diary, as defined In Staff Duties in the
Field 19491.Section 12, paragraph 1.*

Chapter 2

*IIThe aim of a war diary is to ••• provide data on
which to base future improvements in Army training,
equipment, organization and administration".
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TEE FIRST ROTATION OF Ui'ilTS IN KOREA
(-OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER 1951,

AP RIL TO JUNE 1952).*

Early Plarming

5. In describing the development of
arrangements for rotation of Canadian troops in Korea,
it Is necessary to turn back to 17 Jun 51. On that
date Brigadier Rockingham despatched a message to the
Adjutant-General, asking for information on Canada1s
rotation policy (H.Q.S. 2840-1, vol 1: Tel Comd 54,
H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde to Army. ottawa, 17 Jun 51). He was
informed that a plan for rotation of troops was under
active consideration, and that he would be given
details when the plan had received the Government's
approval (ibid: Tel A.G. 1911, Army ottawa to H.Q.
25 Cdn Inf-sae, 20 Jun 51).

6. This very early plarming no doubt
proceeded on the assumption that 25 Cdn Inf Bde Gp would
be employed In Korea for some time to come. However the
commencement of armistice negotiations on 10 Jul 51 made
the eventual size of Canada1s commitment uncertain,
The C.G.S. accordingly directed the A.G. to study the
problem of rotating an occupation force of approximately
battalion size (ibid: Extract from Minutes of C.G.S.
Conference No. 1~16 Jul 51). In spite of this, most
of the detailed planning appears to have concentrated
on the rotation of the whole Canadian force in Korea
and Japan. On 16 Jul 51 the A.G. presented to the C.G.S.
a paper on the rotation of the brigade group (ibid; A.G.
to C.G.S., 16 Jul 51). In this paper, the folTOWIng
recommendations were made.

(a) Provide for one winter only overseas.

(b) Repatriate Special Force enrolees aa
near 8S possible to the termination of
their eighteen month service but
compulsorily extend in some cases up
to 24 months.

(e) Rotate Active Force enrolees as near
as possible to the completion of
twelve"months 1n the theatre.

(d) Despatch replacements for RCAC, RCA
and HeIe on the basis of formed SUb
units.

(e) Despatch replacements for other units
on an individual basis in accordance
with theatre demands by rank, trade
and duty.

(Ibid: para 2)

*Appendices "All and "BII show all Canadian units which
served in Korea or Japan betwo~n Sopt~mb~r 1950 and July
1953 as a result of thiD·~nd subsequent rot~tlons.
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7. Sharp reductions in the strengths of
infantry units in Canada were considered necessary, as
the only means of finding sufficient infantrymen to
make rotation possible.

The provision of RCIC replacements
presents by far the most difficult proble~.

Provided, however, that approximately 500
officers and men can be withdrawn from each
Bn of the Mobile Striking Force to augment
manpower available in the Wainwright
Replacement Group, there Is sufficient
strength in sight to replace Inf personnel
who will be aligible for repatriation or
replacement late this year and early In
1952. This will, however, entail:

Ca) Reduction of first Bns to one para
company plus a ~ucleus for subsequent
restoration.

Cb) Priority of posting from first Bns to
Korea rather than to 27 Bde Gp.

(c) Reduc tion of third Bns to the mini,."""
required for training of rec~Jlts.

Our ebi~ity to maintain the rotation policy
after the initial replacement Is dependent
on the recruit intake. It is important,
therefore, that the intake which is n~v going
almost entirely to 27 Bde Gp and its repla
cement units be diverted for dUty in Korea.
To effect this with a minimum reduction in
the recruit flow it is reco~~er-ded that 25
Bde Replacement Group be redesigned and
become a "neutral lt trainlp..g formation
processing recruits for all formations at
home and abroad. A high percentage or its
output will, however, be required for Korea
and will thus delsy the build-up of Ir1
Units of 27 Bde Gp and their replacement
companies.

(Ibid: para 7)

8.
summarized as

Results of the recommended policy were
follows:

(a) Bns of Mobile Striking Force will be
reduced to one para coy each plus a
small cadre for subsequent restoration
by repatriation and recruitment.

Cb) 1 ReBA will be reduced heavily.

(c) Static service units will be reduced
in varying degrees. Curtal1~ent of
normal service must be anticipated.,

(d) 25 Bde Gp must be given priority over
27 Bde Gp in the posting of personnal
from the Mobile Striking Force and
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other static and Home Defence units.
This will inevitably reduce the rate
of build-up of 27 Ede Gp and retard
its date of combat readiness.

(e) The recruit stream must be diverted
from 27 Bde Gp and its Replacement
Units to the 25 Bde Gp replacement
stream. This will undoubtedly result
in a delay in completing 27 Bde Repla
cement units and retard the date of
despatch of 27 Ede Gp to Europe.

The rate of restoration of units depleted
by replacement posting will be dependent on
the number of repatriated personnel who
elect continuing duty on return to canada
[the first paragraph in this paper had
estimated that, of the approximately 4500
Special Force personnel serving among the
BOOO Canadians in Korea and Japan, 500
might re-engage in the Active Forcel, and
the maintenance of recruiting at a level
above the estimated 1000 per month required
to offset 400 normal discharge plus the long
term reinforcement and replacement rate of
600 per month for Korea. At the best
estimate, however, Home U!l1ts will remain
below strength well into 1952.

(Ibid: pare 8)

9.
stated the

The C.G.S., having studied this paper,
principles which were to govern rotation.

(a) Where the C0~~tcrp~rt of a unit in the
Korean theatre exists in the Active
Force, other than in 27 CIa Group and
its replacement element, rotation will
be carried out by replacement on a unit
and sub unit basis. As I see it, this
could be applied to BeAC, RCA, RCE,
RC IC, RCASC and RCAMC although the
last named would only apply to the
field ambulance.

(b) In respect to the rotation of infantry
sub units and units, battalions of the
Mobile Striking Force will be used for
this purpose, but in each case one para
company of the 1st Battalions must be
retained In Canada in operational
order. In this case, the 3rd battalions
will be required to find one company
for each of the 1st battalions during
rotation in order to complete the
organization of the 1st battalions
within the Korean theatre.

(c) Rotation should begin by replacing 2
PPCLI with 1 PPCLI. In order to retAin
operational efficiency within the Korean
theatre, a maximum of two companies
should be rotated at anyone time.
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(d) Rota tion of "c" Sqn LSH, 1 R::HA, the
Fie Id Squadron RCE, 2 RC R, 2 R 22e R,
RCASC Tpt Coy and the RCAMC fiald
ambulance will be carried out simul
taneously sUbsequent to rotation of 2
PPCLI. Thia will also apply to
individuals involved in rotation of
other services, headquarters, etc,
elements.

(e) Units and sub units being relieved
should not bring back with them
personnel who have served in the theatre
for limited periods of, say, three or
four months only; these personnel should
be transferred to other sub units of
the same unit to relieve other personnel
who have served In the theatre for a
considerable length of time and to the
new sub units and units on arrival

(H.Q.S. 2840, vol 1: C.G.S. to
A.G., 20 Jul 51)

10. On receipt of this directive, the A.G.
had a table drawn up to show In detail a proposed
schedule for rotation. This table was attached to a
draft press release describing the plan in general
terms, and the C.G.S. sent both papers to the Minister
for approval on 30 Jul 51. In his covering memorandum,
Lt-Gen Simonds explained that he considered it important,
on grounds of morale, to give the first battalions a
chance to fight in Korea. (ibid: C.G.S. to M.N.D., 30
Jul 51, with attached papersy-

11. As has been stated (para 7 above), the
plan for which approval was thus sought involved a
sharp -- though perhaps temporary -- reduction in the
strength of the ground force available for the direct
defence of Canada. In particular, the plan involved a
reduction to three para companies of the infantry
element within the Mobile Striking Force. The Minister
found himself unable to accapt this reduction, and ruled
that the equivalent of two and one-half airborne
battalions was to be retained in Canada*(ibid: Draft of
Memo C.G.S. to M.N.D. (uns~gned), 10 Aug ~para 5,
and preceding seven folios ). In consequence of this
rUling, which roughly tripled the number of infantry
men to be left in Canada, the plan was changed to
provide that each of the para companies was to be augmented
by a fUrther 150 men (ibid). Provision was also made
to fly 200 volunteers ~para training back to Canada
from each of the three infantry battalions in Korea as
it came due for rotation (ibid). The Minister appears
to have accepted the argument that these two groups,
reinforced by a certain number of trained paratroopers
who had been posted to the second battalions and would

*The evidence on the exact nature of the ministerial
decision in this case, while strong, is not conclusive.
The documents cited prova beyond doubt that senior staff
officers in the A.G. Branch were under the impression that
the rUling was as given In this text.
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be returning with them (ibid), was sufficient to keep
the infantry element of ~Mobile Striking Force at
an acceptable strength (H.Q.S. 2840-1, vol 1: A/A.G.
tc e.G.s., 13 Aug 51), and a revised press release
(P.N. 213-51) outlining the amended plan was finally
issued on 19 Aug 51. ~ls release devoted as much space
to the arrangements made for the defence of Canada as
it did to the plan for rotation. It also stressed that
successful execution of the plan was contingent on the
general military situation.

12. Three days prior to the issue of this
press release, messages outlining the rotation plan had
been sent to H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bd. and C.M.M.F.E. in the
Far East, as well as to the five Commands in Canada.
These messages stated that it was planned to replace
2 P.P.C.L.I. by 1 P.P.C.L.I. before Christmas 1951.
Other units of the formation were to be relieved early
in 1952. The period of service required prior to return
to Canada was set at one winter in Korea or approximately
12 months in the Far East. To retain the operational
efficiency of the units deployed in Korea, it was ruled
that not more than two infantry companies or equivalent
sub-units would be interchanged at anyone time. In
accordance with this arrangement, the nrovisional schcdu1~

for the rotation of 2 P.P.C.L.I. proviaed that 1 P.P.C.L.I.
would move in three g~oups, each two companies in
strength, on about 21 Sep, 3 Oct and 15 Oct 51. The
unit, however, was to leave behind one complete co~pany

of qualified paratroopers, plus an additional 150 officers
and men also trained as Ujumpers ll • iliese latter groups
were only to be retained in Canada until sufficient
personnel had been trained to replace them. To expedite
this replacement, it was planned to fly 200 volunteers
for para training from 2 P.P.C.L.I. back to Canada in
advance of the main body." (H.Q.S. 2840-1, vol 1:
Tel Org 76, Army Ottawa to H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, Ca~ib,~,

Army Edmonton, 2 C.A.U., 16 Aug 51; Tel Org 77, Army
Ottawa to Army Edmonto~ rptd remaining Comds, 16 Aug 51)

13. The plan outlined in these two messages
was followed in the relief of 2 P.P.C.L.I. by 1 P.P.C.L.:.
A few details, such as the exact period of qualifying
service (set at 12 months plUS or minus one month (ibid:
Extract from C.G.S. Conference No. 125, 11 Sep 51))-ona
the timing of the return of the volunteers for para
training (to be such that the volunteers could complete
their leave and training in time to report to the unit's
home station at the same time as the main body arrived,
travelling by sea (ibid: Extract from C.G.S. Conference
No. 125, 28 Aug 51),-wGre clarified subsequently, but
in the main the plan vllorked without substantial amendment.
The Director General Army Personnel, Brigadier M.L.
Brennan, O.B.E., C.D., himself travelled to the Far East

i~It has not been possible to reconcile this s ta tement
with the plan approved by the Minister (para 11 above),
which plan clearly provided that three groups would be
left in the M.S.Fft, each consisting of n para company, a
supplement of 150, 200 newly-trained parachutists plUS the
trained lIjumpers ll who would be returning from Korea.
Replacement of the supplement of 150 by any part of the 200
newly-trained parachutists would appear to decrease the
strength of each group to a level below that set by t~e

Minis ter.
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in mid-September, to give decisions on individual cases
and to explain the considerations which had affected
the planning at A.H.Q. (ibid: Tel Org 129, Army ottewa
to 25 C.I.B., 1 Sep 51; ~, 2 Cdn Adm Unit, 20 Sep 51).
Brigadier Rockingham queried the wisdom of sending the
1 P.P.C.L.I. companies over at full strength, pointing
out that this would create a problem of the disposal of
approximately 400 soldiers from 2 P.P.C.L.I. who were
not yet eligible for rotstion (H.Q.S. 2840-1, vol 1:
Tel Comd 416, H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Ede to Army Ottawe,
30 Aug 51). In spite of this submission, the plan
remained unchanged; these 400 odd men from 2 P.P.C.L.I.
were formed into replacement companies and most of them
came up later ss reinfcrcements to 1 P.P.C.L.I. «H.S.)
681.013 (D 17): "Interview with Lt-Co1 N.G. Wl1son
Smith, M.B.E., formerly C.O. 1 P.P.C.L.I., 11 Ju1 52",
paras 4 and 6).

Relief of 2 P.P.C.L.I. by 1 P.P.C.L.I.

14. '!his, however, was still In the future
when Lt-Co1 N.G. Wi1son-3mith, M.B.E., C.O. 1 P.P.C.L.I.,
reported for briefing to Headquarters ~estern Co~nd

on 18 Aug 51.* '!he task he was given at the t time, thoue;:..L
perhaps not so fraught with uncertainty as the aSSignment
wh~ch had been given to Lt-Col stone almost a year
before (A.H.Q. Report No. 62, peras 75 snd 81), was not
without its difficulties. Perhaps the biggest problem
was lack of time. In five weeks, two companies had to
be readied for Korea; less than two weeks later, two
more companies had to be despatched, and the remainder
of the unit was to be ready to leave 12 days afterward
(para 12 above). In that time, an extensive
reorganization and some re-training had to be completed,
and a great many administrative details attended to.
The reorganization involved sorting out the para company,
the psrs pool (as the supplement of 150 officers and
men came to be called), and an X-list on which non
effectives and instructors were carried. The remainder
of the battalion had then to be organized on a new
establishment, absorbing a rifle company (designated
liD" Coy 1 P.P.C.L.I.) from 3 P.P.C.L.I., as well as
replacements for the soldiers of the para company, the
para pool and the X-List, all of whom were being left
behind in Canada. Since the unit's previous training had
been directed almost entirely towards operations in the
Mobile Striking Force, some re-treining in "norma lll
infantry operations would have been desirable. However
the Commanding Officer decided to forego this training,
and to use the time thus saved in developing a sound
administrative system within the unit, a decision which
was amply justified by subsequent experience in Korea.

15.
and on 21 Sep

This work was pressed forward with Vigour,
51, "An and nC" Coys sailed from Seattle on

*All statements In paras 14 to 17, except those for
which a different source is cited, derive from W.D., 1
P.P.C.L.I., August to November 1951 and the interview
with Lt-Co1 Wilson-Smith.
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the U.S.N.S. Generel M.C. Meigs, docking at Yokohama
on 3 Oct. From this port the companies were moved by
train to Sasabo, where they embarked on a Japanese
transport for Pusan. On 7 Oct the troops reached a
reception centre which had been established by "AII and
"B" Echelons of 2 P.P.C.L.I. at Sandok (232056),"
approximately 3000 yards south-west of the Junction of
the ImJin end Hanten rivers. Lt-Col Wilson-3mith, who
had left Currie Barracks on 1 Oct, was there to meet
them, having reached Seoul by air on the previous day.

16. 'lhe two companies passed a week in this
reception centre, spending the time on route marches,
training in U.S. weapons, and tnctlcal exercises. At
the same time, the company commanders and platoon
leaders were taken forward to visit the positions which
they were to occupy. On 12 Oct both compenies begen
a two-day exercise based on the attack which 2 .:1:. 22e R.
had made on Hill 222 and nearby features a short time
before ( A.H.Q. Report No. 62, pera 242). Two days
later "All end lien Coys 1 P.P.C.L.I. relieved nDll and
"C" Coys 2 P.P.CoL.I. respectively" occupying positions
which the letter two comp,onies hed taken a few deys
previously in Operetion 'COMMANDO" (ibid: pares 255,
256). Approximately two weeks later;-rt may be recalled"
IIA" Coy" I P.PoCoL.I." was committed to Bction in
Operetion "PEPPEHPOT' (ibid: para 260).

170 "D II and IIHoQo" Coys, with Battalion
Headquarters" sailed from Seattle on 9 Oct on the
U.S.N.S. Merine Adder. They followed much the same
course as the i'Irst two companies" except that tho
Marine Adder" after docking at Yokohama to disembark
U.So Army reinforcements" carried the Canadians to
Inchon" the port of Seoul" which they reached on 29 Octo
From Inchon the group travelled by rail to Tokchon"
and was lifted in trucks to the reception centre. At
1000 hours on 4 Nov 51, 1 P.P.C.L.I. repleced
2 P.P.C.L.I. on the order of bettle of 25 Cdn Inf Ede:"
ltD" Coy of the former unit relieveng the latter units's
"B" COYo Next day Lt-Gen James A. Van Fleet" Commanding
General Eighth U.S. Army, inspected e detechment from
2 PoPoCoL.I. and congratulated the unit on its excellent
record in Korea. Six days later" lIa ll and liSp" Cays"
1 P.P.C.L.I., which had seiled on the U.S.N.S. Generel
HU~h T. Gaffey" relieved "A" and "Sp" Coys 2 PoP.Cot.I."
an the last sub-units of 2 PoPoCoLolo withdrew from the
line of be t tle •

18. It is fitting, at this point, to include
e few words of farewell to 2 P.P.C.L.I. As a partlally
trained unit, it hed left Seattle on 25 Nov 50 to take
its place in the victorious Eighth U.S. Army (A.H.Q.
Report No. 62, pera 81). On the very dey the unit
sailed" this same Army was approaching the abyss of a
disastrous defeat" in whose wrack and confusion 2 PoP.C.L.I.

''Map 3.

**At Appx "A" & liB" are Tables showing all rotations
of units in Korea.
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had to complete its organization and training (ibid:
paras 114, 120-124). This was done In much less-trme
than had originally been allotted (ibid: paras 81, 124);
thereafter the unit served with dis"t'Iii'Ction at the front,
winning a Presidential Citation in the haavy fighting of
the Chinese offensive of April 1951 (ibid: paras 149
to 161). Out of approximately 1000 orrgrnals, only 400
odd had been replaced (para 13 above). In other words,
more than half the members of the unit had been through
it all together. Now this close association was to be
broken, for discharges, postlngs, promotions and such
like were to ensure that the unit which gradually
re-ass~mbled at Currie Barracks did not contain many
of the originals of 1950. However, it would be an
error to suppose that these men had, except In 8 limited
sense, lsft the unit. They had done their full duty
at all levels of leadership and service; their works
were permanently embodied In the regimental tradition.

19. It would also appear desirable, in
concluding this account of the first phase of the rotation
programme, to recall briefly what the change meant in
the Canadian Army as a whole. As we have seen (A.H.Q.
Report No. 62, paras 34 to 41, 97 to 100), the units of
the Special Force had not originslly been given a very
high status in the regulsr army of which they legally
formed a part. They were, in fact, regarded as
temporary additions to the Active Force, to be disbanded
on conclusion of what was then considered to be a
transient requirement for their services (ibid: pera 40).
The members of the new units had accordingry-Deen
enlisted for short periods, under lower standards (ibid:
para 45). In addition, provision was made for Specrar
Force recruits who served in the Far East to be
granted rehsbilitation benefits to assist them in their
return to civilian life (ibid). As time went on,
however, it became apparent that the new units were
fated to remain in the Active Force for a somewhat
longer time than had at first seemed likely. The
intention to disband the new units "after the crisis"
was tacitly dropped, and a more or less abortive attempt
was made to engage the Special Force enlistees under
Active Force terms of sarvice (ibid: paras 97 to 100).
The replacement of 2 P.P.C.L.I. by 1 P.P.C.L.I.
represented a further - and final - development in the
status of the new units, which in future were to be
regarded as equal in all respects to the original units
of the Active Force. A bit of military-legel bookkeeRing
symbolized this chsnge when 1 P.P.C.L.I. was embodied'
in the Special Force ~ith effect 29 Sep 51 ( ~~emcnts
to C.A.Os., Issue NO. 260 of 19~). 2 P.P:C.~-ccosed

to be embodied in the ~rCb 'with effecb,l'"on 52 (ibid:
IssuG- No. 283 of"1952}. '.Jnd w~s st:1tioned in Curri-e-
?flrr~cks, Colg~ry.

*units were embodied in the Special Force to qualify
members for benefits under the Veteran's Charter, p.e.
5412 of 8 Nov 50 haVing designated the Special Force a
lI spec ia1 forcel! wi thin the terms of paragraph 7 of ~e
Canadian Forces Act, 1950 (see also A.H.Q. Report No. 62,
para 56).
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Further Planning - The Shortage of Infantrymen

20. While this move of 1 P.P.C.L.I. was taking
place, the planning of the remainder of the rotation
programme continued at Army Headquarters. It proved to
be a difficult task. At the outset, it had been apparent
that the assembling of enough soldiers to complete the
rotation of all the infantry units would not be a simple
matter (para 7 above). Between August and December the
course of events - and four developments In particular 
created difficulties which appeared, on first examination
at least, to be insuperable. In the first place, the
requirement that two and one-half battalions were to be
kept in the Mobile Striking Force had roughly tripled
the original estimate of the number of infantry soldiers
which would have to be provided for the direct defence
of Canada (para 11 above). Then, In ~eptember, the
recruiting rate began to fall sharply and during October
and November depressingly small numbers of Special Force
soldiers indicated an intention to engage in the Active
Force (H.Q.S. 2840-1, vol 2: Nominel Rolls of Troops
Returning from the Far East, Showing Intention as to
.Engagement in the A.F.). Events In Korea, where 2
R. 22e R. suffered heavy casualties In November (A.H.Q.
Report No, 62, paras 263, 264), increased the gloom of
an already dismal situation. The effect of ell these
Influences** was to create a shortage of infantrymen
available for service In Korea, and their shortage was
so acute as to threaten the successful continuation of
the rota tion programme.

21. The gravity of the situation was realized
at least as early as 21 Sop 51. In a memorandum of that
dote the V.A.G., Brigadier J.W. Bishop, O.B.E., referred
to discussions with the Director of Organization on the
possible relnstitutlon of manpower controls, and requested
D. Org to have tables compiled showing the strengths of
all units of the Army In Canada, so that the C.G.S.
might himself stUdy the manpower situation in detail
(A.G. Eist Record, September 1951, Appx lIA_6u: V.A.G.
to D. Org, 21 Sep 51). On 27 Oct 51, Brigadier Bishop
submitted a memorandum to the C.G.S. outlining the
manpower position, Bnd suggesting measures which might
be taken to improve it. He followed this, a few days
later, with a paper in which he proposed raising the
three para company groups*** for the direct defence of
Canada from the R.C.D., Ld S.H. (R.C.) and units of the
services (ibid, October 1951, Appx "A_2 11

: V.A.G. to
C.G.S., 29-oct 51).

~Intake of men for August 1951 was 1157, for
September, 943 and for October 783 (A.G. Liaison Letters,
Nos. 16, 17 and 18 which are attached as Appendices ,tA-711,1~-7"

and "A_31l respectively to the A.G. Hist Record for August,
September and October 1951).

**Actuall~ casualties in Korea did not turn out to
be so heavy as to aggravate seriously the shortage of
infantry. However there was no guarantee at the time of
the rotation planning that this would be the case.

~The para company plus the supplement of 150.
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22. 'lhe most serious aspect of the problem,
of course, was the shortage of infantrymen, particularly
in the first and third battalions of the R.C.R. and the
R. 22e R. During the latter part of October, it began
to appear that the two battalions of the R.C.R. would
be 527 men short of meeting their commitments to the end
of May 1952, while the battalions of the R. 22e R. would
lack 817 men. In addition, it was calculated that,
even if these prospective deficiencies were made up, the
problem would continue to exist, since the three
regiments would require a total of 450 men per month
for rotation and reinforcement after May - and
recruiting had never exceeded 250 per month in 1950
and 1951 except during special recrUiting drives (H.Q.S.
2840-1, vol 2: A/D. Org to A.G. and D.G.A.P., 31 Oct 51).

23. In the first part of November, the C.G.S.
had a discussion with the V.C.O.S., D.G.A.P., and V.A.G.
on means of improving the manpower position. In his
preliminary remarks the C.G.S. ruled out any possibility
of the Government agreeing to conscription, and rejected
the V.A.G.1S suggestion that the para company groups be
formed from other arms and services. The final decisions
taken daring this meeting, as recorded by the V.A.G.,
fall into three categories: the first aimed at
increasing the numbers recruited into the infantry, the
second at reducing the wastage rate and the third
devoted to more efficient employment of the infantry at
hand. Included in this last class were such projects
as requesting ministerial authority to dispense with
the supplement of 150 to the para companies, reducing
the training nucleus of the third battalions from 247 to
approximately 100, returning fit infantrymen to regimental
duty from employment as mess waiters, runners, batmen
and so forth, and lowering the number held as
reinforcements in Japan (A.G. Hist Record, November 1951,
Appx llA_2": V.A.G. to D. Org, 10 NOV 51)'.

24. On 11 Dec 51, the arrangements for rotation
were formally published in an Adjutant-General Instruction.
They differed in one respect only from those for the
rotation of 2 P.P.C.L.I. Unlike the companies of
1 P.P.C.L.I., which went to Korea at full strength, the
companies of 1 R.C. R. and 1 R. 22e R. were to be
despatched at a strength equal to the number of men
eligible for rotation in the companies being relieved.
On arrival these companies were to take on strength all
the men in the second battalions who had not completed
their service in Korea (H.Q.S. 2840-1, vol 1: A.G.I.
522 of 11 Dec 51).

25. The timetable for rotation which was
submitted to the C.G.S. spread the movement of sub-units
to Korea over three months, from mid-February until the
middle of May. The C.G.S. directed that the departure
of infantry be delayed until the last moment, and the
relief of the infantry battalions concluded in as short
a time as possible. As a result, the final timetable
which was appended to the Instruction reduced the time
allotted for rotation to two months, from early March
until early May (ibid, vol 3: V.C.G.S. to A.G., 10 Nov 51;
Tel Org 374, D. Org-to H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 14 Nov 51,
para 5; Appx "c" to A.G.I. 522). Although some
correspondence, clarifying comparatively minor details
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of the programme, followed pUblication of the
Instruction, it may safely be said that A.G.I. 522
set the pattern for the first rotation of Canadian
soldiers in Korea and Japan. It did not, however,
substantially affect the main problem - that of
finding sufficient infantrymen to make rotation
possible.

26. Toward the end of December, the
infantry situation was reviewed again. The results
were more heartening. 1 R.C.R. was shown as being
capable of finding sufficient men to complete the
relief of tha second battalion, although 1 R. 22e R.
promised to be 212 men short of meeting its commitment
in respec t of 2 R. 22e R. (ibid, vol 2: A/D. org to
V.A.G., 22 Dec 51). It shoura-be noted that this
survey did not take the provision of normal
reinforcements into account along with requirements
for rotation, nor did it deduct non-effectlves from
the strengths given. Had this last been done, 1 R.C.R.
would have been shown as approximately 100 men short,
and 1 R. 22e R. as deficient 300.

27. Late in December the V.A.G. reviewed
the situation with the e.G.s., and records the latter
as agreeing to the non-effectives being charged against
the para company groups (ibid: V.A.G. for A.G. to C.G.S.,
26 Dec 51; V.A.G. to D. nrg, 26 Dec 51). This
decision made it possible to consider 1 R.C.R. as solvent
from the manpower point of view, and reduced the
deficiency of 1 R. 22e R. from 300 to 200. The C.G.S.
suggested that the deficiency might be further reduced
by obtaining volunteers for para training from French
speaking units of other arms. Soon afterward, the
V.A.G. discussed Gan Simonds' proposal with G.O.C.
Quebec Command, Maj-Gen J.P.E. Bernatchez, C.B.E.,
D.S.O., C.D. The latter agreed to appeal to units in
his Command for voluntary transfers to 1 R. 22e R.
(A.G. Hist Record, December 1951, Appx tlA_16": V.A.G •
to C.G.S., 27 Dec 51). Subsequently, D. Inf drew up
plans for expediting the basic and advanced training of
personnel in both battalions of the R. 22e R. who needed
such training, to fit as many of the available men as
possible for service with the first battalion (H.Q.S.
2840-1, vol 2: D. Inf to D.G.M.T., 15 Jan 52). As will
appear subsequently (para 29 below), these and similar
measures succeeded in assembling sufficient men to make
it possible for 1 R. 22e R. to replace 2 R. 22e R., though
it was not possible to maintain reinforcements (para 30
below).

Completion of the First Rotation

28. The work of preparing 1 R.C.R. and
1 R. 22e R. for rotation with the second battalions in
Korea began in January 1952 «B.S.) l45.2Rl30l3 (04):
I1Interview with Lt-Col P.R: Bingham, 1 R.C.R., 14 May 52,11
paras 2, 3 and 4; (H.S.) 410825.013 (0 19): "Interview
with Lt-Col L.F. Trudeau, D.S.O., C.D., 1 R. 22e R.,
15 Aug 52, If paras 5 and 6). In both cases, the
preparations followed similar courses. There were, to
begin with, considerable numbers of reinforcements to
be absorbed. 1 R.C.R. increased its postad strength
from 664 to 946 be tween 2 Jan and 31 Jan 52 (W. D., 1 R. C. R.,
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January 1952, Appx "5 11 : Ustr Returns for 2 and 31 Jan 52 11 ).
1 R. 22e R. accepted approximately 420 reinforcements
early in the new year (IntervIew with Lt-Col Trudeau,
paras 6 end 7).

29. Along with this reinforcement went
extensive reorganizations and vigorous training
programmes, the latter hampered by very low temperatures
and heavy snowfalls in the training areas, as well as
by the interruptions occasioned by the mass of
administrative detail which required attention (W.O.,
I R. C. R., January to March 1952; W.D., 1 R. 226 R.,
February and March 1952; Interview with Lt-Col Trudeau,
paras 6 to 8). In spite of these difficulties, the work
went ahead, and shortly after the middle of March the
first companies left PetawaWB and Valcartler for Korea
(W.O., 1 R.C.R., 15 Mar 52; H.Q.S. 2840-1, vol 3:
Tel A.G. 2232, Canarmy to 25 Cdn Inf Ede, 28 Mar 52).
1 R. 22e Ro, under command of Lt-Col L.F. Trudeau
D.S.a., CoD., took over from 2 R. 226 R. on 24 Apr
(W.D., 1 R. 226 R., April 1952, Appx !t8"; "Extract
from Ops Log lt ), and 1 R.C.R. replaced 2 R.C.R. the
following day (W. D., 1 R. C. R., April 1952, Appx "D/4":
Comd 25 Cdn Inf Bde to B.M.). At the time of this
latter relief, Maj F. Klenavic, the Second-in-Command,
was acting as Commanding Officer, Lt-Col P.R. Bingham
having been injured in a training accident a few days
before (ibid: 14 and 25 Apr 52). 1 R. 22e R. replaced
all companIes of the second battalion, absorbing the
men who were not yet eligible for rotation (Interview
with Lt-Col Trudeau, paras 9 to 12). I R.C.R., however,
replaced the headquarters and support companies of the
second battalion, as well as two rifle companies, liB"
and IID II Cays. llA II and IIClI Cays 2 R.C.R., composed
mainly of men of the second battalion who had not yet
served their year 1n Korea, were absorbed by the first
battalion, which provided the officers and non-commissioned
officers for the two companies (W.D., I R.C.R., 16, 17
and 23 Ap,r 52; Ap,px "M/13" and "0/15": W.O•• for April
1952 of 'All and 'C II Cays respectively).

30. Bringing 1 R. 22e R. up to the required
strength had taken all the trained -- and even some of
the better partially-trained -- soldiers from the third
battalion. Until more reinforcements were ready, it would
not be possible to replace the 180 men transferred from
the reinforcement group in Japan to 2 R. 22e R. as
replacements for the volunteers for para training.
(paras 11, 12 above) '!he V.A.G. pointed out this fact
to the V.C.G.S. on 5 Mar (H.Q.S. 2840-1, vol 3: V.A.G.
to v.C.G.S., 5 Mar 52); subsequently the General Staff
ruled that 1 R. 22e R. could operate below establishment
strength if necessary, and that reinforcements for 1
R.C.R. and 1 P.P.C.L.I. would be diverted to the unit
in the event of an emergency (ibid: A/C.G.S. to A.G.,
21 Mar 52). At the end of Marcn;-the authorized
reinforcement holdings in Japan were reduced to six
officers and 162 men of the R. C. I. C. (ibid: S.D. 1 Le tter
No. 4440, 29 Mar 52). '!here is no evidence in the sources
available that this restriction was made to ease the
manpower Shortage, but it Is clear that the new arrange
ment would have this effect, whatever the reason for
its adoption.
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31. The second phase of the rotation
programme was largely completed in April and early May.
In general, the progress of the Bub-units to the front
resembled that of the 1 P.P.G.L.I. companies, except
that these later arrivals passed through Britannia
Camp, the 1 Comwel Dlv transit camp, their numbers
being too great for an echelon arrangement, such 8S had
been used for 1 P.P.C.L.I., to handle. 23 TPt Coy,
under command of Maj J.I. Dolan, took over from 54 Cdn
TPt Coy on 11 Apr (W.D., 23 Tpt Coy, 11 Apr 52).
Following the rota tion of 2 R. C. R. and 2 R. 22e R.,
37 Fd Amb, under Lt-Col C.B. Caswell M.C., replaced
25 Cdn Fd Amb on 27 Apr (W.D., 37 Fd Amb, 27 Apr 52).
In May, 23 Fd Sqn under Maj E.T. Galway M.C., G.M.
relieved 57 Cdn Indep Fd Sqn on the third of the
month (B.D.F. M.O. 8-4, vol 1: Tel G. 190, H.Q. 25
Cdn Inf Ede to D.M.O. & P.), and three days later 1
R.C.H.A., conunanded by Lt-Col E.M.D. McNaughton4/o C.O. J

replaced 2 R.C.H.A. (~-.D.J 1 R.G.R.A., 6 May 52). '!he
last unit to leave Korea was "en Sqn LdS.H•. (R.C.),
which wes r~lleved by "B" Sqn under Maj J.S. Roxborough
on 8 Jun- (.Monthly Summary, No. 21).

32. Command of the brigade changed on 27 Apr,
when Brigadier M.P. Bogert, D.S.C., O.B.E., C.D.,
replaced Brigadier Rocki~ham (W.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf
Bde, April 1952: Appx "4: Ops Log entry for 27 Apr 52).
In June, the retiring commander was created Q Companion
of the Order of the Bath, in recognition of his sOI.'vlce
in the rais~..training and fighting of the brigade
(P.N. 90-52). His successor was no stranger to
command of a brigade in the field. A career soldier,
Brigadier Bogert had joined '!he Royal canadian Regiment
before the Second World War. He commanded The West
Nova Scotia Regiment in Sicily and Italy, being
promoted brigadier in October 1944 and posted to command
of 2 Cdn Inf Bde. Following the war, Brigadier Bogert
held a number of staff appointments, the last prior to
his assuming command of 25 Cdn Inf Ede being the t of
Director General of Military Training in Army
Headquarters (P,N. 26-52).

Astrida the

OPE RA TIONS 1 AP R - 30 JUN 52,
GUA RD DUTY ON KOJE ISLAND.

Sami-ch'on, 1-19 Apr 52

33.
situation in
we see the t,
north of the

TUrning now to the general tactical
Korea immediately prior to these reliefs,
as of 1 Apr 52, the front line lay well
38th parallel, except in the extreme

*Thls officer changed his surname to Leslie on
20 Mar 53.

**At Appx itA" & liB" Bre Tables showing all unit
rotations in Korea and Japan.

-tH.~At Appx "nll is a Table showing Honours and Awards
given for service in the Korean conflict.
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west.* Here it descended below the parallel to the
area of the Han-Imjin junction. From this point, the
line ran practically due north-east, curving around
north of Chorwon and continuing east to Kumwha. This
centre lay on the western flank of a salient,
approximately 20 miles in width, which rose almost to
Kumsong. From the eastern flank of this salient the
front curved upward to positions on the east coast
north of Chodo-ri. (0-3 Ops Report No 647, Incl "I")

34. This line, it will be recalled, had been
reached in the course of the U.N. advances which .H~

followed the Chinese attacks of April and May 1951.
By mid-June of the same year, these advances had reached
Chorwon in the west-central sector. Thereafter the
entire front came to rest for over two months, during
part of which time 25 Cdn Inf Ede patrolled the Chorwon
plains. Then, in September and early October, further
limited advances were made in various sectors; an
enemy salient in the II~VYOMINGII line was reduced and the
"JAMESTOWN" line established in the I U.S. Corps front
at that time. During the latter part of October and the
first part of November the Chinese reacted rather
strongly to some of these advanc~ end forced
edjustments in the line reached. By the end of
November, however, the forward defended localities had
been stabilized on a line substantially the same as
that described in the preceding paragraph. The front,
in other words, had not changed to any important extent
in four months. As far as 1 Comwel Div was concerned,
it was destined to remain unchanged until the end of the
fighting in Korea.

35. MeanWhile, representatives of the opposing
supreme commanders had been meeting at Panmunjom for
nearly nine months, in an attempt to negotiate en
armistice (paras 263 to 274 below). Although these
negotiations had not resulted in a settlement, and
earlier hopes for an end to the fighting had consequently
abated someWhat, the pUblic utterances of the leading
figures involved did not contain any suggestion that
either side was prepared to abandon negotiations In
favour of an attempt to settle the Korean question by
force of arms. At the same time it was made equally
clear that neither side would abandon the field to the
other. Thus, as this narrative opens, the soldiers of
both armies in Korea faced the prospect of a more or less
indefinite continuation of the sort of action they had
experienced since the latter part of November 1951.

*See Map "I".

**The summary of the manner in which the final line
was established in Korea is based on the G-3 Ops Reports
for the period 1 Jun 51 - 1 Apr 52 (Nos 434 to 647). See
also A.H.Q. Report No. 62, Maps "8", "10 11 , 11'11 11 •

**'~rom our point of view, the most important of these
was the loss of Hills 217 (1621) and 317 (1722), which is
discussed In para 45 below.
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36. During these four months the pattern of
future operations In Korea - at least those of 1 Comwel
Div - had begun to emerge. Already defensive layouts
were assuming forms which were to remain substantially
unchanged for months on end. Battalions had begun to
move into areas which they had already occupied previously.
As far 8S the term may safely be used of active operations,
the struggle was becoming routine and monotonous. There
were to be no long movements, no great concentrations for
large operations, no deep penetrations of the enemy's
front, no II v 1e tory" - nothing, In short, of the gras t
events which occur In a general war.

37. Most important of ~llJ the termination
of the conflict rested more In the hands of the negotiators
at Panmunjom than in the courage and military skill of
the soldiers. The extent to which a realization of this
fact had permeated the minds of the commanders and
soldiers in Korea cannot be measured. It seems reasonable
to suppose, however, that it was present to some extent,
and its effect on operations can be readily imagined.

38. The relief of the infantry battalions and
other fighting units began around the middle of April
and followed closely on a change in 1 Comwel DiviS front.
During the first part of April, however. the situation
described in the final paragraphs of A.H.Q. Heport No. 62
still existed. The division had two battalions forward
west of the Saml-ch 1on and four in the front line east
of that river. The right-hand battalion lay up ageinst
Hill 355, and the divisional boundary skirted to the south
of this dominating feature. 25 end 28 Bdes were in the
line on the left and right respectively, while 29 Bde
was In reserve.*

39. Within 25 Bde,"" 2 R.C.H., 1 P.P.C.L.I.
and 2 R. 22e R. were forward, the valley of the
Semi-chlon separating 1 P.P.C.L.I~ !n the centre from
2 R. 22e R. on the right. 28 Bde ~ also had three
battalions forward, with 1 K.O.S.a. left, 1 K.S.L.I.
centre and 3 R.A.R. right. One company of this last
unit was on the seddle between Hill 355 and Point 227,
the position in which "D" Coy 2 R. 22e R. had fought its
heavy defensive engagement In November 1951 (A.H.Q.
Report No. 62, paras 263, 264).

*See Map "3".

**Posltions given for units of 25 Cdn In! ada as of
1 Apr 52 are based on a location map issued on 14 Mar 52
(IV.D., 1 P.P.C.L.I., March 1952, Appx "20": "25 Cdn In!
Bde Un! t Dlsposns and Loc Sta te, 14 Mar 52"), amended to
show the important changes recorded In unit diaries as
having teken place during the period 14-31 Mar 51. Only
one change additional to those shown on the map wes
noted - the shift to a position at 190100 of a platoon
of uD It Coy 2 R.C.R. (~\'.D., 2 R.G.R., 31 Mar 52).

***Po.itions given for units of 28 Britcom In! Bde es
of 1 Apr 52 are based on a location map issued by H.Q. 1
Comwel Div on 11 Mar 52 (W.D., 1 P.P.C.L.I.r, Merch 1952,
Appx It?": III Comwel Dlv Periodic Ops Report I, No. 448,
Trace Itpll). No major changes In the dispositions shown
in this trace are recorded In the subsequent operational
repor ta for March (ibid: "1 Comwel Di v Periodic Ops
Heport", Nos 450 to4'S!l).
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40. The problems to be faced In recording
the conduct of this stalemated half-war will be discussed
sUbsequently. At this point it is sufficient to say
that the final portion of 1 Comwel DivIS operations
astride the Semi-chI on did not contain any important
action. As we have seen, the latter part of March
produced one sharp brush with the enemy, when a platoon
of 1 P.P.C.L.I. defeated an attack on its position near
what was to be called the "HOOK" feature (A.H.Q.. Report
No 62, para 266). By contrast with March, the first
part of April was quiet, though patrol action continued.
On the night 5/6 Apr an unknown number of enemy attacked
"All Coy 1 K.O.S.B. from the south, under cover of heavy
artillery fire. The attack succeeded In penetrating the
wire of the left forward platoon but was driven off (W.D.,
1 P.P.C.L.r., April 1952, Appx "6": "1 Comwel Div
Periodic Ops Report". Nos 498 and 500). '!hree nights
later an ambush patrol of one officer and 13 men from
2 R. 22e R., established at 123125 on a track which ran
across the river flats in front of the battalion, was
attacked by an enemy group estimated to be 40 strong.
The patrol was surrounded but succeeded In extricating
itself at a cost of four casualties, all wounded.
One prisoner, who SUbsequently died of wounds, was
brought in, and the patrOl reported 15 casualties
inflicted on the enemy during the encounter. (W.D.,
2 R. 22e R., 8 and 9 Apr 52)

41. At the same time the weather began to
change, as the miseries of the Korean winter gave way to
the discomforts and hardships of the Korean spring. The
soft snows of March dissolved into frequent heavy rains.
The mud became even worse in April than it had been
during the previous month. Roofs of dugouts collapsed;
streams coursed across the floors of mess tents, and the
roads became practically impassible. Then~ as the rains
ended, choking dust began to fill the air •

Operation "WES'lMINSTER", 15 to 19 Apr 52

42. Between 15 and 19 Apr 52, 1 Comwel Div's
sector of the "JAMESTOWN" line was altered in two
important respects. As a result of these changes, which
were completed at midnight on the latter date, the
division surrendered responsibility for the area west
of the Sami-chlon to 1 U.S. Marine Div and accepted
responsibility from 3 U.S. Inf Div for Hill 355.
(G-3 Ops Report, Nos 661, 665; 1 Comwel Div: Diary of
Op Events 15 Feb - 30 Jun 52, p. 5) This was the second
major adjustment in the division's boundaries. Initially
i.e. in Operation "COMMANDO"--the division had captured
and held the sector between the Sami-chlon and the
Imjin river. In November it shifted west across the
Sami-ch1on, to the sector it was holding at the beginning
of this narrative. The adjustment completed on 19 Apr
returned the formation to what was practically its
original sector. Here it was destined to stay until
November 1952; at that time its front was extended to
the left, to include one battalion area west of the
Sami-ch'on. This proved to be the last major change
in the division's boundaries, and JUly 1953 found it

*This general description is based on scattered
statementa in the brigade and unit War Diaries for the
last week of May and the first half of April 1952 •

•
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still in the same sector.*

43. Operation "IVES ThlINSTE R" , as the second
adjustment of the divisionis boundaries was called,
involved a complicated series of moves. On 15 Apr,
two battalions of 1 Marina Regt relieved 2 R.C.R. and
1 P.P.C.L.I. west of the Sami-ch'on. The latter two
units then moved to areas on the right of 2 R. 226 RIO,
whose frontage was restricted by one company locality.
2 R.e.R. took up positions next to 2 R. 22e RIO, and
1 P.P.C.L.I. occupied the battalion area on the brigade's
new right flank. 29 Brit Inf Bde then took over in the
right brigade IS sector; this, as we have seen, had been
extended north-east to include the Hill 355 area. (Ibid;
W.D.,1 P.P.C.L.I., April 1952, Appx "6 11

: Itl COMwel DIV"'"
Periodic Ops Report", No. 516, Trace "pI!)

44. A comparison of the Canadian brigade's
new layout (shown in Map "4 11 ) with that adopted on
conclusion of Operation ItCOMMANDOIl (A.H.Q. Report No. 62,
Map "8") shows 8 certain similarity. '!he brigade's
frontage had been somewhat more extended in October 1952,
having included Hill 159 (1417), and each battalion area
had been correspondingly larger. Both 2 R. 22e R. and
2 R.C.R., however, held SUbstantially the same areas they
had held five months earlier, and the 1 P.P.C.L.I. area
was much the same as that taken over from 2 p.p.e.L.I.
As we have noted, this periodic return to familiar
sectors and areas was to characterize the moves of 25
Cdn Inf Ede and, of course, those of the other two
brigades until the end of active operations in Korea.
(A.H.Q.• .Report No. 62, Map 11811 j Itl Comwel Div Periodic
Ops Report ll , No. 516, Trace lip")

45. A comparison of the right brigade sector
as shown in Map "4" with that occupied during ltCOMMANDO"
(AHQ Report No. 62, Map "811 ) reveals that there were
some differences between the original front line and the
one held in April 1952. On conclusion of Operation
"COMMANDO" the division's front had included Hills 217
(1621) and 317 (1722) and had stretched north-east to
the Imjin. On conclusion of "WESThlINSTER" the line of
the forward defended localities ran close to Hill 355,
Hills 217 and 317 having been lost to the enemy some
time before**. In addition the divisionIs front extended
only some 2000 yards beyond Hill 355, the remainder of
the line running north-east to the Imjin being held by
3 U.S. Inf Div. 29 Ede held its sector with 1 R.

*Map 1117" is a diagrammatic representation of the
divisional front from October 1951 to July 1953. Map "4"
gives details of the front on completion of "WESmINSTERII

•

**Details surrounding the loss of these two features
are not available. Their loss may have had some tactical
importance, since H.Q. 1 Comwel Div later stated "'!he
Commonwealth Division thus found itself [at the end of
1951) on the defensive, but not on ground of its own
choosing" ((H.S.) 681.013 (D 59): "The Commonwealth
Division and the Defansive Battle 1951-1953", para 13)
This statement could well refer to Hills 217 and 317,
though it is not certain that it does so. The whole
question of the operations conducted during the latter
part of October and the first part of November 1951
requires further elucidation when divisional-level
sources become available.
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LEICESTERS on Hill 159, and 1 WELCH in the Hill 355
area. 1 R. NORFOLK lay behind 1 WELCH, facing north
on the valley which formed the boundary between the
Commonwealth and U.S. Army formations. (Ibid; "1 Comwel
Oiv: Periodic Report, 15 Feb - 30 Jun 52-;-1rap "A")

46. 28 Britcom Inf Bde, which had been
replacad by 29 Brit Inf Bde in the line during "WEST
MINS'IER', was In reserve on "WYOMINGIl

, with 1 K.O.S.B.
left, 1 K.S.L.r. centre and 3 R.A.R. right. 'lhe Irnjin
river, with the llKANSAS ll positions along its south bank,
lay In rear. The divisional rear headquarters, the
echelons and some engineer units lay south of the river,
but the greater part of 1 Comwel Div was north of the
Imjin. (Ibid)

47. A few daya after "WES'lMINSTER" ended,
the reliefa of 2 R. 22e R. and 2 R.C.R. took place. 'lheae
were followed by the other reliefs which have already
been recorded (paraa 29 and 31 above). The enemy did not
complicate the handovers by any especially vigorous
activity, with the result that the new units were given
a chance to settle In without serious interruption, On
28 Apr, a farewell dinner was given for Brigadier
Rockingham at the brigade headquarters officers' mess.
An account of this function indicates the importance of
the occasion, and shows the amenities which the officers
had succeeded in providing for themselves, in spite of
the harsh and comfortless character of the country in
which they were serving •

••• The food arranged for and set up by our
own ReASC, and purchased for the most part·
in Japan was beautiful as well as tastefully
prepared. Pink blossoms, literally from
the hilla of our own beck yard, gave the
buffet tent a noticeable delicateness of
appearance that drew surprising remarks from
high and low. Even a serving-table center
piece was present - a large glass bowl
electrically lighted from behind, and filled
with water that sported awimming fi&h which
if not of the brightest golden variety, at
least came from a superior school of minnow.

(W.O., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde,
28 Apr 52)

48. During May and June several changes worthy
of record took place in units outside the Canadian
brigade. 1 R.A.R., which had arrived in Korea in April,
became operational on 1 Jun and joined 28 Britcom Int
Bde as a fourth battalion.· On 27 Jun an Australian
senior officer, Brigadier T.J. Daly, D.S.O., O.B.E.,
relieved Brigadier J.F.M. Macdonald, D.S.O., O.B.E., in
command of this same brigade. In 29 Brit lnf Bde, 1 R.
LEICESTERS waa relieved by 1st Battalion, The Black
Watch (Royal Highland Regiment) (1 B.W.) on 24/25 Jun.
In H.Q. 1 Comwel Div, Lt-Col Danby was relieved as G.S.O. I
by Lt-Col Wilaon-Smith, who was in turn relieved as C.O.
1 P.P.C.L.I. by Lt-Col J.R. Cameron (W.O., 1 P.P.C.L.I.,
1 May 52). One other Canadian was addad to the staff
of the divisional headquartera when Col G.L.M. Smith,
O.B.E., C.D.,became Assistant Director of Medical Services.
(1 Cornwal Oiv: Periodic Report, 15 Feb - 30 Jun 52,
paraa 6, 7 and 9)
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Operation j'BUCKINGHAM"

49. The planning which goes on constantly
at all headquarters within a division may be likened
to an leaburg, in that a relatively small proportion
of it comes to the public eye. Along with plans for
operations which are actually mounted - and thus attract
attention to the plans on which they are based - goes
a great deal of planning for operations which are never
mounted, and of precautlonary planning against
emergencies which do not arise. In this Report, as in
its predecessor, only passing attention has been paid
to this latter sort of planning, though it forms an
lmportant and, in certain tactical situations, even a
major part of the work of the headquarters within a
division. In view of this fact, it would not seem
amiss to devote some space at this point to Operation
"BUCKINGHAM", as an example of detailed precautionary
planning which, fortunately In this case, was never
put into execution. A further reason for considering
"BUCKINGHAM" is that detailed planning for it was the
first task given the new infantry battalions, and
their SUbsequent activities were affected to an important
extent by work arising from this planning.

50. Operation tlBUCKINGHAM" was the code-word
used within 1 Comwel Div in reference to the overall
plan for the re-occupa tion of lines "WYOMING" and nKANSAS",
in the event of a withdrawal from "JAMESTOW'N" being
ordered."~ The sources available do not contain much
information on the development of the plan at divisional
level, nor do they describe the higher-leve~ planning on
which the divisional plan was based. However a set of
the plans produced by H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, complete to
April 1952, is at hand, and an account of the evolution
of the plan at brigade leva1 is therefore possible.

51. 'lbe plan for Operation "BUCKINGHAM II issued
by brigade headquarters on 23 Apr 52 was the successor
to six preVious versions, the first of which was issued,
as Operation llWATERLOO ll , on 21 Sap 51.** In September

*'oV.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn In! Bde, February 1953, Appx 1159 11 :

"File Strippings H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde" contains one
operational instruction from H.Q. I Comwel Div on the
divisional withdrawsl plan (1 Comwel Div Op Instr No. 54,
9 Oct 52), together with several lists of divisional
operational instructions, which lists contain references
to Operation "BUCKINGHAM". In addition, the withdrawal
plans of some formations and units within the division
are included. This material shows clearly that "BUCKING
HAMil was the divisional code-word for the withdrawal plan
in A~i~ 1952. and h~~ ~~e~ so for some time preViously.

These plans are held os follows:
(a) W.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, September 1951, Appx"5":

"25 Cdn Inf Bde Op Instr No 9, Op WATERLOO", 21
Sep 51.

(b) Ibid, October 1951, Appx "8": "25 Cdn Inf Bde Op
Insor No 10, Op WA'lERLOO", 16 Oct 51.

(c) Ibid, December 1951, Appx "4": "25 Cdn Inf Bde
'(lp"""Ins tr No 12, Op BUCKINGHAM", 2 Dec 51.

Cd) Ibid, January, 1952, Appx "5": "25 Cdn Inf Bde
'(lp"""Instr No 18, Op BUCKINGHAM", 8 Jan 52.

(e) Ibid: "25 Cdn Inf Bde Op Instr No 22, Op BUCK
INGliAM", 26 Jan 52.

(f) Ibid, March 1952, Appx "8": "25 Cdn Inf Bde Op
rnst"r No 27, Op BUCKINGHAM", 10 Mar 52.

(g) Ibid, April 1952, Appx "9": "25 Cdn Inf Bde Op
rnst"r No 33, Op BUCKINGHAM", 23 Apr 52.
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1951, the Brl~ade had just occupied 8 sector of IfWym.GNG" I

and "WATEm.00 1 provided for a wi thdrawal to 11 KANSAS II •

A revision of lIWA'lERLOOll, issued on 16 Oct 51 after t~~

"JAMESroWN" lIne had been reached, gave the plan for
re-occupation of "WYOMING II and "KANSAS". In a furthe!"
revision, dated 2 Dec 51, the name of the schsme was
changed to "BUCKINGHAM II

, the re-occupa tion of "WYOP1r:;3-1I

being called lIBALMORAL", that of "KANSAS", "WINDSOR".
These names were retained In four succeeding versions;
the fourth - that of 23 Apr 52 - is the ona with which
this narrative is now concerned.

52. In this Instruction, it was mBde clear
that the withdrawal envisaged was a planned one, with
the edjaeent divisions conforming. A withdrawel in the
case of the divisionIs being heavily engaged by tha
enemy was to be governed by a new set of orders. 28
Brltcom Inf Bda, when relieved by 25 Cdn Inf Bde on
"WYOMING IJ

, was to occupy wosi tions in the area of the
two bridges - "'!EAL" and PINTAIL" - on the Imjin,
presumably to defend these important structures from
infiltrating enemy groups. Battalion areas on each *
line were prescribed, with routes, timings and so forth.'
In addition, the infantry battalions were responsible
for producing detailed plans for occupation of the areas:
and for preparation of positions within the areas, two
activities which were to occupy a good part of their
time while this particular order was in effect (W.D~"

1 R. C. R.. 1 P. P. C. L. r., 1 R. 22e R., 24-30 Apr 52, l.~ay

and June 1952).

Remarks on the Treatment of
1 Comwe 1 Div I s De fens i ve Ope ra tions

53. By April 1952, the line of the forward
defended localities in 1 Comwel Div's sector had
remained unchanged for some five months; the division,
and the Chinese facing it, were both conduc ting 1"8 ther
cautious defensive operations. Occasional sherp contactz
occurred here and there along the front, but these were
local and comparatively short-lived. For long periods,
the front was quiet. This situation was to continue
unehenged during the remainder of the fighting in Korea.

54. Canadian troops, it will be recalled, had
been committed to action in Korea in mid-February 1951.
By the first part of October in the same year, they had
begun their tenure of Ureal estate ll on the "JAhtESTOW1"
line, a tenure fated to last until July 1953. The
Canadians, in other Vi0rds, wore, to spend 22 of their
30 months of fighting in Korea in the defence.

55. Though not so spectacular as the earlier
operations of 1950, this protracted defence is not witho~t

its interest, at least to the professional soldier. Such
aspects of the defence as layout and the associated field
defences and fire plans at once command attention, tog9th er
with such activities as patrolling and counter-attack~.

These subjects will be covered as thoroughly as av~ilp-ble

sources permi t. It might be well, in view of limi ts
imposed by lack of information, to indicate generally
how each has been handled.

*Shown in Map 11511 •
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56. Layout may be diaposed of briefly. The
successive patterns adopted by the division are shown in
the attached maps. The tactical reasons for the layouts
adopted are not given In aveilable sources. However a
retrospective discussion of the question Is included In
the finel portion of the report (pares 196 to 199 below).

57. The comparatively flimsy field defences
with which the division began its operetions on
IIJAMESroWN" were not developed to any important extent
In the central sector. 'lhe ones which existed there
towards the end of the war are described In the final
portion of the Report, In the passages which deal with
the atteck on 3 R.C.R. (peres 191 to 214 below). On
the left and right flanks, however, much stronger
defences were developed, under the stimulus of the
constantly-increasing enemy fire. Canadians took an
important part In this work, and their efforts are
described in the paragraphs dealing with the operations
of December 1952 and January 1953 (paras 155 to 168
below). These two passages together give a reasonably
complete picture of the field defences used by 1 Comwel
Div throughout its active operations in Korea.

58. Plans for counter-attacks at corps,
division, brigade and battalion level existed. As far
as the Canadians were concerned, the highest level on
which attacks of this type were mounted was the unit
levelj these ~re described in some detail. The plans for
counter-attacks on higher levels are only mentioned
incidentallYj they were never put into effect, at least
in the Canadian sector, and the plans do not exhibit
any significant departure from accepted doctrine.

59. The treatment of defensive fire, on the
other hand, presents difficulties, since available sources
do not contain much detail about developments in this
field. It is, in consequence, not possible to embark
on any comprehensive account of the use of the battalion
weapons, the tank guns and the guns and heavy mortars
of the artillery in our defensive operations in Korea.
Some of the more important strengths and weaknesses of
our fire, as revealed during the attack on 3 R.C.R., are
recorded below, in an attempt to fill this gap to the
greatest extent now possible. 1his, however, must be
regarded as an expedient, of use only until it is
replaced by a more complete account of all aspects of
this extremely important SUbject.

60. A good deal more information is available
about the patrolling and raiding which I Comwel Div
carried on during its protracted defensive operations
on the IIJAMES'JXtVN tI line. It is, accordingly, possible
to present 0 more complete account of these operations.
In this Report, developments connected with patrolling
will be recorded chronologically, and a summary of these
developments will be included in the final portion,
together with such generalizations as it is possible to
moke. It should be noted the t the sUbj ee t is by no means
a simple one. The number of types of petrol--standing,
fighting, ambush, reconnaissance and so forth--the changes
which occurred over the months, the wide variation in
performance between units (and even between individual
petrols or the same unit), the influence of higher policy
--all these operate to place a completely adequate
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treatment of the subject beyond the scope of this Report.
An attempt will be made, however, to produce a general
survey, in the hope that it will be of value until a
more exhaustive study Is produced.

Patrols - May and June 1952

61. During May end Juna, 1 Comwel Div
patrolled vigorously in conformity with e policy stated
by H.Q. 1 U.S. Corpa.* Before discussing this policy
and describing the division's share in its implementation,
it might be well to~urvey the terrain on which the
formation operated.

62. An unnamed tributary runs into the
Semi-chlon from the north-east, approximately four miles
upstream from the latter's junction with the Imjln.
The valley of the Saml-ch 1on, which Is quite narrow
above the mouth of this tributary, widens to over 2000
yards below it. The tributary, on the other hand, flows
through a valley which is little more than 500 yards
wide. The features which lIe to the east of this
tributary, and of the wide portion of the Sami-ch'on
valley, consist in the main of long ridges stretching
west into the valley like fingers. The features
opposite are more compact, in the sense that fewer
re-entrants run into them from the valley whose western
boundary they form. The aree hald by 1 R. 22e R. and
a good half of that held by 1 R.C.R. frontad on the
wide portion of the Semi-chlon valley; the remainder of
1 R.C.R.'s positions and all of tha 1 P.P.C.L.I. area
fronted on the valley of the tributary. The latter two
units were thus much closer to the enemy-held features
opposite them, but nowhere in the Canadian sector was
contact really close.

*Unless otherwise stated, the material in this
section of the Report has been derived from the
following sources:

(a) W.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bda, May and June 1952.
(b) Ibid, June 1952: Appx "4A" - patrol Task Tables;

Appx "11" - Patrol Reports and Traces.

Pa trol Report

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(j)

W.D., 1 P.P.C.L.I., May and June 1952.

W.D., 1 R. 22a R., May and June 1952.

Ibid, June 1952: Appx "14"
ror-Night 23/24 Jun 52.

W.D., 1 R.C.R., May and June 1952.

Ibid, May 1952: Appx "QII - 1 Comwel Div Periodic
~Report, Nos 527 to 557.

Ibid, June 1952: Appx "ll" - 1 Comwal Div Periodic
~Raport, Nos 558 to 587 (No. 564 missing
and not available in any other War Diary)

Ibid, July 1952: Appx "8" - 1 Comwel Div Periodic
~Report, No. 588.

*UoSee Map 1t4".
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63. To the right of 25 Ede's boundary ley a
ridge of high ground which ran almost due east and west
and terminated, at its western end, in Hill 159 (1417).
The Somt-chlon tributary passed along the western end
of this feature and then curved practically due eest,
enclosing the ridge on two sides. A small valley to the
south of the ridge separated it from the features held
by 25 Ede. Immediately to the north-eest lay the mass
of Hill 355 (1718), with a jumble of disconnected features
in rear. The lIne of the forw9rd defended localities
ran close to the lower slopes of this hill, to the
east of Point 227 (1518); the enemy do not appear to
have occupied this latter feature continuously.

64. Starting on 18 May, each forward battalion
of 1 Comwel Div was ordered to carry out one strong
fighting patrol a week against known enemy positions
(1 Comwel Div: Diary of Op Events, 15 Feb - 30 Jun 52,
p. 7). This order was issued by the divisional
headquarters In conformity with a directive from H.Q.
I U.S. Corps that at least one prisoner was to be taken
every three days. The assignment proved to be 50
difficult and costly that it led to some debate between
the corps staff and G.O.C. 1 Comwel D1v. Reporting
on the matter, Maj-Gen Cassels wrote:

'lhe period has generally been very static
with both sides patrolling end doing the
occasional raid. Latterly we have dominated
NO Mans Land to such an extent that the enemy
has been very loathe to enter it. In some
ways this has been a considerable disadvantage
as it makes it extremely difficult to ge t a
prisoner. We are now trying to lure him
forward again but, so far, he has not reacted.

During the last month we have been ordered
to produce one prisoner every three days and
have been authorized to use up to a battalion
to achieve this. In fact we have put in a
series of company raids which have killed
many enemy but have not produced a prisoner.
As these raids have had to go a long way to
find the enemy, who are sitting back in their
main positions, they have been compuratively
costly. As a result I have ordered that they
should be suspended and we are trying some
other methods. Meanwhile I am being harassed
and ordered by Corps to produce a prisoner
every third day, apparently regardless of
cost. As we know quite well whet enemy
divisions are in front of us I cannot see
the point in thIs and have said so and have
asked if there Is any special reason behind
the request. I have made it clear that I
will do all in my power to get as many
prisoners as possible, but that I consider
a series of battalions or company raids a most
unprofitable way of doing it, unless the need
is considerably greater than I think it is.
At present this has been agreed, but I do not
know how long it will last. Personally I
believe the reason behind the order was to
keep the US Army divisions llsharp" regardless
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of casualties, and at least one of their
divisions had taken very considerable casualties
- between 2,000 and 3,000. The Commander of
1st US MARINE Division on my left visited me
on 29 June, and raised this very point, He Is
in complete agreement with my views.

(1 Comwel Div: Periodic Report
15 Feb - 30 Jun 52, paras 10, 11)

65. '.!he raids to which Gao Cassels refers were
too numerous to be described in detail here •. However,
the tactics used in various raids were similar, and the
contacts were sufficiently alike to permit certain
useful generalizations to be made. In strength, the
raiding groups veried from 20 or 3D-man patrols to 9n
entire company, the greater part of the raids being
staged by fighting patrols of the former strength.
Brens, Stens and grenades were carried, and some of the
men appear to have been armed with rifles. Very heavy
supporting fire was provided by the artillery and tanks.

66. In the 25 Bde sector--and presumably in
that of 29 Bda--the patrols passed through their own
wire and minefields at fixed points where gaps existed.
Routes beyond the gaps varied. Th~ Canadian patrols
had to cross the floor of the valley to the hills
opposite; those from 29 Bda had to thread their way
along more tortuous routes, because of the broken and
watternless character of the terrain on their front.
Firm bases ll were established as close to the objec tive

as possible, in localities which lent themselves to 811
round defence; the actual raiding parties moved on to
the objectives from these positions. (See Map "4 11 )

67. On the objective, the raiding groups found
themselves in a maze of trenches ruined by our artillery.
Here they usually came under heavy mortar and small-arms
fira which inflicted casualties and restricted their
freedom of movement. In addition, a high proportion of
the enemy trenches were connected to tunnels, through
which his troops could retreat from a threatened spot
or move to one which had been cleared and passed by the
Canadian soldiers. Although it was possible, in these
situations, for our patrols to inflict casualties on the
enemy, it proved very difficult indeed to take a live
prisoner.

6B. The results of the raids stagad in May
were not particularly encouraging. One prisoner was
captured on the night 6/7 May, and two deserters
surrendered early in the morning of the 9th and 16th
of the month. These, at least, are the figures given
in the daily reports on operations issued by H.~.

1 Comwel Div; it may be safely concluded that they are
complete, since the reports would scarcely fail to
mention taking a prisoner when the formation's whole
energies were directed to that end.

69. Within 25 Cdn Inf Bda, 1 H.C.H. appaars
to have stnged the most raids, or at least to have
recorded the greatest number. The unit concentrnted
largely on two features, Points 113 (1215) and 75 (1214),
which lay across the valley of the Sami-chlon tributary,
with Hill 166 (1215) immediately in rear. Of the saven
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raids which the unit records for May (W.D., 1 R.C.R.,
I, 16, 22, 31 May 52, also Appx "XII), three resulted in
casualties. The heaviest losses occurred on the night
22/23 May, whan a patrol lost five wounded and one
missing presumed killed.* 1 R. 22e R. shows two patrols
directed against objectives on the enemy's side of the
Semi-chI on valley (W.D., 1 R. 22e R., 26, 27, 28, 29
May, also Appx "VI"). The first was a raid on Point
61.3 (1112); it was staged on the night 26/27 May by a
fighting patrol of 40 all ranks. The group found the
objective deserted, but was ambushed during its return
and lost two wounded. One other patrol was sent out,
on the night 28/29 Msy, to explore a track which paralleled
the west bank of the Sami-ch'on between 115115 and
115119. Although the patrol was supposed to have
contacted and engaged the enemy if possible, its objective
would appear somewhat too general for it to be considered
a raid. In any event, it did not make contact o (See Map"41~

70. 1 p.p.e.L.I. records two raids on
objectives across the valley of the Semi-chi on tributary
(IV.D., 1 P.P.C.L.r., 20 and 29 May, also Appx "47" and
"58"). '!he first of these, led by Lieut David Alexander
Middleton, went out on the night 20/21 May, with the
aim of sweeping the eastern tip of a shoulder running
east from Hill 156 (1217). The assault group ron into
Withering fire when it was 20 yards from the top of tha
ridge. Lieut Middleton, though wounded, persisted in
his efforts to close with the enemy until his right leg
was broken In two places by a grenade. Cpl John Glenrord
Dunbar, one of his section leaders, reorganized the group
and directed its withdrawal, carrying his officer in
spite of the latter's order that he be left behind. For
his gallant performance Lieut Middleton was awarded the
M.C., while Cpl Dunbar received the M.M. ("Korean
Citations" (Lt Middleton and Cpl Dunbar); see also
Appx "D") The second fighting pa trol sent out by
1 P.P.C.L.I. on the night 29/30 May became lost in no
man's land and did not make contact. (See Map "4 11 )

71. In addition to raids, which were aimed
at territory on the enemy's side of no man's land, patrols
were also sent out to contact the enemy in no man's
land itself. Most of these patrols are described as

*n-te 01 tatlon (IlKorean C1 ta tions" (Cpl LemoIne») for
the immediate award of the M.M. to Cpl Donald George
Lemoine states that he distinguished himself during a
fighting patrol sent by "B" Coy 1 R.C. R. egainst pt 113
on the night o~ 30 Apr. The assault group was driven off
the objective by heavy ~ire and withdrew through the fir~

base commanded by Cpl Lemoine. This N.C.O. covered the
withdrawal skilfully, and carried back a wounded comrade
when the firm base withdrew. Actually, none of the
available records mentions a patrol contact by 1 R.C.R~

on the nights 29/30 Apr or 30 Apr/l May. On the night
1/2 May, however, a 1 R.C.R. patrol was driven off
Pt 113 and lost two wounded. This may well be the
engagement referred to +n the citation, though there is
no mention of Cpl Lemoine in the unit's War Diary for
the period. See Appx "D II •
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ambush patrols, In June, 8S we shall see, this type of
patrol assumed greater importance than it had held in
May. More detailed consideration of these ambushes will
consequently be reserved for the account of operations
in June. At this point it 1s sufficient to note that,
while a formidable number of ambushes were laid in May,
they had limited success 1n taking prisoners. At least
one of our ambushes, on the other hand, was itself
ambushed by the enernw (W.D., 1 R. 22e R., 15 end 16
May 52, also Appx VI).

72. 1 R. 22e R., 1n 1 ts \'ver Diary I shows a
number of patrols, described as fighting patrols, whose
aim was to contact and engage the enemy if possible.
These patrols are consistently distinguished, in the
tffxt, from ambush patrols, but the exact difference
is not clearly developed. It would appear, from the
brief references made, that these fighting patrols were
intended to range about no-man's land, seeking an
encounter engagement. In most cases, they failed to
make contact, but on the night 6/7 May one such patrol
was ambushed close to the east bank of the semi-ch'on
and lost one killed, one wounded and two missing
presumed killed (W.D., 1 R. 22e R., 6, 7 May 52, also
Appx VI). Pte Jean GUy Guay's good conduct on this
occasion is recorded in his citation for the M.M.
( lI Korean Citations" (Pete Guay) j see also Appx ttD tI )

73. On 3 Jun, H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde issued a
directive permitting units to discontinue fighting patrols.
Ambush, reconnaissance and standing petrols were to be
continued. It is not possible to connect this
instrNction directly with Gen Cassels' order suspending
raids, but presumably there was some connection. Also
his "other methods" cannot be identified, but it seems
probable that they at le9st included attempts to lure
the enemy into ambushes. If these assumptions are
correct, and a pollcy~*of ambushing was substituted for
one of raiding, then the new policy did not prove any
more successful than the former had done, nor did it
lower the casualty rate to the extent which was perhaps
expec ted.

74. Before summarizing the results of the
ambush patrols, it is possibly desirable to describe
this type of patrolling in as much detail as available
sources permit. The Patrol Task Tables issued by 25 Cdn
Inf Bde for the period 18-30 June show that these patrols
were to have a strength of 12 or 13, under command of
an N.C.O. patrol reports indicate that they were armed
in much the same way as the fighting patrols, and that
the patrol leader hsd on call an impressive weight of
fire support. As far as location of the ambush is

of~'Ihe date of this order could not be found in
available sources.

**This lack of information as to higher policy on
patrolling is matched by an even more complete lack of
information about the manner in which the staffs at corps,
division snd brigade participated in planning patrols
and in processing the intelligence which resulted from
them.
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concerned t the task tables list 25 ambush patrols, of
which four were laid on the enemy1s side of the Seml-ch 1on
or of the Sami-ch'on tributary. No information is
available as to the factors which affected the location
of all these patrols, but stream junctlons# crossing
places, tracks, and the western ends of the long fingers
stretching out into the Semi-chI on valley appear to have
been favoured. The deployment of the troops In the
ambushes Is not described in the material at hand.
(See Map "4")

75. It is not possible to present a
comprehensive summary of the results achieved by these
ambushes during the month of June. If their aIm was the
capture of a live prisoner, they failed; the daily reports
on operations issued by HQ 1 Comwel Div do not record a
single prisoner being taken by any meens during the
month, though one deserter from the enemy was apprehended
on the night 28/29 June. The number of ambushes set
across the divisional front during the month is not
given, and it is not possible to sort out the number of
contacts mnde by ambush patrols since, in re~ording

patrol contacts, the reports do not always distinguish
the type of patrol which made the contact. Casualties
inflicted on the enemy are largely estimates, and the
figures given for our own casualties are preliminary
figures. However, a study of each of the 25 ambushes
set by 25 Cdn Inf Bde from 18-30 June provides what
might well be a reasonable sample of· the month's
activity - a semple, in other words, of one-half of the
front for one-half of the period.

76. This study reveals that one contact was
made by these ambushes, on the night 25/26 Jun.
Conflicting detsils about this action are given in the
sources. The Patrol Task Tables for 23, 24, 25 Jun
(SUb-para (b) of footnote to para 61 above) show that
three umbushes were to be laid by 1 R.C.R. at 136151,
135147 and 125140 on the night 23/24 Jun, and that all
three were to be repeated in the seme location on the
following two nights. 1 Comwel Div'S Periodic Ops
Report No. 583 (ibid: SUb-para (h» states that tha
ambush at 125140 was surrounded on the night 25/26 Jun
(its third successive night in the same location) but
succeeded in fighting its way out. The War Diary of
"D" Coy 1 R.C.R. (ibid: sub-para (f» locates the ambush
at 127143 not 1251~and states that it was lsid on
the nights 22/23, 23724 and 25/26 Jun, on the last of
which it mede contact with a Chinese patrol. A report on
the operation in question (ibid: SUb-para (b» places
the contact at 129143, and ~es that it occurred when
a Chinese patrol heading north-east marched past the
ambush in single fils, presumably to lay an ambush of its
own near one of the gaps (para 66 above) In the perimeter
wire end minefields of an H.C.H. company. Whan the H.C.H.
patrol opened fire, the enemy group turned, forming a
line which barred the Canadian withdrawal. Our patrol,
however, succeeding In charging through the enemy, at
a cost of one Canadian killed and two wounded. One dead
Chinese soldier was found later in the area of the
contact. (See Map 114")

77. Towards the end of June there occurred
what would appear to be a brief, unexplained revival of
the raiding policy, as a result of which each battalion
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of the brigade staged 0 raid on an enemy-held feature
on the western side of the velley. On the night 20/21
June, 1 P.P.C.L.I. sent a party 35 strong to raid Point
133 (1216). The group suffered six killed and 18 wounded,
and failed to secure a prisoner. The following night
1 R.C.R. lost one killed and 22 wounded in a raid on
Point 113 (1215). Again, no prisoners were taken. In
each case, heavy explosions, as of powerful charges
buried in the patrol's path and detonated electrically
or mechanically, occurred just as the patrol w~s moving
in on the objective. On the night 23/24 Jun,
1 R. 22e R. lost one killed, five wounded and two missing
in 0 similar patrol to the spur running north-east from
Hill 169 (1011). At the time, it was thought that both
of the missing soldiers had been killed. However L/Cpl
Dugal, one of the casualties in question, survived, and
was returned with the sick and wounded prisoners exchanged
in "LI'l'l'LE SWI'I':;H" in April 1953 (para 170 below) For
the first time, our men wore the new "armoured" vests
on this patrol. These garments were made of a fabric
sufficiently thick and tough to provide some protection
from shrapnel, end they were designed to cover the upper
body. Further experience was to confirm their value.
{'ii.D., H.Q.. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, June 1952: Appx "6" -
Reports on Enemy Activity (Appx "A" to Report for 24 Jun
52); see also Map "4 11 )

78. In addition to these raids and ambushes,
other types of patrolling were used by the division.
Of these, the "standing" patrol was the most numerous.
This type of patrol will be discussed sUbsequently
(para 242 below). At this point it is sufficient to note
that they generally consisted of three to five men, who
were stationed close to the perimeter of B forward
defended locality and charged with detecting enemy movement
in the area of the locality.

79. It could be supposed that a considerable
number of reconnaissance and "lIe-up" patrols would have
been conducted during the operation of the raiding policy,
to provide the necessary intelligence about the enemy.
'fuile limitations in available information make it
impossible to be definite on the point. it would appear
that such was not the case. The division's daily reports
on operations mention only two or three patrols described
as reconnaissance patrols, and one lllie-upll of 1 -riELCR
is recorded in the reports for the period 10-13 Jun.
25 Bdc's I patrol task tables for the latter part of
June do not list a single reconnaissance patrol, though
it is possible that some of the other patrols had
reconnaissance tasks. This whole question of reconnaissance
and lIlie-upll petrols - part of the general question of
the intelligence sources used in patrol planning - can
only be answered when more complete information is
available on the staff work done in connection with
patrols. On the face of it, a lack of detailed informBtion
about the enemy's hour-to-hour routine (best provided
by reconnaissance and "lie-upll patrols) would appear
to make the planning of fighting or, more partiCUlarly,
ambush petrols rather difficult.*

*It Is possible, of course, that some of this
information was prOVided by line passers, but available
sources do not contain mBny particulars about the use of
these agents by 1 Comwel Div.
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80. Another type of patrol carried out by
the Canadians was the "jitter" patrol. These, 89
accurately as they can be reconstructed from the record,
were composed of fro~ 10 to 15 men, who were given the
task of approaching an enemy position and engaging it
with small arms. The object of this manoeuvre, as the
name of the patrol suggests, was to give the enemy the
lIjltters". The patrols 'could, of course, have served
also as sources of intelligence about the location of
enemy weapons, and possibly as decoys to draw enemy
parties into ambushes. Again, unfortunately, the
available record Is inadequate for complete description.

1 R.C.R. Fighting Patrol, Night 31 May/1 Jun 52.

81. A more precise idea of what the raids
were like may be gained from an account of a 1 R.C.R.
fighting patrol which was sent to Point 113 (1215) -on
the night 31 May/1 Jun. * This patrol, described in one
of Maj-Gen Cassels' periodic reports as "a specially
daring raid against a strong enemy position" (1 Comwe1
Div: Diary of Op, Events, 15 Feb - 30 Jun 52, p. 8),
consisted of 22 men under the command of Lieut Allan
Angus Sloss Peterson. Although he failed to return with
a live prisoner, Lieut Peterson so distinguished himself
in command of the patrol that he was awarded the M.C.,
and Cpl .rthur Irvine Stinson, a member of the group,
won the M.M. for his part in the operation. (IlKorean
Citations" (Lt Peterson, Cp1 stinson); see also Appx "D")

82. The patrol entered no man's land via
the "South Gate", a gap in the wire and minefields at
135147, almost immediately on completion of an air strike
on the objective, Point 113. In nine minutes it had
worked its way apprOXimately 1000 yards over the floor
of the valley to the stream, which it reached at 2034
hour.. The crossing was made at 130148, apparently
without incident.

83. Point 113 lay 500 yards to the north-west
of the crossing place. A small group of houses stretched
across the base of the height, whose slope above was
banded by lines of trenches. When he reached the
shattered houses, Lleut Peterson called down an
artillery concentration on the objective, and then led
his men to the first l1ne of trenches, which proved to be
unoccupied and 1n disrepair. Leaving a "firm base lt of
six or seven men under an N.C.O. in this position, the
patrol began its final advance. At the same time, the
artillery concentration was replaced by a timed programme
of tank fire which, being more accurate**than the
artillery fire, could be maintained until tho advance
was very close to its objective.

*The account of the raid given in this and succeeding
paragraphs derives from (B.S.) 145.2R13013 (DB), "R.C.R.
Patrol Report, 31 May 52". Map "4" may be referred to
for topographical detail.

*~he tank guns, having very flat trajectories and
excellent sights, could place rounds within a few feet
of the desired point on the steep slopes across the valley.
The artillery concentrations, on the other hand, spread
over a wider area of these slopes, since the steep pitch
of tho hillside caused a relatively ama11 dispersion to
create a large beaten zone on the slope. For this reason,
artillery concentrations were normally used on the ~opes

during a patrol's movement across the valley. As the
patrol began to climb the hills on the other side, the
tank guns took up its support. A tank officer, acting
much the same as a forward observation officer of the
artillery, controlled the shoot.
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8. Under cover of this fire, the patrol
climbed up a dr v to the next line of trenches, hich
were also found to be aeserted. Cpl Stinson and six
men were left to clear the bunkers in this orea while
the rem9inder of the patrol, under Lieut Peterson,
pressed on to the crest of the feature.

85. Here the defences were in much better
repair. A trench ran west along the crest of the
height, pJralleled on each side by two rows of foxholes,
each pair joined by a tunnel under the main trench.
This warren came violently and quickly to life as soon
as the patrol's supporting fire lifted, and Lieut
peterson realized that he must withdraw at once, if his
group was to avoid becoming engaged in a hand-to-hand
melee.

86. Meanwhile, Cpl Stinson's section had
taken one prisoner from a bunker opening into the
bottom of the communication trench to the left. Shortly
afterward, the enemy began to close in on the section,
and Cpl Stinson accordingly commenced to withdraw to
the firm base, with four of his men wounded. The
prisoner tried to escape when the withdrawal began,
but was shot as he scrambled away •

87. Lieut Peterson's group attempted to
return by way of Stinson's former position, but there
were so many of the enemy in the area by that time
that the route had to be abandoned in favour of a
course straight down the hill to the firm bose. H re
the party reorganized behind a heavy artillery concen
tration and returned to the 1 R.C.R. area by way of a
more northerly route. The patrol had inflicted a
number of casualties on the enemy, at a cost of only
four wounded, a success which was due largely to the
excellent timing of the withdrawal, and the firm control
which was maintained throughout.

Ope ra tion "JEHU", 17 Jun

88. On 17 Jun, armour made a brief and not
conspicuously successful effort to further the division's
raiding policy, when tanks of the 5th Royal Inniskilling
Dragoon Guards (5 D.G.) attempted a raid on enemy position~

across the valley from the 1 P.P.C.L.I. right flank.
Prior to this raid, the armoured units of 1 Comwel Div
had not been employed in a mobile role since the division
se t tled on the "JAMESTO'"IN" line. This s ta temen t should
not be taken to imply that the tanks had been idle, for
the reverse is true. In addition to important roles
in Operation "BUCKINGHAM" (p9ras 49 to 52 Dbove) and
in the plans for counter-attacks to restore any
".JAMESTO'"JN" positions captured by the enemy ("i.D., H.Q..
25 Cdn Inf Bde, February 1953: Appx "59" - 1 Comwel
Div Op Instr No 37, 14 Apr 52), the tanks had very
active employment in support of the infantry.

89. This employment is exemplified by the
operations of "~" Sqn Ld S.H. (R. C.) in support of
25 Cdn Inf Bde. The squadron hod one troop in support
of each of the battalions, with the fourth troop in
reserve. The tanks supporting the infantry were dug

~~"B" Sqn repl'3ced "c" Sqn on 8 Jun (pora 31 above)
and continued the deployment which it found "c" Sqn
using.
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in on the hilltops in forward positions; here they
provided close fire support to infantry patrols' ,
destroyed enemy bunkers on the slopes across the volley
and generally kept the enen~ under extremely accurate
direct fire. ((H.S.) 4l0B25.013 (D 48): "Interview
with Maj ;r.S. Roxborough, "B" Sqn Ld S.H. (R.C.),
1 May 53") No comprehensive statistics on Canadiann
tonk casualties resulting from enemy artillery or mortar
fire are available. However a number of Centurions
similarly deployed wore put out of action by damage to
gun, gun mantlet, transmission cover, sight linkage and
so forth. A good part of this damage was caused by
the fire of medium mortars and field artillery. ((H.S.)
494.013 (D2): "1 C.A.O.R.T. Memo No.1")

90. It was unusual, however, for them or any
other tanks of the Division to sally forth into no manls
land, and it cannot be claimed that the results of
Operation lJ1EHU" - as the 5 D.G. raid was called 
provided any strong reason for an increase in tank
movement ahead of the forward defended localities.
(In May 1953, however, Brigadier Allard mode changes in
the employment of tanks (para 238 below).

'c, .~

91. The plan'" of the operation called for
squadron headquarters and two troops of "C" Sqn 5 D.G"
at a total strength of nine tanks, to cross the start
line (149175) at 0500 hrs, 17 Jun and move west along
the re-entrant south of the height at 144175. ihen
it reached the valley on which the 1 ~.P.C.L.r. posltion[
fronted, the force was to change direction and mOle
north-west to the spur at 136178 and thence to the
objective. ,""I.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, February 1953:
Appx "59" - Outline Plan, Op JEHU, 14 Jun 52) On the
day, the tanks moved off as planned, encountering ve~

little opposition except for light shelling. The
11 going II , however, proved to be very bad, and the force
was recalled when the leading tanks were within 600
yards of the objective. During the withdrawal, :ive of
the vehicles became bogged. Four of these were recovered
within 36 hours, but the fifth sank four feet in one
night and was not recovered until 14 days after the raid •
(1 Comwel Div: Periodic Report 15 Feb - 30 Jun 52, p. 5,
also Appx "A" - Diary of Op Events 15 Feb - 30 Jun 52, p. 9,

*The employment of tanks in support of infantry
patrols is exemplified in the citation for the immediate
award of the M.M. to Tpr Roy Charles stevenson, "B" Sqn
Ld S.H. (R.C.). On 1 Oct 52, a 1 R.C.R. patrol against
Point 227 was stopped by machine gun fire. At the same
time, the enemy directed a heavy mortar concentration on
Tpr Stevenson's tank. In spite of the danger, the
gallant trooper clambered out of the turret on to the re ,r
deck of the tank, where he manned the heavy mochine gun
mounted on the top of the turret. ;,ith this weClpon he
silenced the hostile machine gun ('lKorean Citations ll ,

(Tpr Stevenson); see also Appx liD"). The citation does
not explain why the tank's main armament (much more
accurate and effective) was not fired on this target.

**See Map "4" for topographical detail.
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Guard D..ltL.2.!!. KOk.1..s1::tnL1.2 ;:ay - _8 Jul 52

92. . On 22 1~y, Canadian front-line soldiers
became directly involved in a troubled situation far
removed from the front, '.ihen ".1:"; Coy 1 R.C._ • "iac
ordered to prepare to move to I~oje Island, near Pusan,
for a'tour of guard duty over the unruly prisoners
there.* This duty of guarding ,risoners was, in itself,
not an unusual el'lployment, but it was interpreted as
involving a splitting-up of the Canadian forces in
Korea without the ryrior consent of the Canadian
Government. T is latter circumstance led the
Governoent of Canada to lodge a formal ,rotest with
the Government of the United Stdtes, and this protest
became the sUbject 0; a good deal of discussion in
the press and in the :~ouse of Commons. As a result
of all this stir, the duty achieved a publicity - and
to that extent an importance'- quite out of proportion
to its military significance.

93. The trouble in Koje was revealed to the
pUblic on 22 Feb, when a report was issued that riots
had broken out amonc the priSOners (Chrono~o~:

Supule£ ent to The Horld Today, Vol VIII, ITo. 5, p. 144).
Conditions on the island went from bad to ilorse until,
on 7 lIay, 'the cOmmander of the camp, BriGadier General
Francis T. Dodd, was draeged within one of the compounds
and held prisoner (ibid, No. 10, p. 301). ~e was
released three days later, after his successor, Brigadier
General Charles F. Colson, had made a number of
promises - including such promises as "prisoners will
receive humane treatment in the future" - to the
prisoners (ibid, P9 301, 302). On 13 1my, Gen Colson
was relieved by Bri 'adier General H.L. Boatner (ibid,
p. 302), Vlho at once began, at the expense of some
bloodshed, to move the prisoners into smaller com?ounds,
where they could be more easily controlled •

94. In the course of this operation, orders
were issued to H. Q.. 1 Comwel Div, -chrour;h , •Q. EiGhth
U.S. Army, to provide one British and one Canadian
company for service on Koje (1 Comwel ~iv: periodic
Report 15 Feb - 30 Jun 52, 'para 12). This order was
passed to Brigadier Bogert, who assiened'a cOm]any of
1 R.C.R. to the duty, and informed the C.G.S. about
what "ias happening (lIouse _of'CoJ:!!!1Q..n_s...1?e_bate.§., L.B.
Pearson, 26 May 52, p. 2552l. The action on this
message can perhaps best be recorded in the words of

-----------
*Uaj-Gen Cassels gives 25 Hay as the date on which

II.Q. 1 Comwel Div received orders to provide one British
and one Canadian company for duty on Koje Island '
(1 Comwel Div: Periodic Report 15 Feb - 30 Jun 52,
pAra 12, Appx "N' - Diary of Op Events 15 Feb - 30 Jun 52,
p. 7). This could be the date on Which confirmation of
earlier verbal orders was received. In any event, there
is no doubt that :'D:/ Coy was warned for movement at
190? h~;S}2 Imy.('.l,;D' l 1 RCR, June 1952: AlJpx "V(iii)"
i.D., 'E' Coy 1 RC"t ~2 !my - 14 Jul 52, p. 1). Also

1 R. 22e R. extendeu'its front at 0500 hrs 23 May to
compensate'for 1 R.C.n.'s loss of a company (,i.D.
1 R. 22e R., 23 lay 52). This timing is confirme in
the periodic operational report of E.Q. '1 COM.vel'Div for
23 ;'lay, \/hich shows IIEII Coys of 1 R.C.h. and 1 K.S.L.I.
clearing their'battalion areas at 0800 hrs, ?3 llay 52
(H.D' t 1 R.C.n., :.lay 1952: Arypx :lQ" - 1 Com\Jel Div
Periouic Ops Report, No. 5491.
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~ L.B. Pearson, the Secret~ry of St~te for Extern~l

Affairs, ho de. statement on the matter to the 'ouse
of Commons a few days l~ter.

On receipt of this message an inquiry
regarding the order was immediately mode in
'·[eshington. '!he inquiry confirmed th~ t the
order had beon given, and that orders had
also been given for thb posting of units
from cert~in other national forces unde.r the
United Notions command to similar duty. It
also appeared that the movement of the
Canodi3n troops in question was under way.

The government feels that it is essential
that the CAnadian policy in respect of the
breaking up of the Canadian brigade for
miscellaneous duties in Korea should be ronde
clear. A note has accordingly been presented
to the state department in '";ashington.

The following is the text of this note:

~e Canadian government recognizes the
importance of re-establishing and maintaining
effective control over communist prisoners of
war captured in Korean operations. The
Canadian government also recognizes that
custody of prisoners of war is a military
responsibility which should be performed in
accordance vith military requirements.

It has, however, been a long established
policy of the Canadian government th'l t canadian
forces dispatched abroad for military operations
should remain under Canadian command and control
and that, except in the event of a military
emergency which does not permit of time for
consultation, no part of these forces should
be detached therefrom except after consulta
tion and with the agreement of the Canadian
government •

The Canadian government therefore views
with concern the disp8tch of a company of the
25th Infantry brigade to KOje Island without
prior consultation with the Canadian government,
and hopes that it may be possible to re-unite
this company with the rest of the Canadian
brigade as soon as possible. Meanwhile, the
Canadian forces concerned will, of course,
carry out loyally the orders of the unified
command with respect to participation in
guarding prisoners of war on KOJe Island. '!he
Canadian government also wishes to be reassured
that, if it is proposed in the future to detach
any Canadian forces from Cpnadian command and
control for military or other duties, this will
be done only after consultation and ,ith the
consent of the Canadian government, except in
the event of a military emergency which does
not permit of time for such consultation.

(Ibid: pp 2552, 2553)
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95. reply to this note s receiv d on 18
June 52 (ibid: L.B. Pearson, 18 Jun 52, p. 3382), nnd
the conte~of the roply were summ rized in the House
of Commons by Mr Pearson on the following d·y.

In that reply the United Stat... s overn."!lent
states its appreciation of the importance
attached by the government of Canada to the
maintenance of Canadian forces ~s a unit, and
the feeling underlying Canada's traditional
position in this matter, and therefore, the
United states government desires to meet the
wishes of the Canadian government in so far as
is practicable without endan3ering the Unite~

Nations military effort in Korea ••••

(Ibid: 19 Jun 52, p. 3416)

96. The Government's action was rather
warmly criticized by members of the Opposition, who
contended that Canada had shown herself undUly
sensitive about preserving the Canadian identity of
her troops in Korea (ibid, 20 Jun 52, pp 3481-2 and
3495-6). Meanwhile, on Roje, the soldiers went about
their business quite calmly. "B" Coy 1 R.C.R., with
"B" COl 1 K.S.L. 1., had orrived on the islond on Sunday
25 MOY<. Ten days later, the Canadians took over
Compound No. 66, in conjunction with the K.S.L.I.
company which was to furnish alternate 24 hour guards.
The duty was performed in the following manner:

~e occupied seven towers, placed at
intervals about the Compound, with a Bren
gunner on each of the towers' two platforms.
Between these towers, there were sandbagged
ground positions, seven in all, each
containing a Bren gunner. There were three
high barbed wire fences about 66 and in
between the outer two we had an 8 man
perimeter guard, constantly patrolling and
watching the PsO~ for unusual occurrences or
disturbances. There were approximately 3200
prisoners in the Compound, chiefly North Korean
Officers. Our job was to keep them inside the
Compound and to apprehend prisoners who might
try to escape.

(I','.D., "B" Coy 1 R C R 22 May. . .,
14 Jul 52, p. 3)

97. On 12 Jun, the Commonwealth troops were
ordered to move the prisoners to a new compound on the
following day. This promised to be a more difficult
task than the guard duty had been, since U.S. Army
soldiers clearing Compound No. 76 two days previously
had met furious resistance, in the course of which 31
prisoners had been killed and 111 wounded. On 13 Jun,
however, the prisoners moved out of Compound No. 66 in
an orderly fashion, leaving the R.C. R. and K.S.L. I.
companies temporarily unemployed while their compound

*Statements in this and the fOllowi~ paragraph are
based on rv.D., 1 R.C.R., June 1952: Appx IV(iii)" -'I.D.,
'B' Coy 1 RCR, 22 May - 14 Jul 52.
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as empty. During this tim~, they furnished 0 guar 0
honour for Viscount lex~nder of Tunis, Iho wes visiting
Korea as Minister of Defence in the United Ki dom.
Further duty on Compound No. 66, and on other compounds,
followed. Brigadier Bogert visited his soldi~rs on 7 Jul,
and attended a sports meet held by the prisoners, at
which one of the prisoners presented him with garland
in honour of the occasion. Next day the companies han od
over to !l 11. S. ilrmy uni t ..

By 14 Jul "B" Coy was back ':Ii th 1
R.C~R., which by that time was in re erve, with other
uni ts of 25 Cdn Inf Bde, on "·'/yOMING".

98. The guard duty on Koje, already something
of a cause celebre, was destined to attract further
public attention, On 25 Aug, Brigadier h.B. Connelly,
C•.B.E., C.D ... vacated command of C.M •.f..F.E., being
replaced on the following dey by Brigadier RoE.II. ,.lorton,
D.S.O., C.D., (Supplements to C.A.Os.,. Issue 10. 305
of 1952). SUbsequently Brigadier Connelly was retired
from the Army, and the charge was made in the House of
Commons that his retirement had been approved because
of his failure to inform the Government about the
proposed employment of Canadian troops on Koje, while
this plan was still in the discussion stage (House of
Commons Debates, 1-16 Dec 52, pp. 209-12, 281, 584, '748,
'761<;2) .. There was apparently an inference that the
secretary of State for External Affairs had been
connected in some way with Brigadier Connelly's retirement,
for the Minister of National Defence, in a statement
read to the House by Mr. R.O. Campney (as acting nlnister
of National Defence) specifically cleared Mr. Pearson
of any connection with the affair.

The chief of the general stoff recommended
to me that Brigadier Connelly should be retired
and after discussing the matter with the chief
of the general staff I felt that the retention
of Brigadier Connelly would not be in the
interests of the services or of the public and
therefore approved the recommendation •

This retirement was dealt with entirely
as a military matter and the Secretory of
State for External Affairs had nothing what
ever to do with it in any way.

(Ibid, 17 Dec 52, p. 861)

99. Returning now to Korea and to the latter
part of June 1952, we find 25 Cdn Inf Bde in the process
of being relieved by 28 Britcom Inf Bde. On Koje,
"B" Coy 1 R.C.R. was entering the final week of its
duty on the island. The relief of 25 Bde was completed
at 0200 hrs 30 Jun 52 (~.D., 1 RoC. H., June 1952:
Appx "R" - 1 Comwel Div Periodic Ops Report, No. 587).
As of 5 Jul, the two brigades had interchanged areaa,
the British brigade occupying substantially the ~ame

defended localities as the Canadians had vacated~(ibid,

July 1952: ApPX "s" - 1 Comwel Div Periodic Ops .leport,
No, 592, Trace "P"). "ithin25 Bde, 1 R.C.R. was left,
1 P.P.C.L.I. centre and 1 R. 22e R. right (ibid).
29 Brit Inf Bde remained on the right of the divisional
front (~).

*See Map "17".
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25 CDN INF BDE ON THE RIGHT AND
ON THE LEFT OF THE DIVISIC AL FRO! T,

10 AUG 52 30 J 53

Relief of 29 Brit Inf Bde by
25 Cdn Inf Bde, 10 Aug 52

100. In the early hours of 10 ~ug, H.Q.
25 Cdn Inf Bde assumed responsibility for the right
sector of 1 Comwel Div's front from H.Q. 29 Brit
Inf Bde (", .D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 9 Aug 52). This
relief marked the Canadian brigade's return to the
line from its reserve posltions on "l'iYOMING", v,here
it had been since 30 Jun. As in previous reliefs,
no majorif changes were made in the battalion positions.
On the left of the brigade front, 1 R. 22e R. took
over from 1 B,'::. *if In the center, 1 R.C. R. replaced
1 ":ELCH and on the right 1 P.P.C.L.1. occupied the
1 R. Norfolk positions. (Ibid, August 1952: Ap:px "8" 
1 Comwel Div Ops/Int Summary No. 19, Trace "P")
1 R.C.R. was in the Hill 355 area, the scene of
2 R. 22e R. 's gallant stand in November 1951.

101. To the south-west of the Canadians,
28 Britcom Inf Bde still held the positions which it
had occupied when it relieved 25 Cdn Inf Bde on 30 Jun.
29 Bri t Inf Bde went back to "·'iYOMING", having been in
the line on the right of the divisional front sin9~.,the
redeployment of 19 Apr (paras 42,43,45, above).*i···

102. During the six weeks they had spent in
divisional reserve, the three Canadian infantry battalions
had been busy developing posi tions on "'VYOMING", as
well as areas on the line "KANSAS", each of these lines
having been divided into six battalion areas in the
then-curren t plan for Opera tion "BUCKINGHAM". The
"BUCKINGHAM" plan in effect while 25 Bde was holding
the left sector of 1 Comwel DivIs front (paras49 to
52 above) had provided for the Canadians holding three
battalion areas on the left end of the "l'IYOMING" and
"KANSAS" lines in succession. The new plan superseded
this version when 25 Bde moved back to "''iYOMING'' on
relief in "JAMESTO'·:N" by 28 Bde ('3. D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf
Bde, July 1952: Appx "6" - 25 Cdn Inf Bde Op Order o.
38, Op "BUCKINGHAM", 3 Jul 52). It was subs ton tia lly
the same as its predecessor in ultimate effect, but
involved a more complicated pattern of moves. ~hile

in reserve,25 Bde was to have two battalions on

*Such adjustments as were to be made (at least
those to be made initially after the relief) are shown in
a trace issued by H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde on 9 Aug (ibid,
August 1952: Appx "9" - 25 C.I.B. JAMESTO'.,N POSIT'I'ONS,
10 Au~ 52). Map "7'1 gives details.

**1 B.~. had replaced 1 R. LEICESTERS on 2~/25 Jun
(para 48 above).

-l:4HfSee Map "17".
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"WYOMING" and one on UKANSAS".# On a withdrawal from
"JAMESTOWN" being ordered .. the battalion on uKANS Sll
was to be interchanged with one of the battalions on
'~YOMINry'. The third unit for the left sector of

lIWYOMINGI1 was to be provided by 28 Bda. On a further
wi thdrawal to "KANSAS It , this las t be ttalion was to
join its parent formation, and the two Canadian
battalions were to join the third in the left sector
of "KANSASII. Another "BUCKINGHAMII plan superseded
this one when the Canadians went back into the right
brigade sector of "JAMESTm'lN" In August. (ibid,
August 1952: Ap,px "9" - 25 Cdn Inf Bde Op TriS"Er No. 42,
Op "BUCKINGHAM', 8 Aug 52). '!his new plan re sembled
the others, except that it made 25 Bda responsible
for the right sectors of lI\t.,YOMING lI and "KANSAS". 'Ihe
effect of these changes In areas on the development of
the aress Is not shown In available sQurces.**

103. In JUly the monsoon rains broke the
baking heat which had persisted during the latter part
of May and the whole of June. These downpours began on
27 Jul and very quickly gave employment to the company
from 1 P.P.C.L.I. which hod been assigned to the
protection of the division's two bridges over the
Imjin. The company furnished two detachments, each
supported by two tanks and eqUipped with searchlights,
whose duty it was to defend the bridges against ground
attack and to break up debris and detonate floating
mines before they could damage the piers of the
":IEAL" (1705) "PINTAIL" (2309) bridges. Operation
"NOAH'S ARKll , as these protective measures were called,
did not achieve complete success. Rain fell
continuously from 28 to 31 Jul, and the Imjin rose 39
feet above normal summer level during the peak period.
The tanks shot manfully at the floating debris, but
in api te of their best efforts lIlJEAL" collapsed on
30 Jul. (Ibid, 4, 12 and 31 Jul 52; 1 Comwel Div:
Diary of O~ents, 1 Jul - 31 Oct 52 , p. 2; ~.D.,

1 P.P.C.L.r., June 1952: Appx "42" - 1 P.P.C.L.r. Op
Instr No.9, NOAH'S ARK) 25 Cdn Inf Bde was relieved
of its IINOAR'S ARK II commitment on 10 Aug, when it went
back into the line. On 24 Aug, further heavy rains
caused the level of the Imjin to rise 41 feet above
normal summer level, displacing the centre pier of
ItpINTAILII. The bridge continued in use for essential
traffic, however, with everyone wearing life jackets
while crossing it. On 15 Sep Operation "NOAH'S ARK"
terminated, with IIpINTAIL tl still In operation and "TEAL"
in course of being rastored (1 Comwel Div: Diary of Op
Events, 1 Jul - 31 Oct 52, pp 4 to 6). The attacks of
the Imjin on the divisional supply routes had been more
successfully withstood than they had the year before,

"I R. C. R. and 1 R. 22e R. in turn moved to their
areas on It KANSAS II for ten-day periods, during which they
were replaced on llWYOMING" by 1 K.O.S.B. from 28 Britcom
Inf Bde. On 1 Aug, however, this unit left the divisional
ereD on its way out of the theatre. 1 P.P.C.L.I., when
it moved back, was relieved by a composite group, called
"KING FORCE", formed from 1 R.C. R. and 1 R. 22e R.
(ibid, 10, 19 JUl, 1 Aug 52; ibid, August 1952: Appx "8"
l-uomwel Div Ops/Int Summary WO;-9, para 1 (b))

**See Map "5 11 •
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when the river succeeded severol times In isolating our
troops.

104. A number of changes took place in the
division during the three months which followed the
return of 25 Cdn Inf Bde to the line. In 28 Britcom
Inf Bde, 1 K.O.S.B. wes relieved by 1st Battelion, The
Royal Fusiliers (City of London Regiment) (1 R.F.) in
August and 1 KIS.L.I. was replaced by 1st Battalion,
The Durham Light Infantry (1 D.L.I.) during the next
month. In September, also, 1 R. Norfolk of 29 Brit
Int Bde was relieved by 1st Battalion, The King'S
Regiment (Liverpool) (1 KINGS). In August, Lt-Goli
Wilson-Smith was succeeded by Lt-Col E.A.C. Amy, D.S.O.,
M.C., as G.S.O. 1 at H.Q. 1 Comwel Div and in
September Msj-Gen Cassels was relieved as G.O.C. by
Maj-Gen M.M. Alston-Roberts-',1Jest, C.B., D.S.O. ( 1 Comwel
Div: Periodic Report, 1 Jul - 31 Oct 52, paras 5, 6
and 8) Late in October, 1st Battalion, '!he Duke of
TIellington's Regiment (~ast Riding) (1 D.W.R.) arrived
in the divisional area to relieve 1 ~~LCH (1 Comwel
Div: Diary of Op Events, 1 Jul 31 Oct 52, p. 9)

25 Cdn Inf Bde in the Fight
for No Mants Land, 10 Aug to
23 Oct 52

105. 25 Cdn Inf Bde returned to the line on
the eve of an important change In the general tactical
situation of 1 Comwel Div and, indeed, of I U.S. Corps.
During the brigade's previous tour in the forward
positions, the enemy had not follpwed a very active
raiding policy. Though the detailed records do not
entirely support the official view (pera 64 abova) that
our troops dominated no manls land, it is true that
the contacts made during the previous tour were
relatively light. The other divisional fronts were
similarly "qu iet". During the period now in review,
however, the enemy gradually instituted a more
aggressive policy. He moved into the no man's land
opposite the corps in some strength, attacking our
patrols, raiding forward positi0ns and generally making
his presence felt in areas where he had previously
moved very qUietly, if at all. At the same time, he
increased the volume of his harassing fire on the forward
positions, and supported his raids by powerful
concentrations of mortar and artillery fire.

106. In general, 1 Comwel Div received less of
these attentions than did its neighbours, a circumstance
which Maj-Gen west attributed tentatively to the system
of defence adopted by the division. Unlik~ U.S. Army
formations, 1 Comwel Div made no use of outposts,
preferring instead to maintain standing patrols forward
of the main positions. These groups, being less
committed than outposts to the occupation of specific
features, were corresponslngly more difficult. for the
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enemy to reconnoitre and pinch off In a rald.*
(1 Comwel Div: Periodic Report, 1 Jul - 31 Oct 52,
paras 9 to ll)

107. This increased enemy activity began late
in September and assumed formidable proportions In
October and November. It effected the western and
central sectors of the front, held from left to right
by I U.S. Corps, IX U.S. Corps and II ROK Corps in
that order (A.H.Q., Int Review, Vol. 1, No.9, pp 9
and 10).~ The fightIng took the form of reids and
limited attacks against outposts and forward positions,
most of which lay in the vicinity of important features.
On the right of 1 U.S. Corps' front, in the Chorwon
orea, 2 U.S. In! Div lost some ground near heights
covering the classic invasion route south to Seoul.
On the left, in 1 U.S. Marine Div's sector, outposts
were lost forward of the ltHOOKII '.'<hlch covered ::.nother
route south-east to Seoul. ( G-3 Ops Report , Nos 800
to 829)

108. All the While, 1 Comwel Div remained
undisturbed by direct attack, and comparatively
unaffected by the fighting elsewhere on the corps front.
During the latter part of September, however, a number
of sharp engagements were fought close to the divisionis
right flank, when 3 U.S. In! Div lost several outposts
to Chinese raids. (Ibid; W.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bda,
September 1952: Appx~ - 1 Comwal Div Ops/Int Summary,
Nos 57 to 59) Then" towards tha end of October, a
savage attack on "B' Coy 1 R.C.R., near "L:ITTLE
GIBRALTAR!', virtually wiped out the company. At the
end of October 1 U.S. Marine Div's positions on the
"HOOK" (lOlO) became the scene of very heavy fighting,
during which several outposts were lost to the enemy
(VI.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, October 1952: Appx "8"
1 Comwel Div Ops/Int Summary, Nos 95 to 98). In
November these "HOOK" positions, then held by 1 B;:'i.
of 29 Brit Inf Bde, were attacked once again (paras151

*It is to be noted that Maj-Gen West's policy on
outposts had not been implemented across the divisional
front by the end of the period (1 Jul - 31 Oct 52) on
which he was reporting. 1 R.C.R., in its report on
the Chinese attack of 23/24 Oct, records several small
forward positions ("VANCOUVER!' (para 123) was one of
them) whi~h were dU§ and otherwise prepared for defence,
and referred to e.s outposts". Subsequently, references
to outposts beceme less frequent, being replaced by
"standing patrols". 'lhese patrols, however, were rather
large (three to five men) and they tended to occupy the
same pos~tion night after night. Because of this, they
Buffered from,the same weakness as the G.O.C. attributed
to outposts. Under Brigadier Allard, 25 Bde attempted
to replace them by two-man patrols who were to roam the
vclley floor, getting in behind enemy patrols and
reporting on them by wireless from the rear (paras 239,
242 below).

**Mapl~lshows places and areas mentioned. Corps
frontages were generally the same at this time as those
shown in Map lI~t
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to 154 below). The front became relatively quiet in
December, and remained so until the lest three months
of the war. Then the enemy bore down again on the
U.N. positions, this time directing his heaviest - or
at least most successful - attacks against South Korean
troops in the Kumsong salient (paras 232, 233 below).

109. All this, of course, was in the future
as the infantry of 25 Ede filed along the communication
trenches to their weapon pits and bunkers in the early
part of August. No operations of any great moment
had taken place while the brigade was in reserve, and
its first operation on return to the line, "TOOJAN",
did not involve the possibility of heavy casualties.

110. "TROJANu was a deception scheme aimed
at giVing the enemy the impression that American troops
had replaced Commonwealth units about Hill 355. U.S.
Army steel helmets had been issued to the Canadian
infantry prior to 'their movement into the line, and,
in the early morning hour~ of 9 Aug, all brigade
wireless stations began to transmit on new frequencies,
using U.S. Army wireless procedure. The subterfuge
apparently met with some success, for a week after it
began Chinese voices were heard on one of the brigade's
wireless sets, calling !lHello American, Hello Amerlcan ll •

The deception was maintained until 24 Aug when normal
procedure was resumed. (Ibid, August 1952: AWpxlgl -
1 Comwel Div Ops/Int Summary No. 24; Appx "13 - H.Q.
25 Cdn Inf Ede to Units, 7 and 20 Aug 52)

111. Meanwhile, life in the front line had
become difficult. The brigade's new sector was one of
the most heavily-shelled areas on the front of I U.S.
Corps. A steady trickle of casualties due to shelling
and mortaring began to flow back through the regimental
aid posts. Tanks deployed on the tops of hills became
the targets of accurate and heavy concentrations,
worrying crews and nearby infantry. In an effort to
misdirect this shelling, dummy tanks were erected
on unoccupied summits, but no great success attended
this manoeuvre. Towards the end of AUgust torrential
rains began to fall again. Ene~y shelling diminished
while this rain was falling, but the water did as much
and perhaps more -- damage to the positions than the
shells had done. Over 150 bUnkers collapsed or become
otherwise unserviceable between 18 and 25 Aug. Then,
when the skies cleared and the s11me began to dry up,
the enemy resumed his shelling with redoubled vigour.
(Ibid, 10 to 31 Aug 52)

112. Although the Chinesa, possibly influenced
by Operation "TROJAN", had bagun to feel around in front
of the brigade by 17 Aug (ibid, 17 Aug 52), our own

"troops did not go out in any strangth until the end of
the month, when 1 P.P.C.L.I. and 1 R.C.R. sent fighting
patrols to 176211 and Point 227 (1518) respectively.*
1 P.P.C.L.I. did not make contact, though it found some
freshly-dug trenches; the 1 R.C.R. patrol struggled up
the slope of Point 227, but found its way to the summit
barred by old wire (ibid, September 1952: Appx "6" - H.Q.
25 Cdn Inf Ede Int Summary, 1 Sep 52).

"See Map 7.
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113. Early in September, a situation which
had been anticipated for some six months finally
materialized, when 1 R. 22e R. began to run seriously
under strength. In March, it will be recallad, tha
V.A.G. had informed the V.C.G.S. that there were
insufficient trained reinforcements available to
keep 1 R. 22e R. at full strength. Subsequently, the
Genaral Staff hed ruled that the unit could oparate
below strength while tha front on which it was amployed
remained quiet (para 30 above). At the end of the
first week of september, the unit showed a total posted
strength of 687 all renks ('II.D., 1 R. 22e R., september
1952: Appx "3" - Unit Strength Return, 6 sep 52). It
was, in other words, nearly 300 (the rough equivalent
of two rifle companies) under strength. Since it was
obviously impossible for the battalion to maintain four
companies, its "All Coy was broken up among the three
remaining companies. At the same time, 1 R.C.R's. left
boundary was moved south-west to include the area
formerly held by "A" Coy 1 R. 22e R. This position
WAS then assigned to "E" Coy I R.C. R., which hod bean
formed from the other R.C.R. rifle companies and the
echelons (".D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 7 Sep 52). As e
result of this development, C.O. I R.C.R., who was
already responsible for the most active part of the
brigade's front, became responsible also for the
largest battalion area.

114. In September the monsoon roins ceaspj.
Operation "NOAH'S Ame" ended (para 107 above), 9nd. the
soldiers began to repair their positions in reason3ble
confidence that fresh downpours would not destroy thei~

work as soon as it was completed. Enemy shelling
continued heavy, and bitter patrol clashes occurred
from time to time. There was, however, no clear
indication, either in the nature or scale of the enemy
activity, of the heavy fighting which was to break out
leter in the month. On the night 5/6 Sep en ambush
patrol from "B" Coy 1 R. 22e R. detected approximately
60 Chinese filing along a ridge toward its position at
154182. The petrol thereupon called artillery fire
down o~Lthe enemy and withdrew. SUbsequently, another
patrol~as sent out to find the leader of the first
patrol, who had not returned with his group. As this
second patrol approached the spot which the first patrol
had left, it heard the missing man shout a warning that
there were still Chinese in the area. The patrol then
went to ground and exchanged grenades with the enemy,

#Map"r'

""''lbe good work of Sgt Joseph Renaud Champoux, who
wes in command of the platoon locelity from which the
second patrol was found, Is mentioned in his citation
for the award of the M.M. (l'Korean Citations ll (Sgt Joseph
Renaud Champ9ux)). The citation also refers to the
skill and courage displeyed by this N.C.O. during an
enemy probe of the unit1s forward positions on 17 Aug
(para 112 above). L/Cpl Jean Rebert Gingres, who lod
the second patrOl, also distinguished himself, and hlS
determination and courage on the occasion (5/6 Sep) ar~
mentioned in his citetion for the M.M. (ibid: (L/Cpl
Gingras) • --
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while heavy fire from both sides blanketed the slopes.
By the time the second patrol had got back inside the
wire and the front had quieted down, the unit had lost
four killed, five wounded and one mlssing.* (~.D.,
1 R. 22e R. J Septembe r 1952: Appx n6" - pg trol Report,
6 Sep 52)

115. A few days later 8 patrol from 1 R.C.R.,
led by Lt Herbert Russell Gardner, spent 48 hours on the
enemy-held slopes across the valley from the 1 R.C.R.
positions. They passed part of this t~me observing
the activity about a kitchen at 151195, where 20 to
25 enemy soldiers were being fed. n.D., H•.;).. 25 Cdn
In! Bde, September 1952: Appx "18" - Interim Report,
1 R.C.R. Lay-up Patrol, 12 Sep 52) Then, on the
night 23/24 Sep, Lt Gardner led a patrol to this
kitchen ares, with the object of taking a prisoner.
Near the kitchen he found a signal wire which he broke.
As he had expected, an enemy soldier who was attempting
to find the break soon came along the path followed
by the wire. ~hen he reached the point where the wire
had been broken, the patrol seized him. Despite his
very determined struggles, they succeeded in SUbduing
him and getting him back alive to the 1 R.C.R. lines.
For this daring exploit Lt Gardner was awarded the M.C.,
while Cpl Karl Edmund Fowler, who had been on both
patrols, was given the M.M. ("Korean Citations U (Lieut
Gardner, Gpl Fowler)

116. At 0530 hours 5 Oct H.Q. 29 Brit Inf Ede
took over from H.Q. 28 Britcom rnf Bde on the left of
the divisional front (W.O., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Ede, October
1952: Appx "8" - 1 Comwel Div ops/rnt Summary, No. 74).
On completion of this relief, 1 Comwel Div had 29 and 25
Brigades in the l1ne, and 28 Brigade~n reserve on
"WYOMING" (ibid: No. 77, Trace "pit). 28 Br1tcom Int
Ede had hela-tne left sector for slightly longer than
three months, ever since it took over from 25 Bda on
30 June. During this time, the formation had followed
an active raiding policy, and had suffered reletlvely
heavy casualties (1 Comwel Div: Diary of Op Events,
1 Jul - 31 Oct 52, pp 1 to 6).

117. During the first part of October, 1 Comwel
Div remained comparatively undisturbed, although quite
heavy fighting took plsce to the east, on 3 U.S. Inf Div's
front. The enemy it is true, became more active in no
man's land opposite the Commonwealth division, but he
did not, until the latter part of the month, attack the
forward positions, as he was doing further east. Then,
at the beginning of the last week of OctOber, he put 1n
a strong attack against 1 Comwel Div and, a few days
later, against 1 U.S. Marine Div to the west.

118. Prior to these attacks, a number of sharp
contacts occurred in no mants land. On the night
12/13 Oct, 1 Comwel Div carried out two raids in order
to create a diversion for an attack by I ROK Divan the
right. This formation had replaced 3 U.S. Inf Div and
was attempting to regain the forward positions which had

*Map "7".

-JMfMap lll'1' •
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been lost in the heavy fighting of tha lattar part of
September. In the event, 1 ROK Div's attack did not
msterialize, but 1 Comwel Div was not informed of the
change of plan and launched its two raids. On the left,
a company from 1 KINGS crossed the Sami-ch'on and
occupied a small feature without contact. During its
withdrawal, however, it was heavily shelled and mortared
and lost three wounded. On the right, liB" Coy 1 R. C. R.
attacked Point 227. The company wes ambushed on the
forward slopes of the feature and Buffered casualties
befora it could extricate itself. (Ibid: pp 7 and 8;
~'j.D., 1 R.G.R., October 1952: Appx 1T'IIF" - Operation
Order No. 27, Operation lIAPOSTLEIt, 11 Oct 52j rJ.D.,
H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Ede, October 1952: Appx "35" 
Debriefing "B" Coy Petrol, 12/13 Sep [sic] 52)

119. Three nights later, 1 P.P.C.L.I. sent a
patrol to 177211, on the slope of a ridge running south
east from the height immediately to the north of Point
217. The patrol detected enemy activity on the objective
and had just called for artillery fire on this target
when it wos attacked by an enemy platoon, which apparently
came on the spot by chance. The parties became inter
mingled, and in the ensuing fight tha Canadians lost
two missing, believed killed, and nine wounded. (W.D.,
1 P.P.C.L.I., October 1952: Appx "34" - 1 P.P.C.L.I.
Fighting Patrol Report, 15/16 Oct) Sgt John Henry
Richardson, who commended the patrol, was subsequently
awarded the D.C.M. for the courage and skill he displayed
during the engagement ("Korean Citations" (Sgt Richardson)~

120. This enemy activity, particularly in the
vicinity of Points 227 and 217, indicated that the
Chinese were up to something on that sector of the front.
What they were up to became quite clear a week later,
when liB" Coy 1 R.C. R. was practically wiped out by a
heavy and well co-ordinated attack, supported by stunning
concentrations of artillery and mortar fire.

The Attack on "B" Cor, 1 R.C.H., Night 23/24 Oct 52.
Operation "SOVEREIGN', 26 Oc t - 3 Nov 52.

121. Since 10 Aug, when 25 Cdn Inf Bde
returned to the line on the right of 1 Comwel DivIs front,
1 H.C.H. had held Hill 355 and tha immediately adjacent
ground. Early in September, it will be recalled, the
battalion's original area had been expanded to the south,
when IIE II Coy 1 R.C. R. wt:!s formed to replace "An Coy
1 H. 22e H. (para 113 above). Hill 355 was known as
"LITTLE GIBRALTARlI , and its conformation and orientation
bore a certain resemblance to that of its namesake. TO
the south and eest the slopes fell away almost
precipitously, while to the north and west the descent
was more gradual.* The lower slopes of the hill were
bounded on the north and south by two east-west valleys,
Bnd on the west by a draw which contained two saddles.
The first of these seddles ley due west of Hill 355,
and connected the feature with Point 227; the second
lay to the north-west and joined Hill 355 with the
Kip'un'gol feature. The valleys to the north and south
were continuous, with developed tracks running along them.
Hill 355 and the adjacent features to the west and north
west had been the scene of bitter fighting, on varying
scales, since the area was first occupied during Operation
"COMMANDO" in October 1951. From the Canadian point of
view, the most notable action wes the defence by 2 R.22eR.
of the positions on the Point 227 saddle in November of
the same year.

*See Map "911 •
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122. Five company arees lay within the
boundaries of 1 R.c.R.# or these, Area I lay In the
angle formed by the valley to the south of Hill 355 and
the draw to the west of the hill. The area looked across
the draw to the south-eest slopes of Point 227, and its
northern extremity approached the saddle connecting
Hill 355 with Point 227. A depression to the rear of
the area opened on the valley running south of Hill 355.
Area II, the area soon to come under attack, lay
immediete1y east of the saddle between Hill 355 end
Point 227, the kitchen area being In the south-east
corner, accessible to the valley south of Hill 355.
The platoon positions of Area III ran due west In B
line from the peak of Hill 355. To the north of these
positions the ground fell away In gullies and folds
to the northern valley and the Klp'un'gol saddle some
700 to 1000 yards distant. Area III was served by a
cableway~ the approaches from the south and east
being too precipitous for supply by normal means. The
three areas formed two sides of a triangle, whose apex
pointed at, but fell short of, the Kip'un'gol saddle.
Areas IV and V lay to the rear of Areas I and III
respectively and served to add depth to the battalion
position.

123. The enemy1s artillery preparation for
his att~ck on Area II began on 1 Oct, when his guns and
mortA~d shot almost 1000 rounds into the 1 R.C.R.
positions. l,~ost of this fire fell on Area II. Next
day he repeated the performance. Although he fired
only 600 rounds on this occasion, he succeeded in
destroY~M the field dafences in tha "VANCOUVER"
outpost~ "'t ond in knocking out the tank in the left
or southern platoon position of Area II. The unit
abandoned "VANCOUVER" after this shelling and the enemy
moved in close to the I R.C.R. forward defended localities.
He moved in so close, in fact, that his patrols were

*This description of 1 RoC.Ro's dispositions, and
of the action fought by tha unit is basad on:

(a) (H.S.) 410825.013 (007): "1 R.C.R. R8port on
their Action, 23/24 Oct 52".

(b) (H.S.) 410825.013 (D24): "Intarvie",with
Pers of 1 RoC.R. re Attack on IB' Coy, 23 Oct
23 Oct 52".

(c) (H.S.) 410825.013 (D26): "Interview with
Lt H. R. Gardner M.C., 30 Oct 52".

(d) (H.S.) 410825.013 (D27): "Interview with Pte
C. Peacock, 7 Nov 52 11

0

""'Another cab1away was added later «H.S. 410825.013
(D34): "Interview with Capt R. R. Doddridge, 23 Fd Sqn.
27 Mar 53")

ofHB'~A forward position 8 t 162190, on the track running
across the Point 227 saddle. Tha sha11ing buried the
command post and killed or wounded most of the soldiers
in the position. Lt Andrew Martin King's courage in
going forward to dig out and evacuate the troops is
mentioned In his citation for the M.C. ("Korean Citations"
(Lt King»
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able to throVJ stones into the perimeter wire, a device
which they probably used in an attempt to draw the
defenders' fire and determine the defensive arrangements.
On the night 12/13 Oct, as we have seen, he ambushed
"B" Coy as the company was advancing on Point 227.
After the heavy bombardment of the first three days of
October, the hostile fire slackened until 17 Oct, when
it began to increase In volume daily. On 21 Oct the
enemy fired approximately 1600 rounds into the 1 R.C.R.
area. Next day he increased this to 2400 rounds, and
on 23 Oct he had launched ovar 2000 rounds at 1 R.C.R.
before he began to fire his final concentrations. The
greater part of all this shelling fell on Area II.

124. liB" Coy 1 R. C. R. relieved "0" Coy In
Area II some time after last light on 22 Oct. When this
relief was completed the unit was deployed with tiE" Coy
In Area I, "B" Coy In Area II, "AU Coy In Area III
and lie" and ltD" Coys in Areas IV and V respectively.
The three platoon positions of Area II, which were on a
north-south line immedietely eest of the Pcint 227
saddle, were occupied by 4, 5 and 6 PIs, 4 PI being on the
scuth'end 6 Pl en the north. The 5 Pl positicns in
the middle were rcughly 300 yerds eest of the track
acrcss the Point 227 saddle. 14 Pl of "E" Ccr, was the
flanking platoon to the south J and 2 PI of itA' Coy was
immediately east of 4 and 5 Pls.

125. When IIB Il Coy moved into Area II, it found
the field defences very badly damaged by the heavy fire
to which they had been subjected. The greater part of
the reserve ammunition stored in the weapon pits had
been buried, most of the bunkers had caved in and the
telephone lines were cut. The company remained at the
alert all night J one of the occupants of each weapon
pit watching while the other rested on the bottcm of
the pit, huddled in his poncho. From time to time very
heavy explosions added their roars to the noise of
bursting shells; the presumed cause of this added
uproar was the enemy working on the forward wire with
bangalore torpedoes.

126. At the same time, he began to move in
on the positions. Three Chinese were shot from a weapon
pit in the 4 Pl area. They fell within ten feet of the
pit, their weapons still slung on their shoulders. It
was ccnJectured leter that they were attempting to pass
through the position, to cut it off from the rear when
the frontal attack went in. It is not known whether
other parties succeeded in doing this, in accordance
with standard Chinese tactics for the attack.

127. At first light en 23 Oct, 6 Pl was with-
drawn into the 5 PI area, where the soldiers of both
platoons got some rest In the few bunkers which remained
habitable. No warm food had been brought forward from
the company kitchen since the company moved into the
ares, and none came forward during the day. Most of
the soldiers, however, were able to lay their hands on
some "C ll rations, and some were fortunote enough to be
able to heet p3rt of their food. During the day, the
constant heavy shelling kept everyone below ground,
except for B small detachment manning the company1s
observation post. '!here is no record in the sources
cited of any work haVing been done on restoring the
defences or the line communications.
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128. During the afternoon, the bunker which
housed the command post of 5 PI caved in, and Lt H.R.
Gardner, the co~nder of 6 PI, took shelter in a
nearby trench with Sgt G.E.P. Enright of 5 Pl. At that
time, there was no communication, either by lIne or
wireless, between the platoons or with company
headquarters. In addition, all wires to the bettalion
command post were dead, except one In the kitchen area.
Lleut J. Clark, the commander of 5 PI, had accordingly
spent most of the day in liaIson between the 4 and 5
PI areas and with company headquarters, while Lleut
Gardner remained with 5 and 6 PIs.

129. Around 1700 hours Gardner and Enright
bagan an attempt to organize the men in the 5 PI area.
The two platoons, whose combined strength at this time
was approximately 34, had no food, no water, very
little ammunition and no communication, except by
runner, with company headquarters. In view of this
si tuation, Lieut Gardner sent a message back to
company headquarters, suggesting that a part of the
two platoons be withdrawn and re-organized. On receipt
of this message the company commander, Major E.L.
Cohen, sent Lieut Clark to the kitchen area to ask
battalion headquarters for the necessary authority.
Lieut Clerk found the wire in the kitchen area dead.
Accordingly, he carried the message himself to the
battalion command post, where he outlined the company's
situation and received permission to withdraw and
re-organize the two platoons. On his return he
accompanied Major Cohen to the 5 PI area, where they met
Lieut Gardner and together set about planning the
re-organizatlon. Major Cohen had just issued his orders
when the enemy, who had previously slackened his fire
appreciably, suddenly put down a tremendous concentration,
This concentration began at 1820 and lasted from 8 to
10 minutes. Then it lifted to the positions of the left
end right flanking platoons, where it held for some 45
minutes, effectively sealing "BIt Coy off from both its
neighbouring companies.

130. Within "Bll Coy, the three officers in
the 5 PI area were driven to ground by the very heavy
bombardment. When it lifted, Lieut Gardner checked to
the left. Finding no enemy in that direction, he
started getting the men up into the trenches of the
inner platoon position. At the same time Major Cohen
and Lieut Clark moved off to the right, to organize some
sort of defence on that flank. They picked up a few
"a" Coy men, to which group they added the members of
two liD" Coy standing patrols who were passing through
Area II on their way forward for the night's watch.
Some of the "BlI Coy soldiers had no weapons, others had
no ammunition. lJ.hese were "'sent back along the
communication trench to "A" Coy, where they obtained
grenades and smell arms. ammunl tion. On their return,
four or five of them were sent off to the right under
e corporal, as a grenade-throwing party. By this time
enemy small arms fire in the area was heavy. One of
the group, a soldier of ltD" Coy, had already been
killed. Major Cohen and Lieut Clark with five or six
men then fought their way back along the communication
trench to itA" Coy. The grenade throwing party or some
other group in the northem part of Area II moved south
on the 5 Pl position, where Lieut Gardner was still
very much in action.
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131. Shortly after Major Cohen and Lieut
Clark had moved to the rl ht portion of the company areal
Lieut Gardner manned a slit trench. Here he was joined
by a group from the right, who told him that the Chinese
were coming In from that direction. Shortly afterwards
the enemy appeared In some strength, and Gardner
engaged them with his sub-machine carbine, the five
men indicating targets (they were not armed, or at
least did not use their arms). The whole position
was so swept by fire that it was impossible to move
anywhere without being shot at, either by the enemy
or by the defenders of the position.

132. Initially, as we have seen, the enemy
fire and movement came only from the right. Suddenly,
however, Chinese soldiers appeared on the left. Seeing
this, Lieut Gardner gave the order to withdraw to
"A" Coy. As soon as he left his shelter, however, he
was wounded by shrapnel in the right forearm and both
legs; he also received a bullet wound in the upper
right arm.~ A lance corporal near bim was blown to
bits by a mortar bomb. Perceiving that further
movement in the open was impossible, Lieut Gardner
played deed while the Jhinese milled about the
position, shouting and blowing horns. When they had
disappeared, Gardner made his way to flAil Coy, toking
with him a man who had been wounded in the leg. These
two en te red lIA n Coy area. through the. 2 Pl pos i tion,
at this time held by a group commanded by Lieut Clark.

133. When they withdrew on llA" Coy, Major
Cohen end Lieut Clerk had found tha 2 Pl position
vacant. Clark had accordingly rounded up a force to
cover it while Major Cohen went to the lIA" Coy command
post to report to battalion headquarters. SUbsequently,
Clark had organized a larger force and moved into the
2 Pl position, which he held during the remaindar of
the engagement.

134. Major Cohen's report to battalion
headquarters, received at 1943 hours, cleared up a good
deal of the uncertointy which hed, until that time,
somewhat restricted -:.the activity of the command post.
The report stated t~et Major Cohen, Lieut Clark and
12 men had reached the lIA II Coy lines and that no
friendly troops remained in action in Area II. Seven
minutes earlier, it had been established that the
standing patrols had not gone out, since the enemy's
attack had coincided with the normal time for these
groups to go forward. Armed with this information, the
command post felt free to direct fire on Area II and
on the standing patrol positions, and this it proceeded
to do.

135. Up to this moment, battalion headquarters
had been largely in tha dark as to developments in the
"B" Coy area. One me::.sage -- that the enemy assault
had commenced -- had been received from someone in the
company. Nothing, however, was heard from the company
commander until Major Cohen's message was received at
1943 hours. In the interval, IIE" Coy had reported its
observation of the developments within Area II, but
these reports became progressively less useful as smoke
and dust obscured the areo from view. At 1836 hours,
Lieut MacDonald, commander of 4 PI, arrived at battalion
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headquarters with a report that his platoon had been
overrun. This officer had emerged from his bunker
when the final enemy concentretion lifted to find
Chinese already in the platoon position. Some of them,
in fact, were on top of his bunker. He thereupon
ordered someone (he could not afterwards recollect
who this wes) to tell the C.S.M. and the company
signellers to withdraw, end then himself left the
position via the kitchen ares, ordering the withdrawal
of the C.Q.M.S. and kitchen ataff en route. Neither
his report nor the information being received from "Ell
Coy, however, clarified the situation within Area II
sufficiently to justify a change in the fire plan
II APOSTLES ll which had been requested as soon as the
attack began. As a result, artillery and heavy mortar
fire continued to fallon approaches and likely enemy
forming up places until Major Cohen1s report and the
information about the standing patrols had been
received.

136. Thus provided with a reasonably clear
picture of the situation in Area II, battalion
headquarters ordered the battalion supporting weapons
to fire on the area and on the standing patrol positions.
At the same time it began to put the counter-attack
plan into operation. nAil Coy 1 R.F. replaced "DII Coy
1 R.C.R. in Area V and the latter began to move up for
the counter-attack. At about 2100 hours, however, a
sudden increase in the enemy fire on Areas I and III
led to the conclusion that the former of these areas
was about to be attacked.* Immediately, our own
artillery began a very heavy bombardment of Area II,
Point 227, the draw to the west of Hill 355 and the
valley to the north. Shortly afterwa~ds, the hostile
fire slackened and the threat of further attack was
judged to be ended. TlD" Coy thereupon began to move
in to the counter-attack. The right flanking platoon
of the company took some time to get into position, and
the left platoon moved in on the southern end of Area II
to create a diversion. This manoeuvre cost one killed
and two wounded. Finally, at approximately 0110 hrs
the assault commenced. The left platoon moved into the
former positions of 4 PI without meeting opposition and
the righ~platoon occupied the 5 Pl area in the same
manner. By 0330 hours the platoons had linked up and
the situation was restored.

137. No reliable figures are available on the
casualties suffered by liB" Coy during this engagement.
The casualties sustained by 1 H.C.H. on 23 and 24 Oct 52
amounted to 18 killed, 35 wounded and 14 missing as
prisoners of war «(H.S.) 4l0B25.065 (D7), "Korean
Casualties"). A part of the first two classes of
casualty were no doubt suffered by other companies;
"B" Coy's losses are included In the totals. In default
of more exact information, however, the total unit
casualties for the two days must be taken as the best
available figures.**

*'lhere is not sufficient informs tion available
the enemy's part in this engagement to confirm this
appreciation of his intentions.

*i~Appx "ell shows total casualties, by units, of the
Korean fighting.

•
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138. Two immediate awards of the M.e., and
one of the M.M. J were made later. Capt Herbert George
Cloutier, at that time 1n command of "Ell Coy, won the
M.C., together with Lt John Clark. 'lba lattar officar,
as we have seen, was In command of No 5 Pl. Sgt Gerald
Emarson Patar Enright was awardad tha M.M. for his
stout-hearted performance. 'lhe citations for several
periodic awards mention the courage and skill shown
during this angagament by othar individuals. Of these,
Major Francis Klenavlc, who was acting in command of
the unit, was awardad tha M.B.E. Capt (A/Maj) George
Gray Taylor, commander of nAil Coy, won the M.C. In
addition, W.O. 2 George Maurice Fox, C.S.M. of "E ll Coy,
and W.O. 2 Leo Austin Johnson, C.S.M. of flAil Coy, were
both awerded the M.M., their citations specially
mentioning the good work they did during the attack
on !tSIf Coy. {IIKorean Cltatlons ll (under appropriate
names j see also Appx ltD"»

139. The divisional front was relatively quiet
on 24 Oct, and continued so during the week which was
left of 25 Bde's tour of duty on the right of the
division's sector (W.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bie, October
1952: Appx "8" -- 1 Comwel Div Ops/Tnt Summary, Nos 93
to 101). The respite gave 1 R.C.R. an opportunity to
reorganize, and to restore its positions. I1D II Coy
I P.P.C.L.I. moved over into the 1 R.C.R. area, and
"DII Coy I R.C.R. replaced it as a reserve company in
the I P.P.C.L.I. area. "all Coy I R.C.R. was
re-organizing in the echelons, its place being
temporarily taken by a company from 1 R.F.*(W.D.,
1 R.C.R., 24 Oct 52). On 25 Oct, the R.C.R. received
83 reinforcements, and by 27 Oct both liD" and "Bll Coys
were back in action in the battalion area. liD" Coy
relieved "DIt Coy 1 P.P.C.L.I. and "BII Coy relieved
"A" Coy 1 R.F. (ibid, 25 end 27 Oct 52). Next day, a
patrol from the ~C.R. pioneer platoon went out to
the "VANCOUVER" posl tion and blew up six bunkers which
had been discovered soon after the engagement of 23/24
Oct end which were thought to have sheltered part of
the attacking force (ibid, 28 Oct 52) •

140. While 1 Comwel Div enjoyed a quiet period
during the last week of October, 1 U.S. Marine Div to
its left (west) was heavily attacked. On the night
26/27 Oct, the Chinese came in on the outposts covering
the "HOOKl! (IOlO), and even on the IIHOOK II i taelf.
Fighting began at 1940 hrs 26 Oct, and the situ~tlonw~s

not completely restored until 0625 hrs 28 Oct. (W.D.,
H.Q. 25 Cdn Tnf Ede, October 1952: i\ppx "8" - 1 Comwel
Div Ops/Tnt Summary, Nos 96, 97)

141. This attack was of more than passIng
interest to 1 Comwel Div, since the formation was also
destined to spend some bUSy and trying hours defending
the "HOOKII. A more complete description of the feature
will be given later, in the account of these engagements
(paras 153, 154, 159 to 169, 232 below). Here it is
sufficient to note that possession of. the height, which
lay west of the Sami-ch'on, immediately across the
valley from the left battalion area of 29 Bie, was
important in denying the enemy observation of a good
part of our rear areas. Possibly for this reason, the
IIHOOK" had attracted Chinese attacks intermittently,
ever since its occupation by U.N. troops.

*"A" Coy 1 R.F. remained in Area V (para 136 above).
IIDn Coy 1 P.P.C.L.I. relieved IIC" Coy 1 R.C.R. 1n Area
IV, the Ie t ter moving to Area II. IID II Coy 1 R. C. R. then
replaced "DII Coy 1 P.P.C.L.I. in the Patricia's area.
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142. At 2154 hrs 1 Nov, H.Q. 28 Britcom In!
Ede relieved H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde (ibid, 2 Nov 52). This
relief was part of Operstlon "SOVEmmN lI

, an operation
which also involved a change In 1 Comwel Div's boundaries.
The change began at 2100 hrs 26 Oct, when 2 Bn of 11
Regt 1 ROK Div relieved 1 P.P.C.L.I. on the right of
the Commonwealth division's front. The general line of
1 P.P.C.L.I.ls left boundary was followed by the new
right boundery for the division. The left boundary
was moved west during the night 3/4 NoV, when 1 B.W.
of 29 Brit Inf Ede relieved 3 Bn of 7 Regt 1 U.S.
Marine Div (ibid, October and November 1952: Appx
IISII Dod "9" respectively -- 1 Comwel Div ops/rnt Summary,
Nos 96 and 104). The exact line of the new left
boundary to the west of the "HOOK" cannot be determined
from the sources now available.#

143. As we have noted (pcra 42 above), the
adjustment made during "SOVEREIGN" -- or at least
completed by the night 1/2 Dec -- was the third*~nd last
major change In the boundaries of 1 Comwel Div. The
general effect of the moves was to reduce the division's
front by one battalion area on the right (the area in
rear of Hill 355 held by 1 P.P.C.L.I. prior to "SOVEREIGN'?
and to increase it by one battalion area west of the
Sami-chlon (the aree occupied by 1 B.W.). As a result
of the adjustment, 1 Comwel Div had to defend both the
"HOOK" on the left and Hill 355 on the ri ht of its
sector. Fortunately, the Chinese appear to have
transferred their interest from the former to the latter
feature. In any case, it is a fact that they did not
again attempt any large-scale raids on Hill 355, though
they did make two very determined efforts to expel the
Commonwealth troops from the IlHOOK".

*The maps attached to this report only cover the
period.s when 25 Bde wes in a sector of the front line.
The situation at the end of the first week of November
1952 might be made an exception to this rule, since a
boundary change was involved. However available sources
do not contain sufficient information to make mapping
possible. Map "1111 shows the front as of the early
part of December 1952, when 1 Comwel Div had just
stationed three brigades forwerd (para 155 below). It
is likely thet the boundaries reflected in this map
are generally the same as those of November. The
divisional right boundary is substantially the same as
the left boundary of the right forward battalion
throughout the period covered (cf. Maps "411 , "711 ; also
traces referred to in paras 99, 116 above). The left
boundary shown in Map "11" may differ in one respect
from the November boundary, since an operational
instruction of thet time (W,D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde,
8rAug 51 - 21 Feb 53: Appx "1" - 1 Comwel Div Op Instr
No 57) gave the proposed November boundary as 8 straight
line running slightly north of north west. The December
left bOUndary, on the other hand, crossed the line of
the F.D.Ls. at the Borne point as the boundary proposed
for November and then veered sharply left for some 2000
yards before resuming a course parallel to the proposed
November boundary. Available sources do not state
whether this jog was followed in November, as a result
of an amendment to the operational instruction, or
whether it was put into the line in December.

{Hl'Se e Me p It:l.7" •
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Relief of 1 P.P.C.L.I. by 3 P.P.C.L.I., 3 Nov 52.
Operation "IPPER'IASH", Night 18/19 Nov 52.

1~4. On completion of the relief of 25 Ede
and of the change In the divisional boundaries, 1 Comwel
Div had two brigades in the line, 29 Ede being on the
left of the divisional sector and 28 Bde on the right.
25 Bde was In reserve on "1t,IYOMING", with 1 P.P.C.L.I.
and 1 R. 22e R. on the left end right of the Sami-ch'on
respectively, In rear of the forward positions. 1 R.C.R.
w~s on the extreme right of the division's sector of
Ih;iYOMING lI , and the main brigade hesdquarters was at
189118, roughly in the centre of the line. ('ii.Ds., H.Q..
25 Cdn Inf Bde, 1 R. C. n., 1 R. 22e R., 2 Nov 52;
3 P.P.C.L.I., 1 Nov 52)

145. ~lth one exception -- a counter-attack
by 3 P.P.C.L.I. -- the units remained in these locations
until the end of the month, when the brigade returned
to the front line, this time on the left of the
divisional front (para 157 below). Except for the
counter-attack mounted by 3 P.P.C.L.I., little occurred
during November to distinguish this period in divisional
reserve from previous ones. There were the usual
training progranunes, work on the llKANSAS ll positions,
movement of drafts to Japan on leave and so forth.
Although most of the days were clear and warm, the
nights were becoming quite cool, and the troops discov~d

heavy ground fogs or thin crusts of frozen soll at
reveille. (Ibid, November 1952)

146. South of the Imjin, in the aree of
1 P.P.C.L.I. 's "B" Echelon (223045), the Patricia's
third battalion was preparing to relieve 1 P.P.C.L.I.
(W.D., 3 PoP.C.L.I., 1 Nov 52). The unit wes roughly
200 under strength, since the plan was for it to absorb
the men of the first battalion (approximately 300 in
number) who were not yet due for rotation ((H.S.)
410825.013 (D49); "Interview with Maj C.E.C. MacNeil)"

~n~~~·~~~~ci ~~ ~~:C~i"H.\~~r,~o~~: 3A;.~~~~L~~.3r:~~€A'Ced
1 P.P.C.L.I. on the order of battle of 25 Cdn Inf Bde
(W.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, November 1952: Appx "6" -
Ops Log (entry for 031200 November 52». The two units
interchanged positions, the first to prepare for its
return to canada J the second to begi~the lost phase of
its training for operations in Korea (I':.D., 3 P.PoC.L.I.,
4, 5 Nov 52).

147. During this training period, 3 P.P.CoL.I.
was responsible for counter-attacks to restore the "HOOK"
positions held by 1 B.a., should any of these be taken
by the enemy (ibid, 18 Nov 52). This responsibility
gave rise to a-rather unusual incident in the training

~~lfl1e unit diarist was under the impression that the
relief took place on 4 Nov (W.D., 3 PoP.C.L.I., 4 Nov 52),
and this may well be the date on which the unit actually
began to function as replacement for 1 P.P.C.L.I. It is
highly unlikely, however, that there could have been a
mistake in the official time of the relief, as recorded
in the Operations Log of the brigade headquarters.

**At Appx lIAn and lIall are Tables showing all
rotations of units in Korea and Japan.
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programme, when it led to what was, in effect, one of
the exercises (8 rehearsal of the counter-attack plan)
being run a second time, with live ammunition and a
real enemy.

148. Mention has already been made of the
"HOOK" (paras 141 and 143 above) I the scene of this
action.* It now becomes necessary to describe the
feature and its surroundings In some detail, since the
defence of this area, which hed already cost the
Canadians some lives in March 1952 (A.H.Q. Report No 62,
para 268), wes to lead to further rather heavy
casualties to other Commonwealth units before the end
of the fighting in Korea (parss 153, 154, 232 below).

149. An unnamed tributary flows into the
Semi-chI on from the west, roughly three miles upstream
from the point where the Seml-chlon enters the Imjln
river. The valley of this tributary is dominated on
the south side by a crest line which runs from north
west to south-eDst. Hill 146, which lies within the
angle enclosed by the Sami-chlon and its tributary,
forms the eastern end of the crest line. The lIHookll
(103102) lies approximately 1500 yards north-west of
Hill 146, and marks the western limit of the portion
of this hill system with which we are now concerned.
Observation of the lower Sami-chlon valley was
possible from this feature, and for this re~son its
retention by the U.N. forces was essential. E.Q.
1 Comwel Div jUdged that, had it been lost to the
enemy, 8 withdrawal of 4000 yards would huve been
necessary ((H.S.) 681.013 (D59): "'!he Comwel Div and
the Defensive Battle ll , para 17).

150. When 1 Comwel Div moved its left boundary
west across the Semi-chlon (para 142 above), 1 B.W.
occupied three company areas in a line along the crest
which has just been described. The left area covered
the "HOOK", the right included Hill 146. The fourth
company was on Hill 121, to the south of the "HOOKl!.*
(W.D., 3 P.P.C.L.r. November 1952: Appx "D" --
3 P.P.C.L.I. Op Instr No 1, Op Ipperwash, Trace "P")

151. After its relief of 1 P.P.C.L.I.,
3 P.P.C.L.I. occupied Area "7B II , approximately 3000 yards
south-aast of the positions held by 1 B.W. Unlike its
predecessor, the unit does not appear to have carried
out an exercise at battalion level prior to assuming
an active role. On 15 Nov, however, a rehearsal of
Opera tion II IPPE R'/ASH II -- the counter-a t tacks in the
1 B.W. area -- was conducted (ibid, 15 Nov 52), ond it
may well be that this was consJGeFed an adequate
substitute for the battalion-level exercises with which
the 6ther units had concluded their training.

152. II IPPE RNASH" provided for the res tora tion
of three company areas - Hill 121 (after further
penetration had be~n blocked), the centre forward
company position and the "HOOK" itself. Troops were to
be transported forward to a debussing point at 113084,
and to march from there to the forming up place
appropriate to the area being counter-attacked. In

*See Map "10".
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addition, two companies were to be moved to the Sambok
tong feature (1008) and to Pt 98 (115091) as soo~ as
possible after any heavy enemy attack developed.'~

("3 FoP.C.L.I. Op Instr No 1, Op Ipperwash")

153. Three days ofter the rehearsal, on the
night 18/19 Nov, the enemy moved In on the "HOOXII, and
it became necessary to launch an amended form of
"IPPE!fIIASH!' Os an actual operation of war. In view of'
the interest which attaches to this incident, it seems
~nfortunate that the rehearsal ond the execution of
this operation are not recorded in greater detail. From
the account which Is available (W.D., 3 P.P.C.L.I.,
18, 19 Nov 52), it appears that the first move -- the
relief of "B" Coy 1 B.'". on Hill 146 by "B" Coy
3 P.P.C.L.I. -- was not one provided for in the plan.
The relief took place smoothly, and on its completion
"atl Coy 3 P.P.C.L.I. remained comparatively undisturbed
during the subsequent fighting. On being relieved,
liB" Coy 1 B.W. put in a counter-att:lck, but this did
not succeed in CleD.rl~ the "HOOK". Accordingly it
was decided to commit I Cit Coy 3 P.P.C.L.I. Dnd a troop
of tanks of "B" Sqn Ld S.H. (R.C.) to this task. The
action of this force is described as follows.

At 0315 hrs C Coy moved up complete
with FOO, reserve amn and KSC [Korean Service
Corps) porters. Major McPHAIL received his
orders et 0430 hrs in the Vicinity of B~ CPo
By 0530 hrs C Coy hed reached their FUP. As
the situation still was not clear the company
deployed, waited, then crossed the start line
et first light (0615 hrs). The long wait in
the bitter cold was very uncomfortable. The
temperature hed fallen to 10 degrees.

9 Pl under Lt Balahan moved first to the
shoulder of the HOOK feature. 8 Pl under
2-Lt Anderson end 7 Pl with Lt Marvin pessed
through in succession to the top of HOOK.

Just prior to the arrival of the two
platoons, all enemy except the dead had vacated
the feature. Evacuation of enemy casualties
was still taking place on spur leading to
WARSAW [104107] outpost.

As the ffn troops on HOOK had suffered
heavy casusltles snd the entire position had
been knocked about and disorganized, the two
platoons posted sentries and then assisted in
the evacuation of casualties.

Lt Marvin accompanied by a B~ corporal
and one private moved out toward WARSA~ in
search of casualties who were known to be
there. An enemy SMG fired from the bunker area
on ~ARSAq, wounded Lt Marvin and killed the
BW private. Others of the party were prevented
from reaching them because of enemy small arms
fire. Lt Marvin managed to crawl back to a

*See Map "lO".
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ridge behind which the rest of the party and
some others who had come to their assistance
were gathered. The group then withdrew to
HOOK under continual small arms and mortar
fire. During the withdrawal Lt Marvin was
again hit. The others were untouched.

Throughout the morning the HOOK feature
was SUbjected to sporadic shell and mortar
fire, which inflicted some casualties. Shelling
decreased in the afternoon, and by evening only
the occasional one landed in the area.

(Ibid, 19 Nov 52)

154. "B" and lIell Cays 3 P.P.C.L.I. remained
where they were for severel days, under command of
1 B.W. The latter unit had Buffered rather heavy
casualties in the engagement, and required the companies
to man two of its localities while it reorganized.
On 22 NOV, "ell Coy was relieved, and two days loter
"B" Coy rejoined the battalion (ibid, 22, 24 Nov 52).
The remainder of the month wos spent in training, and
in preparation for 25 Bde's return to the forward
positions (ibid, 22 to 30 Nov 52).

25 Cdn Inf Bde on the "HOOK",
Developmept of Field Defences

155. On 29 Nov, 1 Corowel Div commenced a
redeployment which it completed on the night 1/2 Dec
(1 Comwel Div: Diary of Op Events, 1 Nov 52 - 1 Apr 53,
pp 3,4). The object was to place three brigades in
the line, each with two battalions forward (1 Comwsl
Div: Periodic Report, 1 NOv 52 - 1 Apr 53, pora 16;
also Map !lA"). Maj-Gen West summarized the
advantages to be gained from such 8 layout as follows:

The advantages of this are that Brigade Commanders
now have:-

(8) A two - battalion frontage instead of a
three - battalion one, which was proving
too much for them to control properly.

(b) Their own reserve battalion with which
to counter attack and with which to carry
out inter-battalion reliefs at their own
convenience.

(e) A complete sector in depth ins teed of just
a fran t line.

( Ibid)

156. As part of this redeployment, 25 Cdn Inf
Bde moved back into the line on the left of the divisional
front, in the "HOOKl! area. Available records do not show
the exact time when the formation took command of its
sector; it was supposed to have done so when 3 P.P.C.L.I.
had completed the relief of 1 B.W. on the "HOOK" at
0600 hrs ("I.D. H.Q.. 25 Cdn Inf Ede, November 1952:
Appx "40" -- 25 Cdn Inf Bde Op Instr No 46, pera 2 (e)
(11i)). In point of fact, 3 P.P.C.L.I.'s relief of 1 B.W.
was not completed until 0645 hrs (W.D., 3 P.P.C.L.I.,
1 Dec 52), and this is in all probability the time when
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25 Bde become responsible for the "HOOK" and "YONGDONGtI

features.

157. As we have seen, :3 P.P.C.L.I. was on the
IIHOOK". 1 R. 22e R. had taken over the "YONGDONG"
system to the east of the Sami-chlon, the river thus
splitting the brigade front in two. In raar of 3
P.P.C.L.I. and west of tha Semi-ch'on lsy 1 R.C.R.
This last-named unit had occupied :3 P.P.C.L.I. 's former
positions in Area "7811 , except that it had one company
forward, under command of :3 P.P.C.L.I. IIElI Coy 1 R.C.H.
had been disbanded early in November (1J~. D., 1 R. C. R. I

2 Nov 52). To the east of the Canadians was 29 Bda;
28 Eda still hald tha right portion of the divisional
sector.~ (~.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, December 1952:
Appx II?" -- 25 Cdn Inf Bda Ops/rnt 3ummnry, :3 Dec 52,
Trace ~II; Appx "IOAn; Jl"28 Brltcom Inr Bda Intrep
No 229 ; "1 Comwel Div: Diary of Op Events 1 Nov 52 
1 Apr 53", p. 3)

158. The Cpnadian brigade beld these positions
for two months, until 2 U.S. Int Div relieved 1 Com~el

Div at the end of January 1953 (para 175 below). The
period was a relatively quiet one, the most important
activity being the preparation of much stronger
defensive works than had been used hitherto by
Commonwealth troops. The greater part of this work
was done on the "HOOK", which was held b**3 P.P.C.L.I.
in December, and by 1 R.C.R. in January.

159. In October, it will be recalled, the
enemy1s preparatory crtillery concentrations hnd so
pulverized the field defences of liB" Coy 1 R.C. R. the t
effective resistance from them wes impossible. vhen
the division shifted left In November, to occupy the
"HOOKl!, work on tunnels into this feature stcrted almost
immediately. During the attack on 1 B.~., the enemy
artillery again flattened the open defences on the
"HOOK". This time, however, the defenders were able to
take shelter in the tunnels as soon DS their trenches
were invaded, and call down artillery fire on the
Chinese sbove, who were attempting to consolidate their
geins. (1 Comwel Div: Diary of Op Events, 1 Nov 52 -
1 Apr 53"'\ p. 2)

160. When 3 P.P. C.L.I. and 1 R. 22e R. took
over the forward battalion areas on each side of the
Sami-ch1on,engineers assisted them to restore and

"~See Map "11 11 •

4.."*See Map "12".
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strengthen the position.·~ Top priority was given to
the "HOOK" ares, and a troop from 23 Fd Sqn began work
there on the day following 3 P.P.C.L.I. 's relief of
1 B.W.** Later, the ~reater port of the squadron was
employed on the IIHOOK , together with three companies
of South Korean labourers, the whole ~orklng three
eight-hour shifts per day. The defences prepared for
1 R. 22e R. on the IIYONGDONG" feature were not so
extensive, and engineer assistance there was limited to
the provision of supervisory personnel. Their effort
centred on a tunnel leading from the rear of the feature
to an artillery observation post on the forward slope,
a t1double-deckerll bunker Bnd a command post within
the hill.

161. To make it possible for the reeder to
place the more elaborate works which were prepared on
the "HOOKII , it is necessary to describe this fea ture
in somewhat greater detail than has been done preViously
(paras 141, 143, 148 to 150 above). Viewed from above,
the upper levels of this height ran from north-west to
south-east, and were roughly rectangular in outline.
A shoulder ran out from the south-west corner, in a
line curving to the north-west. Two small fentures,
"RONSON" (101102) and "SEATTLE" (100103) lay on this
shOUlder, the former 100 yards out, the latter a further
150 yards from the forward defended localities on this
corner of the "HOOKu• Two spurs projected from the
north-west corner, the first running north-west into
the valley of the Semi-ch' on's tributary 3nd the second,
separated from the first by a gulley, due north to a
height called "WARSAW" (104107). The ridge on which
the "HOOKl! ley carried on to the south-east, to Hill
146. Immediately south-eest of the "HOOK", the top of
this ridge was quite broad and reasonably level, but
it narrowed considernbly at the point where it ran into
Hill 146. To the south of the "HOOK" lay Hill 121, a
very shallow, curving saddle connecting the two features.
It was on the II HOOKII , the erea immedie tely to its right
and Hill 121 that these tunnels, trenches and bunkers

"The
following

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

account of the work, as given in this and the
eight p3ragraph~ is derived from:

W.O., 23 Fd Sqn, December 1952, January 1953.
Ibid, February 1953: Appx "911 -- Report on
Derenaive ~orks, Hook Area.

Ibid: Appx 1114" - Traces.

W.D., 1 R.C.R., January 1953.

Ibid: Appx "35 11 -- Handover Notes (reference
here Is to the sketches, in red, of the
positions of liB" and "C II Cays which are
attached to these Notes but are not mentioned
in the text).
~.D., :3 P.P.C.L.I., December 1952.

**This engineer work proved proved both difficult
and dangerous, and an engineer officer, Lt Charles David
Carter was awarded the M.C. partly as a result of his
good work on the "HOOK" ("Korean Citations" (Lt Carter)).
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were concentrated, together with one observation post
and an underground machine gun position.

162. ~hen this work was started, a trench-line
of sorts ran along the north-west and north-east faces
of the "HOOK". Another ran along the south-west face.
This last, however, stopped short of the south-west
corner, "WINDY CORNE3", and was joined by a cross-
trench to the lIne on the north-east foce. Three
tunnels had been dug in the IIHOOK", running In from the
trenches on the south-west, north-west and north-east
faces. The company position immediately to the right
of the "HOOK" ran south-east In 0 relatively narrow
lIne. A single trench, which soon forked into two
roughly parallel lines, ran along the position from left
to right. Here three tunnels had also been dug, one
running In from the single trench, the other two
entering the slope from the lower of the two lines of
trenches -- the line, that is, along the south-west fece.

163. When 23 Fd Sqn took over, the first leg
of each of these tunnels had been completed from an
entrance in the trench-line opposite a fire bay to an
underground chamber. It remained for the Canadian
engineers to complete the excavation of some of the
chambers and to run a second leg of each tunnel from
the chamber to a new entrance either in the same trench
line or in an adjacent one. This was done by the end
of January, 368 feet being added to the existing
tunnels, largely through solid rock. Plans to link up
all the tunnels, however, were not executed.

164. The tunnels were five feet six inches
deep and three feet six inches wide. They were sharply
angled a few feet in from the entrance, to minimize
the effect of blast, and grenade traps were constructed
at these turns. The legs were dug from both ends, and
some difficulty had been experienced at the junction.
In one case, there was a difference of ten feet in
level between the two stretches of the tunnel; a
ladder hed to be placed in the well which was dug to
connec t them.

165. The greater part of the trenching work
consisted in deepening and revetting the original
trenches, although several new lines were dug. Of the
latter, the one at "WINDY CORNER" was the most important,
since it completed the line along the south-west face
of the lIaOOKft. Work was done on the trenches in all
three company areas. For the most part, hand tools
were employed, although a compressed-air drill was used
on the rear positions on the llHOOK", a special bunker
being built for the compressor unit. Rock, frozen
ground and the fact that work 1n exposed trenches had
to be done at night tended to slow progress. In spite
of these and other difficulties 650 yards of new trench
were dug, in addition to the deepening of the original
system.

166. In view of the important role pleyed by
our artillery in breaking up enemy attaCkS, special care
was given to the construction of an observation post
from which the Forward Observation Officers could
command a good view of the battlefield, uninterrupted
oy enemy attack or shelling. For this, a large under-
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ground chamber was bull t In the "HOOKIl, and a tunnel
was run from it to a second, smaller chamber immediately
under the surfece of the peak of the hill. An
observation slit was opened in the wall of this second
chamber, and the ground In front of the slit was
cratered to improve the field of view. The gunners
themselves, with engineer supervision, ran a tunnel
80 feet long into Hill 146, and built a second under
ground observation post at the end of it.

167. Plans were 91ao made to construct three
underground machine-gun positions, by running branch
tunnels out from the main tunnels, under the forward
trenches and thence to the hillside below these
trenches. A firing slit wes then to be made In the
hillside, following which the chamber for the crew would
be excavated. Only one of these projected positions
was completed, on the western end of the company area
to the right of the "HOOK", below the single trench
line mentioned previously.

168. The infantry also busied themselves in
strengthening the positions, laying wire on the ridges
leading to 11 RONSON" and "WARSA III and in the Sami-chlon
valley, and placing steel overhead covers, prOVided by
the engineers, on firing bays and weapon slits. The
engineers also dug two prefabricated personnel bunkers
into the "HOOK", and prepared the excava tions for six
more on Hill 121. Thus, as January 'Rare on, the "HOOKII

area came to have some of the defensive strength which
an almost unbelievably vigorous digging programme had
long ago given to the main Chinese positions.

169. ~hile all this was being dono, a good
dea+ of attention was directed to training - or refreshing
the training of - the infantry in the defence, nnd in
the construction of the field defences for which the
infantry is responsible. A model fire trench was
prepared near brigade hecdquarters, and groups of
junior officers were brought in from the battalions to
inspect it (~.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Ede, 11 Jan 53).
The South Koreans had apparently dug in the Chinese
manner, much more extensively than had the Canadian
and British troops. Accordingly visits were made to
one of the battalions in the II ROK Corps area, to view
the underground works there (W.D., 1 R. 22e R., 7 Jsn 53).
In December, also, Brigadier Bogert lectured the I R.C.R.
officers on the organization of 0 defensive position,
and the siting of infantry weapons (U.D., 1 R.C.R.,
10 Dec 52).

'!he Defence of
January 1953.

the "HOOKI!, December 1952 and
Operation 11 '!HAMES II , 27 to 30 JDn 53.

170. Meanwhile, of course, the fighting went
on, but at a reduced tempo. The heavy Chinese attacks
of October and November were not renewed in the following
two months, and patrolling and patrol encounters
dominate the record of this period. This statement
should not be taken es implying that the troops in the
line were idle, for the direct opposite is the case.
Standing, reconnaissance, ambush and fighting patrOlS,
together with frequent "stand to ' s l1 under warning of
Chinese attack, prOVided constant employment. During
January, there were indications that the patrol policy
which had been in effect in May and June (paras 64, 73,
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77 above) was about to be revived. Reporting on this
development, Mej-Gen west wrote:

During January there was a drive
throughout 8th Army to get more PO~, and there
were indications that I Corps was going to
bring out a patrol policy ordering avery
forward battalion to send out so many patrols
par night or waek. To forestall this I
issued a special divisional patrol policy •••
and this has had the desired effect 8S we have
now received a Corps instruction deprecating
the practice of laying down an arbitrary
number of patrols to be carried out by forward
un! ts.

With the change over in Army Commanders
there has been a noticeable increase in
centralization in the control of patrols.
Strict almost hide-bound, orders are in force
regarding the briefing of patrols and any set
back, however minor, Is the SUbject of a
searching inquiry in U.S. units - indeed the
unfortunate patrol co~nder may even hove to
report to the Army COmm3nder. As a result
there is a tendency in u.s. units for patrols
to become less and less aggressive. I
anticipate that we shall have to patrol and
fight exceptionally hard in order to regain
NO MAN'S LAND when we return to the line.

( Periodic Report: 1 Comwel Div,
1 Nov to 1 Apr 53 , paras 18,19)

171. The patrol policy (ibid: Appx "A" -
G.O.C. Personal Memorandum No. 9, ~an 53) mentioned
in the first paragraph ;uoted above stressed the
importance of giving each patrol a specific task. It
deplored the practice of patrolling for patrolling's
sake (sending "so many patrols per so mnny days"), and
stated that the tactical situation on each battalion
and even company front must dictate the patrol plan for
that front. Apparently the staff at H.Q. I U.S. Corps
was persuaded of the wisdom of this doctrine, and
accordingly abandoned plans to impose a rigid patrOl
plan on the whole corps front, regardless of differences
in the tactical situation. This change mada it possible
to adjust patrol plans to tha re1uirements of individual
sectors. As a reSUlt, it was possible to assign specific
tasks to patrols and thereby avoid routine patrolling,
with its destructive effects on morale & patrol methods.

172. On the Canadian front, two widely-different
conditions existed. The left flank, 1n the II RONSON",
"SEAT'ILE" and lt1j1iA~A\~jll areas, was in very close contact
with the enemy. To the right, contact was not so close,
since the opposing troops were separated by the broad
Sami-chlon valley. Patrolling was equally Vigorous on
both flanks, those sent in from the right being much
longer than the ones from the left. No really serious
contacts developed from these patrols, however, the
action in most cases being for our patrol to withdrew
on detecting anemy and to bring down an artill.ry or
mortar concentration on the spot where the Chinese group
was mOVing. (W.D., 3 P.P. C.L. I., December 1952, Appx'132"
-- 25 Cdn Inf Ede Ops/Int Summarr., December 1952; ~.D.,
1 R. C. R., January 1953: Appx "22' -- 25 Cdn Inf Bde
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Ops/Int Summary, January 1953) Tha right of the
divisional front, however, was not so quiet. Patrols
of 28 Britcom Inf Bde became involved in several bloody
encounters in the Hill 355 - Point 227 ares, and
suffered rather heavy casualties (1 Comwel Div; Diary
of Op Events,l Nov 52 - 1 Apr 53, pp. 4-7).

173. On 28 Dec, 3 P.P.C.L.I. and 1 R.C.R.
exchanged positions, one company of the former battalion
remaining forward under command of the relieving unit
(".D., 3 P.P.C.L.I., 28 Dec 52). Little remains to be
added to the record of 3 P.P.C.L.I. 's first month in
action except perhaps to mention the spectacular tokens
of Christmas spirit which were produced by the Chinese
during the last two weeks of December. These CUlminated,
three days before Christmas, in an attractive display
of Christmas trees, cards and gifts, the whole
surmounted by a huge banner over twenty feet long,
which the dawn's early light brought into view on
"RONSON" I less than 100 yards from the Canadian forward
positions (ibid, 22 Dec 52).

174. 1 R. C. R. IS mon th on the ItHOOKtl I likewise,
was not distinguished by mony 6vents which require
special mention. Although the unit patrolled actively,
few contacts were made, and none of these resulted in
heavy casualties. On the night 12/13 Jan 53, a patrol
to "SEAT'TIE II had several of its members wounded by a
grenade which c Chln&se soldier threw at the assault
group, just as it was approaching a trench on the
northern end of the feature. The explosion wounded
the patrol leader and forced a withdrawal, which the
enemy followed with mortar and small arms fire. Except
for a few similar incidents, the month's patrolling
was uneventful, nor did the enemy bestir himself
actively in the Immedie te vicini ty of the "HOOKl!
positions.* The 1 R.C.R. snipers, to whose training
particular attention had been paid in November when
the unit was in reserve, ran up an impressive score of
kills, and the unit pounded the enemy unmercifUlly with
concentrations of mortar and artillery fire. Toward
the end of the month, preparations for a handover to
a U.S. Army unit were odded to these actiVities, and
on 30 Jan 1 R. C. R. moved off the "HOOK", on relief by
2 En 38 Inf Regt 2 U.S. Inf Div. (H.D., 1 R.C.R.,
Jenuary 1953; also 25 Cdn Inf Ede Ops/Int Summary,
January 1953 (att as Appx "22"»)

175. Early in the morning of 30 Jan, H.~. 25
Cdn Inf Ede passed responsibility for its sector to
the headquarters of the American regiment, and moved to
a reserve area some seven miles south of the Imjin
Hantan junction (25 Cdn Inf Ede Ops/Int Summary,
31 Jan 53). This move was part of Operation "THAMES",
in which 1 Comwel Div, on relief by 2 U.S. Inf Div, went
into reserve for the first time since its formation in
July 1951 (1 Comwel Div: Diary of Op Events, 1 Nov 52
1 Apr 53, pp 6-7). On 2 Nov, H.~. 1 Comwel Div had

*The military skill and power of leadership displayed
by Lt Dan Gordon Loomis (1 R.C.R.) during the patrols
of this period are mentioned in his citation for the M.C.
("Korean Cita tions" (Lt Loomis».
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completed a year 1n the same position (ibid, p. 1).
Although the head~uarters of the infantry-Qrigades had
made short moves into and out of the lIne, the formation
had been static since the adjustments which followed
Operation "COMMA-NOO II • Possibly as a resul t of this
state of affairs, H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde had acquired an
enormous amount of baggage, including a prefabricated
mess, and had reached en actual strength of
apprOXimately 200 all ranks. Apparently the same sort
of thing had happened to U.S. Army units In Korea, for
the diarist of the Canadian brigade headquarters mentions
that H.Q. 38 Inf Regt wes 300 strong. (Vi.D., H.Q. 25
Cdn Inf Bde, 23 Dec 52, 29 Jan 53)

THE LAS T 5 IX MONTHS
FEBRUl<R'{ 'fQ JULy 1953

1 Comwel Div in Reserve, 30 Jan to
8 Apr 53. Operations to 2 May 53

176. 1 Comwel Div remained in reserve from
30 Jan until 8 Apr.* In addition to normal training,
which included one exercise on corps level, two
developments of some importance occurred during this
period. The first was the beginning of a scheme to
augment the infantry units of 1 Comwal Div by the
addition of South Korean soldiers. The other was the
beginni~ of the second rotation of Canadian units in
Korea.** '

177. Normal training was conducted w~i1e the
division was in reserve. Exercises on unit, brigade
and divisional level were carried out, but unusually
heavr, rains in March interfered. The largest exercise
was 'EVEffiADY", directad by H.Q.. I U.S. Corps and aimed
at practising the reserves, especially 1 Com~el Div, in
their counter-attack roles. Divisional headquarters,
the whola of 29 Bda and the heaqquartars of the other
two brigades (each with the headquarters of its infantry
battalions) moved to the Chorwon area, to counter a
supposed enemy penetration in that sector. In spite
of the long tima which 1 Comwel Div had spent in a
static role, it claims to hava completed the move quite
smoothly. (1 Comwel Div: Diary of Op Events, 1 Nov 52 
1 Apr 53, pp 7 to 10)

*Available sources do not give the exact date and
time of the relief of H.Q. 1 Comwal Div by H.Q. 2 U.S.
Inf Div. However, H.Q. 1 Comwel Div moved back during
the daylight houra of 30 Jan (see p. 8 of source cited
at end of para 177) and it is presumed that the reliaf
took place early in the morning of this day. The date
when H.Q. 1 Comwel Div again assumed responsibility for
the sector is precisely astablished (para 186 balow).

**See Appendices nA" & "B".
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178. F'hl1e in reserve, 1 Comwel Div wes
reinforced by South Korean soldiers, under the lIKATCOMli
(Korean Augmentation to Commonwealth) programme. On
15 Mar, H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde published an instruction
covering the scheme as it applied to the Cenadien
brigade. Approxlmntely 100 South Korean soldiers ~ere

to be integrated in each of the infantry battalions,
on the scale of three to a section. Unlike the
Korean Service Corps personnel who were employed as
porters, servants, and so forth, these "KATCOMS" were
to be used to augment the fighting strength of the
units. (~.D., H.~. 25 Cdn Inf Ede, March 1953:
Appx "28" - Op Instr No. 54, IlKATCOM")

179. The scheme appears to hove started
"according to plan", :3 P.P.C.L.I. and:3 R.C.R.
receiving their allotments on 28 Mar and 1 Apr
respectively (:~;.D'J :3 PoP.C.L.I., 28 Mar 53j '"i.D.,
3 R.C.R., April 1953: Appx til a", til b ll , "1 d lt -

ri. Os. "A II, Ita", nnd t'n" Cays, I and 2 Apr 53). The
unit diarist of 1 R. 22e R. does not mention the
arrival of the lIKATCOMSll, but it is certain that the
battalion received its shore of these South Korean
soldiers at the end of M~rch or the first part of
April (H.S.) 410 B 25.013 (D 41); "Interview with
Lt-Col L.F. Trudeau D.S.O., O.B.E., C.D., C.O.
1 R. 22e R., 21 Apr 53", para 11).

180. As could be expected, differences 1n
language, outlook, customs, pay end so forth created
problems, and no sin:ple judgment on the success of
the scheme is possible. Lt-Col E.A.C. Amy, then
G.S.C. I at H.~. 1 Comwel Div, was of the opinion
that the scheme succeeded 1n proportion to each
commander's determination to make it work «E.S.)
681,009 (D 9): "Interview with Lt Col E.A. C. Amy
n.s.o., M.C., G.S.O. 1 H•.:t. 1 Comwel Div, 12 Jun 53 11

,

para 18). The commanding officers of 3 R.C.d. and
3 R. 22e R. have both mantioned difficulties which
they encountered «H.S.) 410 B 25.013 (D 57) "Interview
with Lt Col KaLa Campbell M.BaEa, CaD., c.o. 3 a.C.R.,
27 Jun 53 11

, para 39; '"hDa, :3 Ra 22e R., April 1954:
Appx "5 ell - Summr!.ry of Korean Experience, para 4 (I» a
It should be noted, however, that the scheme prOVided
much-needed manpower, and that South Korean soldiers
did in fact serve in battle, some of them becoming
casualties (para 230 below).

181. The last week of March saw the beginning
of the second rotation of Canadian units in Koresa The
reliefs were spre3d over two months, the last being
completed towards the end of Maya* On 25 Mar 3 R.CaR.
(Lt-Col K.L. Campbell, M.8.E., C.D.) replaced 1 R.C.R.
Two days later 56 Tpt Coy (Maj E.G. Hession) relieved
23 Tpt Coy; next doy 59 Indep Fd Sqn (Maj L.E.C.

~Jith the exception of 56 Tpt Coy, all dates of
relief shown are derived from the unlt l s war diary for
the day in question. 56 Tpt Coy's ';ar Diary for March
1953 shows the date a t Appendix "6" -- Monthly Report
on Ops. Appendices 1IAII and IIB" show all rota tions of
units 1n Korea and Jopana
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Schmidlin, M.B.E., C.D.) took over from 23 Fd S~n.

191 Cdn In! ~ksp, which had not been replaced during the
first rotation, was reli6ved by 23 Int ··;ksp (tiaj V.1·h
Bethel) on 16 Apr. Five deys later, 3 R. 22e R.
(Lt-Col J .L.G. Poulin, C.D.) took over from 1 ll. 22e R.,
and on the following day 81 F\i lregt (Lt-Col H.W. Sterne,
M.B.E., C.D.) replaced 1 R.C.R.A. On 1 May 38 F\i Amb
(Lt-Col R.A. Smillie) relieved 37 Fd Amb. The rotation

'was completed on 24 M3Y when nAil Sqn Ld S.H. (R.C.)
(Mej 7i.H. Ellis, C.D.) took "BIt Sqnls place. In general,
this second rotation was conducted in much the SDme
manner as the first, but there were two important
differences.

182. The first concerns the infantry battalions.
In the 1952 rotation, as we have seen, the problem was
to find sufficient trained infantrymen to bring the
first battalions to on acceptable strength, and still
leave behind in Canada a force large enough to be
capeble of discherging the Mobile Striking Force
commitment (paras 20 to 27 above). In the second
rotation, on the other hand, this problem does not
appear to have been so acute. It was replaced,
however, by another, though perhaps not so serious,
difficulty. During the summer of 1952 (the last
period in which effective continuous training could be
done prior to departure for Korea) both 3 R.C.R. end
3 R. 22e R. were responsible for preparing thomselves
for service in Korea and also for training reinforcements
for that theatre. This double commitment made heavy
demands on the units, though neither of the commanding
officers considered thet it prejudiced their
preperations seriously. (Interview with Lt Col Compbell,
para 2; (H.S.) 410 B 25.013 (D 53): "Interview with
Lt Col J.L.G. Poulin, C.D., c.o. 3 R. 22e R., 31 May 53",
pare 3)

183. Another difference lay in the fact thot
the units which went to Korea during the second
rotation were, with two exceptions, relatively new
units. During the first rotation the Special Force
units in Korea were replaced by original units of
the Active Force. In the second rotation, these older
units were relieved by units formed during and ofter 1950.
Of these latter units the third battalions were the
Oldest, heving been formed late in 1950 (A.H.Q.. fleport
No. 62, paras 82 to 84). The transport company and the
field squadron were formed in August 1951 (Supplements
to C.A.Os., Issue No. 245 (Pert B) of 1951).---n;e Held
regIment and the field ambulance were formed in April
and May of 1952 respectively, the former from three
field batteries originally organized to provide
replecements for 79 Fd Regt of 27 Cdn Inf Ede Gp
(Su!§lements to C.A.Os" Issues 283 end 288 (Part B)
of 52; D.H.S. 9 26-0: S.D. 1 Letter No. 4451 of
22 Apr 52). In contrast, the workshop which replaced
191 Cdn Inf Wksp was one of the original Active Force
units, and the armoured squadron, of course, was from
a still older unit.

184. It will be observed that, with this
second rotation, service in Korea had become fairly
widespread among the units of the Canadian Army.
Originally it was thought to confine service in thet
country to units specially raised for the purpose.
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However the duration of the conflict led to severel
of the original units of the Active Force becoming
involved. Now, in the second rot8tlon, units were
sent to Korea even though they had been organized in
connection with (but not necessarily expressly for)
the formntion of the brigade group for Europe.

185. Command of 25 Cdn Inf Bde chenged on
21 Apr 53, when Brigadier J.V. Allard, C.B.E., D.S.Q.,
E.D. relieved Brigadier Bogert (", .D., H.Q.. 25 Cdn Inf
Bde, 21 Apr 53). The new commander had led 6 Cdn Inf
Bde in North-,';est Europe during the letter part of the
Second ;~;orld l;~ar. Previously J he had cOlJ1lllCnded
R. 22e R. in the Italien thaa tre. In November 1945
he was appointed 'Canadian Military Attache" in Moscow,
an appointment which he held for two years. Immediately
prior to his posting to Korea, Brigadier Allard had
occupied the appointment of V.Q.M.G. at Army Headquarters.
(PN 12-53)

186. Operation lICOTS':;OLD" J 1 Camwel Div's
relief of 2 U.S. Inf Div, began on 6 Apr. Two days
later the Commonwealth formation assumed responsibility
for the sector. On completion of the operation, 29 Bde
was astride the Semi-chi on, In the positions held by
25 Bde prior to the divisionis relief In Janu3ry.
25 Bda was In the central sector while 28 Bda was back
again in the positions about Hill 355.* (1 Comwel Div:
Diary of Op Events, 1 Apr - 1 Aug 53, p. 1; ~.D., H.Q..
25 Cdn Inf Bde, April 1953; Appx "39" - 1 Comwel Div
Qps/Int Summary, Nos 201, 202)

187. During the relief, H.Q.. 25 Cdn Inf Bde
took over from H.Q.. 23 Inf Regt at 0600 hours on 8 Apr.
\'a thin the Canadian sec tor J 1 R. 22e R. was on the
left and 3 P.P.C.L.I. on the right. 3 R.C.H. was in
reserve near the junction of the Semi-chi on and the
Imjln river. It may be of interest to note that
3 P.p.C.L.r., when it relieved the Thailand battalion,
occupied an area much the same as that taken by
2 P.P.C.L.I. early in October 1951. (1 Comwel Div Ops/
Int Summary, Nos 201 and 202; '';.D., 1 R. 22e R., April
1953: Appx 1112 11

- 1 R. 22e R. Jamestown Line Ccy and
Sp PIs Posns; W.D., 3 P.p.C.L.r., April 1953: Appx "26"
-- Trace of 3 P.P.C.L.I. Posns April 1953; A.H.Q.
B3port no. 62, Mop "SIl; 1 Comwel Div: Diary of Op Events,
1 Apr - 1 Aug 53, Map "B")

188. The month of April was relatively ~uiet

and the division settled back into its front-line routine
without serious interruption from the enemy. On 20 Apr,
3 R.C.R. and 1 R. 22e R. exchanged positions, preparatory
to the latter's relief by 3 R. 22e R (VI.D., 1 R. 22e R.,
20 Apr 53; ibid: Appx "5" - 0.0. No 5, para 3). As
had been the case with 3 P.P.C.L.I., completion of the
move into the front line placed 3 R.C.R. in SUbstantially
the same area as had been occupied by 2 R.C.R. during

*See Map "14".
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Ope ra tion "COMMANDO". 4~

189. On the night 23/24 Apr there were patrol
contacts on all sectors of the divisional front. (rh&se
were relatively minor affeirs but they cid result In
the capture of a prisone r, the firs t taken by the
division since October. Unfortunately the prisoner
died before identification could be established.
(1 Comwel Div: Periodic Report No.6: Appx liB", Pt II,
"Enemy OpSll, p. 2j 1 Comwel Div, Diory of Op Events
1 Apr - 1 Aug 53, p. 3)

190. Meanwhile, agreement respecting gn
exchange of sick and wounded prisoners had been signed
at Panmunjom on 11 Apr. Some details of the
negotiations which preceded this agreement are recorded
elsewhere (para 279 below). Operation "LITTLE S':'IITCH",
es the exchange was called, resulted in two Canadians
returning from captivity. Of these Pte Arthur Baker
had been captured during the a t tack on 2 R. 22e R. In
November 1951 (A.H.Q. Report No. 62, para 263; PN 115
53), while L/Cpl Paul Dugal, than serving with
1 R. 22e R., was tcken in June 1952, during the special
efforts being mede by 1 Comwal Div at that time to
capture prisoners (para 77 above; PN l14-53). The
return of L/Cpl Dugal deriv~d special significance
from the fact that he had kept a careful record of
other prisoners ~hom he met while in the hands of the
Chinese. From this record he was able to provide
valuable inform~tion on the status of seversl
individuals whose fete had, until then, been unknown
or in doubt. Partially as a reward for his excellent
work in this direction, Dugal was awarded the B.E.M.
("Citations for Korean campaign" (L/Cpl Paul Dugal).

Field Defences, "iire, Mineflelds and
Fire Plan in the Central Sector

191. This report has not DS yet described
the arrangements for defence (layout, use of artificial
obstacles, fire plans and so forth) within the
Commonwealth sector in the detail called for by the
nature and scale of the operations conducted by 1 Comwel
Div after the stalemate had developed in Korea. From
the latter part of November 1951 to the armistice, the
fighting consisted of minor defensive engagements,
usually on the section and platoon level. In recording
this sort of action, the layout of platoons 3nd even
sections, minor folds in the ground, construction of
weapon pits, arcs of fire of individual weapons and
such like assume a greater importBnce than they do in
the accounts of larger operations. Consequently, it
is proposed to undertake at this point as detailed a

*TWo further reliefs took place in May and June.
On 14 May, 3 R. 22e R. replaced 3 P.P.C.L.I. on the
right of the brigade front; on 8 Jun the latter unit
took over from 3 R.C.R. on the brigade's left battalion
area. Traces or marked maps of the positions occupied
are attached to the '-Jar Diaries of 3 R. 22e R., ond
3 P.P.C.L.I. as Appendices "lA lI and "II" respectively.
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description as possible of the 3 R. C. R. defences in
the Hill 187 area~~ in order to present the terrain,
layout, field defences and fira plan of a typical
battalion area. It Is to be noted thet much of the
detail given here Is typical of the central sector only.
More elaborate works had been constructed in the "HOOK"
and "LITTLE GIBRALTAR" areas after October 1952, when
the attock on 1 R.C.R. demonstrated the vulnerability
to hostile artillery of their comporatively light
defences. Nothing much was done in the central sector,
since the width of no man's land was held to justify
a concentration of engineer resources on the left and
right, where contac t was closer. As a r6sul t, much
of what 1s written hero about the 3 R.C.R. area may
be applied to the whole Commonwealth sector of the
pre-October 1952 period, and to the central sector
throughout. lliis account, read with that of the "HOOK"
development (paras 159 to 169 above). gives a
reasonably complete picture of defence in the
Commonwealth division's sector during the whole of the
formations static defensive operations in Korea (mid
November 1951 to July 1953). The present account also
serves as an introduction to the narrative which follows
of the atteck on "c" Coy 3 R.C.R. on the night 2/3 May
53.

192. The terrsln within the batt~llon area was
typical of that along the greater part of the "JAMES'OO·.I"N"
11ne. -IH" 'lbe area fronted on the valley of an unnamed
tributary running north-east from the Sami-chlonj the
highest ground in tho area, Hill 187, lay in the north
east corner. Three irregular fingers of high ground
radiated out from this feature to the north-west, to
the west and to the south-west. Hill 159 (142137) rose
from the last-named of these ridges, and three additional
fingers ran west from it, roughly parallelling each other
and the ridge which ran west from Hill 187. At least
the northern two of these four ridges running west were
open to observation from Hill 166 (122156), which lay
on the enemy's side of the valley.

*The information contained in paras 191 to 214 is
derived from the following sources:

(a) (H.S.) 681.009 (D9): "Interview with Lt Col
E.A.C. Amy O.S.O., M.C., G.8.0.1 1 Comwel
Div, 6 Aug 53 11 , paras 6 to 14.

(b) (H.S.) 681.013 (D63): "Fd Ilefs 1 Comwel
Div to Feb 53 11 •

(c) (H.S.) 410B25.013 (D51): "Interview with
Brigadier J.V. Allard, C.B.E., D.S.C., E.D.,
Comd 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 10 Jun 53".

(d) (H.S.) 410B25.013 (D57): "Interview with
Lt Col K.L. Campbell, M.B.E., C.D., C.O.
3 R. C. R., 2? Jun 53 lt •

(e) (H.S.) 681.011 (Dl): "Personal Recollections
of Fd ~·Jks of , JAMESroWN', IWYOMING I, &
'KANSAS' by Capt J.R. Madden. September 195il".

~ap "14 11 •
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193. All these ridGes and hills WGre steep-
eided, and thsir slopes "ere scalloped by gullies and
folds of varyine depths. These depressions wade it
difficult -- and in Qost cases 1ul'ossible -- to cover
the slopes running ~o,.n fro~ any given locality by
direct scalI a~~s tire fros a flank. ~t the ~e time,
the steepness of the hillsides sharply liQited the
fields of fire of L.N.Gs. and rifles firing to the front
down these gullies, unless the firer exposed h~self

to a dangerous extent above the lip of his fire bay;
To further cOQplicate the probl~ of covering the
~ediate approaches to the localities by direct SMall
aros tire, the hillsides \lere covered ,"lith shrubs and
long grass which, even in winter, gave good cover ;rou
vie~ to a orouching ~oan.

194. The ground bet\leen the ridges and hills
varied tron narrow, bush-ehoked ravines to tude, flat
bott~e& valleys floored \lith pad&y. Within the
battalion area in question, three roughly parallel
valleys separated the four fincers of high ground uhich
have already been wentioned. At night these valleys
offered an approach to the heart of the battalion area,
while the ravines and GUllies ~hich ran into the slopes
from these valleys otfered covered aPvroaches up the
sides of the fingers.

195. In the valleys the earth was rich, deep
and dark-coloured. Towards the suucit at the ridges,
it wae uixed with a shale rOCk, \lhich vias Gasy to split
but hard to diG. At this level, the soil "las yello\"lish
red ill colour, \".i th a clay contont which made it soggy
when wet, but had the advanta~c of holding u9 reasonably
\"Iell at the edges of any diaGing which was not ravetted.
2ven at the tops of the hills the soil vas surprisingly
deep. Trenches could be dug there to a depth of at
least six feet \"Iithout striking solid rock.

196. , The battalion area, in co=n Vlith the
others in 1 COffiwel Div'e sector, was laid out in
defended localities, according to the doctrine stated
in Chapter VI of The Infantry Division in Battle, 1920.
It may be remarked in pass1ng that this dOctr1ne had so
cOOLlended itself to the Americans th.lt Il.8j-Gen 'Jest
mentions a special duplication of the chapter for \lide
distribution in I U.3. Corus: (1 Comwel Div: Periodic
Report lio.. 6. para 18) It- >;ould ba desirable at this
point to s~1arize the reasoning behind the layout or
the battalion area. Unfortunately, however, no statenent
is available or the considerations on TIhlch these
dispositions \"Iere based. ~s a result; all that can
be done at this time is to record the layout; in the
hope that the reasons ~or it may cone to hand later.
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197. Whatever the reasons for it, the 3 R.C.R.
companies and platoons were laid out in the following
pattern.* "A" Coy was on the high ground about Hill 187;
tiD" Coy was on the ridge to the south-west; "e" Coy,
wi th which this na ....rD tive 1s particularly concerned,
held the western holf of the ridge which ran west
from Hill 187, while the platoons of "B" Coy were
distributed between the two ridges to the south.
Wi thin II ell Coy, 7 PI was on the we s tern tip of the
finger, about Point 97. 8 PI was two to three hundred
yards in rear and 9 PI, with company headquarters,
held Point 123 approximately 400 yerds east of 8 Pl.
Available sources do not throw much light on the pattern
of roads and developed tracks to Bnd within the 3 R.C.R.
ares. It Is known, however, that there was a jeep road
along the northern side of the ridge which lay to the
south of the Point 97 - point 123 ridge. This road
turned north across the valley between the two ridges,
and this stretch had a camouflaged wall along its west
side, to screen it from enemy observation.

198. One of the s ign1ficen t fea ture s of this
layout was the dispersion of the companies and platoons.
The distances separating the platoons of "e" Coy 
characteristic of the dispersion of the average company
-- have already been given. As for as the battalion
was concerned, the dis tancea which aepara ted lien Coy
from the other three companies was typical of those to
be found in the areas of the remaining battalions of
the division. The distances involved were not small.
The two pIa toons of "D II Coy on the ridge im."tledio tely
to the south of IIClI Coy were at least 700 yards away,
and the nearest troops of 3 P.P.C.L.I. lay 1000 yaras
to the north-east. At the same time, the forward
platoon of "All Coy was approximately 800 yards behind
IlC II Coy's rear platoon on Hill 123. It will be reodi1y
appreciated that these distances precluded effective
mutuel support by rifle or L.M.G. fire, though they did
not, in themselves, make support by M.M.G. fire
impossible.

199. One feature of the layout in the Hill 187
area was the slight extent to which it was changed during
some 17 months of occupation. The dispositions of
October and November 1951, a disturbed peTied during
which 25 Bde seized the area from the Chinese and
consolidated their positions in it, Bre not clearly or
accurately recorded. By December, the situation had
become more statiC, and a fixed pattern of layout had
emerged. A trace issued by H.Q. 1 Comwel Divan 14 Dec
51 shows that 2 R.C.R. had three companies in the Hill
187 area, disposed as follows: three platoons In an
east-west line on the ridge tipped by Hill 97 (the
feature attacked on the night 2/3 May 53), one platoon

"~Actually, there is no precise informn tion available
as to 3 R.C.R.'s layout. However a sketch of it which
Is attached to an interview with the commanding officer
(sub-para (d) to footnote to para 19labove) corresponds
so closely with the layou t used previously by 1 R. 22e R.
and sUbse:juently by 3 P. P. C. L. 1. (paras 187, 188 above),
as to leave little doubt about the 3 R.C.R. dispositions.
Map "15" gives de tails.
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on the ridge to the south, three platoons in a north
south lIne with the centre platoon on Hill 187, one
platoon on Hill 159 and a platoon immediately to the
south (IV.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, December 1951: Appx "8"
-- 1 Comwel Div Periodic Ops Report No 272) This
187t0ut was used for the next ten months (Maps 113 11 , 1I4 1t

I

117' and trace referred to in para 99 above); in October
1952 the pattern was changed slightly (trace referred
to in para 116 sbove). Three platoons were placed on
the upper two of the three ridges running west from
Hill 159, and the platoons in the Hill 187 - Hill 159
area were arranged to form an almost continuous line.
The same layout wes used in April, when 1 Comwel Div
returned to "JAMESTOI:;N lI • (of Maps "14", "15 11 ) No
traces of the layout used between October 1952 and
April 1953 ere available, but it would seem likely
that the Americans made some changes, to Bccormnodate
the defences to their organization and tactical doctrine.
~hatever changes they made were not retained by
1 Comwel Div, for 1 R. 22e R.' s dispositions in the
Hill 18? area were the same as those shown for the area
in October 1952. This layout was maintained until
10 Jul 53, and quite likely until the Armistice, although
no traces covering the last 17 days are available.
The upshot of all this is that (except for possible
changes during 2 US. Inf Div's occupation) only two
layouts were used by the Commonwealth division in the
area during 17 months. Furthermore, the layout of tr.e
platoons on the ridge held by "c" Coy 3 R.C. R. (the
point attacked on the night 2/3 May 53) had not changed
at all during this time.

200. As has been stated, the trenches, fire
bays, weapon pits, shelters, command posts and
observation posts wi thin the "c" Coy area were fcirly
characteristic of those in use across the divisional
front prior to October 1952. A communication trench,
not revetted or provided with duckboards, ran west
along the ridge from Hill 187 to Hill 97, connecting
the three platoon localities of "C" Coy. The trench
varied in depth from five to seven feet, and the
portion which ran forward down the slope of Hill l8?
was covered by wire netting woven with strips of hession.
The purpose of this camouflage was not so much to
conceal the trench as to prevent enemy observation of
movement in it." No &ttempt had been made to conceal
the spoil which lay along the lip of the trench
throughout its length.

201. The defences in each of the platoon
localities connected by this trench were similar. A
trench, deeper than the communication trench previously
described, ran along approximately two-thirds of the
circumference of the occupied feature, at a level only
alightly below that of the summit. In each locality
the gap in the trench lay on the eastern side of the
feature (i.e. on the port that was sheltered from enemy
observation). Fire bays had been dug at intervals along
this trench, forward of it and connected to it by short
trenches. Few of these bays were provided with
overhead cover. The cover which was in use projected
above ground level sufficiently to make it possible
for the enemy to locate the position, but not sufficie~tly

to prOVide protection during a heavy bombardment. In
some cases these bays were mere holes in the ground;
in others the sides had been revetted and lined vith
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sand bags; others again had sand bags along the forward
lip. Some idea of the complexity of the trench system
may be gained from the fact that the brigade historical
officer mentions becoming lost in it when he accidentally
separa ted from the party he was accompanying. (W .D. J

25 Cdn Fd Hist Det, 16 Apr -- 31 May 53, 18, 19 May 53).

202. During an enemy attack, the Chinese who
succeeded In invading our localities made straight for
these trenches, seeking shelter In them from our
artillery fire. Aftrer the attack on "ell Coy :3 RIC. R. J

Brigadier Allard directed that the tops of the trenches
were to be wired In with single strands of barbed Wire,
crlss-crossed just below the lip of the trench. The
purpose of tnls step, of course, was to keep the enemy
out In the open, where our proximity-fused concentrations
could attack him more effectively.

203. The shelter bunkers were grouped on the
less-exposed (i.e. eastern) side of each of the three
features. They lay in ond below the gap in the trench
which ringed the summit. A description of these
structures runs 8S follows:

~hen t entered the company area, I was
surprised by the number of bunkers but as
each bunker held only three or four men, the
reason for the number is quite obvious. The
construction of some of these bunkers was
distinctly flimsy. The frame beams were
but four inch logs and the roof beams were
steel pickets welded or lashed together with
signal wire. These were covered wi th mesh
and three or four layers of sand bags.
There were no firing positions at the bunkers
but some of the entrances could have been used
although there would have been no overhead
cover. I am not certain of the dimensions
of the bunkers but I would guess they were
6' x 6'. The frames of the bunks were made
with steel pickets welded or wired together
and the "springs" were made from signal wire
woven to form a mesh which would support the
body. Overhead cover of bunkers varied from
about two feet where the bunker projected
from the hill to four feet where it burrowed
into the hill.

204.
and the
of more

(II Recollec tions, Capt J. R.,
Madden ll

, parns 16, 21)

The command posts on the rearward slopes
observotion posts on the forward slopes were
solid construction.

On my first visit to Hill 123 on 17 May, only
the OPs and CPs were of fairly solid
construction. There was about five feet of
overhead cover for the Coy CP, six feet for
the FOO's OF (which the Coy Comd used) and
seven feet for the FOO's bunker. The only
tunnel in the position was that from the
communication trench to the OP and that would
be about six feet long.

(Ibid, pera 18)
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205. Unfortunately, there 1s little
information available about the use of mines and wire
in the area now being described. However a cnreful
study of the whole divisional front, including the area
now under consideration, was made between December 1952
and February 1953, as a result of reports to the l';ar
Office which reised doubts as to the ade~uacy of 1 Comwel
DivIs field defences (see sub-para (b) of footnote to
para 191 above). ~hile it is impossible to determine
the exect applicability to the 3 R.C.~. area of 011 the
statements made in the report on this study, it Is
highly probable that they reflect accurately the
situation which existed in the area during April 1953.
Such information as is available about the defences in
the area supports this belief. Consequently the major
points which emerged from this stUdy are summ9rlzed in
succeeding paragraphs, for such light as they shed on
the use of artificial obstacles within the 3 R.C.R. erea.

206. The greater part of the wire about the
platoon localities was protective wire of the double
apron type. The wire wos loid in roughly concentric
belts around each locality, the inner belt being 15 to
20 yards -- grenade throwing range -- from the fire
bays while the succ~eding belts were each a further
10 to 20 yards out. There were usually three or four
belts in front of a platoon locality and two or three
behind it. Most of this wire had been in position for
D long timej it had sagged badly and was covered by
vegetetion. In sddition, the folds and gUllies in tha
hillsides made it practically impossible for even the
inner belt to be covered throughout its length by small
arms fire from the posts which it protected. Some
attempts had been made at laying both tactical and
defensive wire, but by far the greater part of the wire
in use wss of the protective,type described above.
Dannert concerting wire bec~nw available in 1952, being
issued at the rate' of 2000 coils (total divisional
issue) per month. The extent to which this change
affected the 3 R.C.R. area Is not known. It is
improbable, however, that it had any great effect,
since the limited ~uantity which became available,
spread over a very wide front whose right and left
sectors had higher priority, could not have provided
sufficient wire for any notable improvement in the
central sec tor.

207. Each locality also had n minefield about
the lorward portion of its perimeter, the outline of the
field being msrked by a single strsnd of berbed wire.
A proportion of the mines in these fields had deteriorated
to the point of unserviceability. As a result, the
obstacle gave a false sense of security to the troops
behind it. The records of the boundaries of these
m1nefields were not completely accurate, and much work
had to be done in locating the exact limits of known
fields. No information is Bvailable about the casualties
inflicted on the Chinese by our mines, but it is
recorded that 11.5 per cent of the division's total
fatal casualties to November 1952 were caused by our
own mines.

208. A further adverse effect of these
minefields was the degree to which they restricted the
mobility of our own troops. It was not possible to vary
the routes of patrols into and out of the localities
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because of the existence of the minefields. As 8

result, patrols came and went through the same gap for
months on end, and the Chinese took advantage of this
habit by placing ambush parties near the gaps, or by
bringing fire down on them when the patrols were
re turning. Lt Col Poulin reported (1'1. D., 3 R. 22e R.,
April 1954; Appx "5cl1~- Summary of Korean Experience· )
that his unit used napalm bombs in an effort to render
the minefield defences more effective. These devices
consisted of four-gallon containers filled with napalm
and containing a detonator which wes connected
electrically with the platoon co~nd post. They were
buried one foot underground et intervals of 20 yards
acrosa the front of the unit's forward position. ~hen

ignited, the bombs were capable of spreeding fire over
an area of 50 yards. Their effectiveness, however, was
never put to the actuel test of battle.

209. The pattern of the defensive fire which
protected the localities was normal. The immediate
approaches were covered by direct small-arms fire from
the locality itself and from the flanks. To thicken this
fire each section had been al10ca ted an extra Bren gun';~
and each company h3d ac~uired at least one .30 caliber
Browning per platoon. Dead ground close in to the posts
was registered as targets for the company 60 mm mortars
and the support company's 81 mm mortars. Artillery
defensive fire tasks hemmed each locality in closely,
end the territory beyond was liberally sprinkled with
gun, heavy mortar, tank and M.~ .G. targets.

210. This fire plan, however, suffered from
one or two defects. In the first place, the lack of
overhead cover on the fire bays made it necessary for
the troops which normally manned them to take shelter
in the bunkers at the rear of the locality during the
enemy's preliminary bombardment. Since these bunkers
were between 50 and 75 yords from the fire bays, it was
not always possible for the soldiers to return to their
posts in time to prevent the enemy, who always followed
his supporting fire closely, from getting into the
trenches and turning the engagement into a hand-to-hand
fight. The supporting fire from the flanking compenies,
usually limited by the distances between companies to
M.M.G. fire, was also affected by this circumstance,
though perhaps to 3 lesser extent, since the M.M.Gs.
usually had some form of overhend cover. As we have
seen, the effectiveness of fire from the flanks was
in any event limited by the folds ond gullies in the
hillsides which were being covered.

211. Turning now to mutual support (in the
form of direct smnll arms fire) between platoons, we
must note that no precise information Is available as
to the extent to which this mutual support was possible,
particularly in the case of "C ll Coy. It seems likely,
however, the t the disposi tions of II CII Coy's three
pla toons ('1n a line running ees t from the tip of the
finger) would have limited any effective mutunl support,
at least in the case of an attack coming in along the
ridge from the west. This circumstance, added to the
limitations in the fields of fire imposed by the
steepness and irregularity of the slopes, measurably
reduced the overall effectiveness of small-arms fire,
both from flanking localities end from the locality
itself, in repelling an attack. In the opinion of

*The allocation of this extra Bren gun was standard
throughout the division.
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Brigadier Allard, this led to undue rel13nce on
artillery fire, with the result that the guns and
heavy mortars were not left as free as they should hove
been to concentrate on counter battery and counter
mortar shoots.

212. The indirect fire of the infentry
battalion's mortars 3nd the artillery's guns and heavy
mortars offered the greatest threat to the enemy. Over
the long months of occupation, a formidable number of
targets hed been registered across the divisional front.
Practically every bit of dead ground, every possible
forming-up place Bnd lIne of approach, as well as all
the best routes across the valley in front of the area
were marked as targets on which telling concentrations
could be quickly directed. ~here necessary, the
artillery concentrationa could be fired with proximity
fuse, a device which hed shown itself to be extremely
effective in the destruction of enemy infantry. To
complete the record, it should be added that our
counter battery and counter mortar programmes had only
had a limited success in preventing the enemy from
firing the concentrations which contributed so much
to the success of his attacks. In addition, the
effectiveness of the close-in defensive fire tasks was
absolutely dependent on their being c,ned for et the
proper moment. The Chinese, however, sometimes
succeeded In getting inside the lIne of these tasks
before the tasks were called for.

213. It may be of benefit, in concluding thia
description of the defences within the 3 R.C.R. ares,
to record some statements made about them In 30 interview
with the Commanding Officer of the unit.

~hen 3 R.C.R. moved into its sector, the
position was badly run down. The wiring was
insufficient. The trenches were not deep
enough. There were gaps in the communication
trenches. The fire bays were of a poor
design qnd had no adequate overhead cover.
The bunkers were too high, too lightly
timbered and had too little overhead cover.
They were also too for removed from the
fighting poaitiona. Lt-Col Campbell drafted
a program to improve the wire, the
communication trenches, the fire bays and the
bunkers. He also employed one platoon of the
reserve company to work on the defences of
the right forward company (C Coy). But the
enemy fire was such that each night the men
just managed to repair the damage done during
the day.

("Interview with Lt Col Campbell ll ,

para 12)

214. All this, it could be added, was very
probably known to the enemy. His patrols had been
fictive In the Valleys running into the area, and he had
good observation from Hill 166 of the forward positions
et leaat. If it did nothing else, thia observetion
must have shown him the outline of the layout as
revealed by the apoil. The fact that the dispoaitions
had not changed SUbstantially in many months gave him
the further advantage of a long period of time in which
to stUdy the area. Events were to demonstrate that he
had put this opportunity to good use.
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'!he Attack on "c" Coy 3 R.C.R., Night 2/3 Mey 53*

215. 1,'ihen 1 t took over its new area on 20
Apr, 3 R.C.H. found the no man's land in front of it
dominated by the enemy. The unit was new to action,
and the disadvantages arising from its lack of
experience were aggravated by the Korean terrain and
Chinese tactics. It was evident, therefore, that an
attempt to wrest control of no man's land from the
enemy would re~ulre careful preparation. Accordingly,
Lt-Col Campbell at first sent out large numbers of
reconnaissance patrols, to accustom his officers and
men to the ground and the enemy in front of them.
After a week of this, he begen sending stronger patrols
-- fighting petrols -- out into the valley. He was
just nicely into this phase of his programme when the
enemy struck.

216. With the exception of possible wireless
intercepts (not mentioned in the sources available),
the days preceding the attack had produced no clear
evidence that the night 2/3 Mey was going to be any
different from previous nights. There had been, it
is true, an increasing number of reports of enem~

patrols on the front and north flank of "C" Coy. *
A good part of these, however, could be discounted as
products of the imagination of green troops, and the
remainder did not provide positive evidence of an
impending enemy attack. Slml1ar~,the hostile
artillery and mortar fire failed to show the
progressive increase in volume which had preceded

*This account is based on the following sources:

(a) (H.S.) 410B25.013 (D57): "Interview with Lt-Col
K.L. Cempbell, M.B.E., C.O. 3 R. C. R., 27 Jun 53".

(b) "I Comwel Div: Periodic Report No.6, 1 Apr -
1 Aug 53 11 : Appx liB", Annexure "1 11 -- The Attack
against "CII Coy 3 R.C.R., 2/3 May 53.

"'{.~Maps "14", "15 11 •

(c)

(d)

(e)

( f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

( j )

W.D., 3 R.C.R., 2 -- 3 May 53.

Ibid, May 1953: Appx "111 - W.O., "A" Coy
ren<ries for 2, 3 Mey 53).

Ibid: Appx "3 11 -- lj\" .0., IIC" Coy (entries for
Jraiid 3 May 53).

Ibid: API'X "13" -- Ops Log (entries for 2 and
"3fray 53 •

IV.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde, May 1953: Appx "10"
Petrol Task Tables ("A" Coy 3 R.C.R. Patrol 02
2030 May 53).

(H.S.) 410B25.013 (044): "Interviews with 3
R. C. R. Pers re Engegement of 2/3 May 53".

(H.S.) 410B25.013 (045): "Interview with 2/Lieut
E.H. Hollyer, 3 R.C.R., 6 May 53".
1;J.D., 81 Fd Regt, September 1953: Appx "9" -
Account of Battle on 3 R.C.R. Front, 2-3 May 53.
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former attacks. On this occasion, the Chinese
registered their additional guns and mortars very
subtly, giving the least possible indication of any
increase in the volume of fire which could be brought
down on lie" Coy.

217. Thus it happened that the plan for 3
R.C.R.'s patrol activities for the night 2/3 May followed
the pattern which had been normal for the past several
deys. The reconnaissance and standing patrols were to
be sent out in front of the forw9rd companies, and in
the valleys between them. In addition, a fighting
patrol of one officer (Lieut G.B. Meynell) and 15 men
from "A" Coy was to destroy the enemy who had been
working on the wire covering the northern flank of
ne" Coy. The II ell Coy "s tand-byll pa trol* for the night
consisted of a section of 8 PI under command of the
platoon leader, Lleut D.W. Banton.

218. The attack on "e" Coy was preceded by
a petrol encounter involving both the fighting and the
"stand-by" patrols. While the sources available show
the general outlines of this clash, they do not provide
SUfficiently precise information for it to be described
in any great detail. According to the plan, the
fighting po trol was to have left the II CII Coy area at
2030 hours via the path through the gap in the minefield
at 135151. From this point the group was to have gone
to a point between the track at 134152 and the stream
at 134154, with the intention of ambushing the enemy
who had been penetrating into the valley between 3 R.C.R.
and 3 P.P.C.L.I. It was not, however, strictly an
ambush patrol, since it was free to move about in
search of the enemy.

219. As far as can be ascertained, the patrol
went to its appointed position 100 metres west of the
minefield gap and between one and three hundred metres
north of it. Here it lay down in ambush. Presently,
however, an enemy group was spotted In rear and the
patrol turned to face it, at the same time moving to
the shelter of a paddy wall. The patrol leader then
called for a flare, which was supplied by the 60mm
mortars of "C" Coy. 1.\lhen the flare went up, a heavy
"fire fight" developed between the two patrols at
grenade-throwing range. Lieut Meynell received a head
wound in the encounter, from which he is presumed to
have died.

220. Cpl Joseph Cecil McNeil then essumed
commend of the patrol, which by this time was running
short of ammunition. In addition, it had become
apparent th~t the group was involved with not one but
two and perhaps three enemy bodies. The corporal therefore
requested permission to return to the unit lines, and
began to lead the patrol In along the path to the

*Every rifle company was re;uired to have a patrol
standing by each night, briefed to operate in the company
area or within three to four hundred yards of the
perimeter, and prepared to deal with enemy groups spotted
by reconnaissance or standing patrols but too large for
these small bodies to cope with.
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minefield gop. Just short of the gap, however, the
survivors again came under heavy fire from a group of
Chinese positioned near the path. A general melee
ensued, during which the Canadians separated, some
of them making their way through the minefield into the
7 Pl position.

221. Meanwhile" the n s tand-byTl po trol hed
been sent to the aid of the "All Coy patrol. Lleut
Bonton and his section met some of the survivors as
they came in through the minefield, and these men
warned him of the Chinese near the gap. In spite of
this warning, the t1 s tand-by " patrol carried on down
towards the volley, but it had not gone more than 125
yards from the ne" Coy position when it fell into a
Chinese ambush. Lleut Banton was killed In the encounter
and the survivors of his patrol were scattered. At
this time, then, the remains of two patrols were on
the slopes ond in the valley north of "C" Coy, together
with a formidable number of enemy. The Chinese, it
soon developed, were busily preparing for their part
in the destruction of 7 and possibly 8 PIs.

222. The Chinese had planned their raid
carefully (sub para (b) of footnote to para 215 above).
The force devoted to it was divided into five groups,
the first of which was a counter-patrol force of three
patrols, given the task of engaging our patrols and
dominating the periphery of the area to be attacked.
Next came section groups ch9rged with gapping our wire.
Three bunker and trench destruction groups, of
apprOXimately 15 men each, were to pass through the
gaps, followed by two "snatch" groups, each of platoon
size. Finally, a force of company strength was held
in reserve to reinforce the effort or to exploit success.

223. It would appear, from the one source at
hand that the attack developed according to plan, at
least in its first stages. As we have seen, the patrols
dominated the area up to the wire on the northern flank
of the "Cit Coy area, particularly in the vicinity of
7 and 8 Pls.* At the same time, the wire-gapping
parties performed their tasks, and the two remaining
groups moved into position along carefully reconnoitred
and paced routes. llihen ell was in readiness, the enemy
directed a fearful concentration of artillery and mortar
fire on to the objective, and the assault groups rushed
in. They come in right on the heels of their own fire,
which was then lifted to the rear of the position. As
it lifted, the assaulting force began to throw
concussion grenades in all directions, to create the
impression that Chinese fire was still falling on the
objective, and so keep the defenders' heads down until

*This, at least, is the interpretation of the
patrol clashes implicit in the account prepared by the
divisional intelligence staff. Others, however,
believed that our patrols had contacted a part of the
main enemy assault groups, and had disrupted his plan
to a certain extent by their fight with these groups.
The information available on the enemy's part in the
action is not sufficiently detailed to permit final
choice between these two interpretations.
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the attack was upon them. Once in the trenches, the
destruction groups set 3bout the task of demolishing
the field works, while the II snatch" groups, following
close behind, began to seize prisoners and peas them
to the rear, All this, of course, happened very
quickly and without serious check. Suddenly, however,
a grave threat to the attackers developed In the form
of proximity-fused concentrations of artillery fire
which began to rain down on the objective. The
Canadians, having withdrawn into their bunkers, were
calling down their own fire directly on to the position.

224. This effective retaliation was the work
of 2/Lieut Edgar Herbert Hollyer, the commander of 7 Pl,
in association with Lieut Laurie George Cote. The l~tter
o{flcer, a member of the R.C.C.S. attached to 3 R.C.R.,
had come forward to the q PI position to supervise the
operation of a wireless relay station which had been
set up there to maintain communication between the
llA II Coy patrol end the battalion command post. As soon
as the final enemy bombardment began, Hollyer called
for llpARASOL", the counter-mortar fire plan, to be
shot. He followed this with a request for the close-in
defensive fire tasks. A number of enemy, however,
appeared in the trenches at about the same time as
this latter fire came down, probably because they were
already inside the line of these concentrations when
they fell. As soon as he saw the Chinese in his
trenches, Hollyer called for prOXimity-fused
concentrations on his position.

225. This was supplied immediately, and the
initiative began to pass from the attacking to the
defending force. By then, the Chinese groups were
being torn to shreds by a hail of artillery, mortAr,
tank and medium maChine-gun fire, which fell on the
Chinese objective, on the immediate approaches and
the routes across the valley floor, and on the hostile
guns and mortars supporting the attack. In spite of
heavy casualties, the Chinese persisted in their
efforts, pushing up the communication trench towards
8 PI and even into the platoon position itself. Here
they met an energetic resistance, led by Cpl William
Daniel Pero, who had assumed command of the platoon
on the loss of Lieut Banton. Soon after, it became
apparent that the attack had either lost momentum or
had achieved its purpose, for the Chinese began to
clear their dead and wounded from the objective
preparatory to withdrawing.

226. While this was going on, Hollyer and
Cote mada a rapid check of their position. Finding
only five or six men left, they asked permission to
withdraw to 8 PI, and this permission was granted.
Sub.e uently L/Cpl George Patrick Julien, who had led
his section most gallantly throughout the engagement,
appeared in the 8 PI position with eight more men.

227. Meanwhile, Lt-Col Campbell had begun to
organize a counter-attack by "DII Coy. When 2/Lieut
Hollyer reached the "c" Coy command post, however, he
reported thet he thought the position could be
reoccupied by a patrol, since the Chinese were
withdrawing. "A" Coy was accordingly ordered to
provide a fighting patrol of one officer and ten men,
together with a stretcher-carrying party of ten men to
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evacuate the casualties from the position. This group
came under heavy mortar fire when it entere~ the 7 PI
area, and it did not complete its task until shortly
after first light on 3 May.

228. By this time, uDlt Coy had relieved 11 ell

Coy, occupying the 8 and 9 PI positions only, since
Lt-Col Campbell had dacidad that the 7 P1 position was
too badly torn up to be tenable. A listening post was
sent forward from ltD" Coy, and 1t rema !ned in 7 PI' 5
former position during the d071ight hours of 3 May.
That night, the company sEnt a platoon forward to
reoccupy and restore the position.

229. hlthout more information as to the
Chinese intentions, it is impossible to judge the
balance of success or failure in this engagement.
Soon after midnight, an enemy force believed to be
forming up for an attack on Hill 159 (1417) wos caught
in the open and dispersed by artillery fire (InterView
with Lt-Col Amy, para 16). If this effort was
associated with the ottack on 3 R.C.R., the Chinese
did not achieve complete success. Brigadier Allard,
however, was convinced that the engagement representod
a Canadian defeat, in that the Chinese achieved their
objectives of inflicting casualties, taking prisoners,
destroying our defences end cloaring their dead and
woundad from tha battlefield (~.D., 25 Ftl Bist Det,
December 1953: Appx "4 11 -- Notes on Brigadier Allard1s
Lecture "Phases ofrJaru, 22 Dec 53, paras 12 to 15).

230. However thot may be, the engagement cost
the Canadians rather heavy casualties. Twenty-six
were killed, 27 wounded and seven taken prisone~~

«B.S.) 410B25.065 (D7): "Stats on Eat"tle Cas 25 Cdn
Inf Bde"}. In addi tion 4 KATCOM wera killed, 13
wounded Bnd four missing ('Ol.D., :3 RCR, May 1953:-A~px 1'12"

Report on Action 2/3 May, p. 4). Gallant leadarship
had been shown In the face of great difficulties.
Cpl McNail was awarded the M.M. for tha skill and
courage he showed in command of the "All Coy patrol
after the loss of Lieut Maynell. Cpl Pero also won
the M.M. for his work 1n the defence of 8 PI after
Lieut Banton's death. L/Cpl JUlien, who had led hia
saction most gallantly throughout the fight and brought
it out with survivors from other sections, was likewise
awardad the M.M. In addition, Lieut Cota and 2/Liaut
Hollyer each won the M.e. for calmness under fire and
determination and skill in diracting the defence of 7 Pl.
SUbsequently, Lieut George Edward Moodie Rutfee, a
Forward Observation Officer from 81 Fd Regt serving
with 3 R.C.H., was awarded a periodic M.C., his citation
mentioning the technical skill and determInation he
had shown during this engagement.

231. A view of the !lather side of the hill ll is
afforded by an account «H.S.) 410B25.023 (D15):
IIIntervlew with Cpl Pelletier, 3 R.C.H., 8 Aug 53 11 )

of the expe rience s of one of the Cana dian prisone rs
taken during the engagement. It provides one of the

*These, at least, were the casualties sustained by
3 R.C.R. on 2 and 3 May 53. Most of them are directly
attributable to the attack on "C II Coy, and they ore the
best figures available.
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few glimpses now available of the conditions which
existed in the elaborate warrens across the valley from
the Canadian area. Cpl Pelletier, the prisoner in
question, was csptured in the 8 PI position after he
had been wounded. He was escorted across the valley
floor in company with a group of 30 Chinese, 15 of whom
were carrying wounded on their backs. Once across the
vallay, the whole party climbed half-way up ona of the
enemy-held hillS, where they entered the Chinese tunnels •

..• They walked about 12 yards In, then climbed
down n 10 foot ladder, then made their way
along a twisted corridor. Both p~ssnges Dnd
rooms lead off the main corridor. Finally
the group of prisoners, which now numbered
nine Canadians, one Katcom and seven or eight
KSC, was halted in one of the off-shoot
passageways. The prisoners were searched
and books, wallets etc removed. The Chinese
did not take watches or rings and returned
all wallets with money intact. The prisoners
remained in the passageway an hour and were
then taken outside again. As they left the
"honeycomb" by a different route, the
Corporal lost his orientation and cannot
locate the route followed. All he knows is
they took him to another hill and another
honeycomb.

Including the route to the first honeycomb)
the Corporal moved throu~h an estimated 700
yards of enemy trench. Trench" 1s actually
the wrong word for it varied in depth from
two to six feet and shelling h~d so pounded
the positions that it was more a gully.
There were no fire bays but every 20 yards
or so along the trench there was 9 Chinaman
stending to. Behind him and in the side of
the trench was a three foot hole. This hole
might have been an entrance to the honeycomb
or merely 3 shelter from our shelling. All
the Chinamen were armed with burp guns. The
Corporal never saw any of the enemy carrying
a rifle. He only saw one mBchine gun set up
and that was at the enemy FUP near the base
of the C Coy positions.

The entrance to the second honeycomb was
again like that of a mine but this time it
was locelted almost at the top of the feature.
The tunnel extended for ten yards, then there
was a ten foot ladder down, then a tunnel for
about 25 yards, then another ladder, then
another tunnel and yet another ladder. All
the tunnels slanted downwards and by the time
the corp%:r1 got to the main part of the
honeycomb he thought there was at least one
hundred eet of overhead cover. While the
Corporal was in the position, it was bombarded
by our guns (or mortars?). Only the faintest
tremor was felt within the honeycomb snd the
sound was like that of a man drummdng his
fingers on a table.
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The tunnels or passageways and the rooms
were shored with beams again as in a mine.
~here the beams did not cross, the walls were
bare earth. Overhead, there waB a continuous
roof of logs three to four inches in dinmeter.
To a greater extent than the first honeycomb,
the second honeycomb was a mass of off-shoot
passageways and rooms. The passageways were
only five feet high and the rooms were
sometimes only three to four feet high.
The main room looked like a briefing room
and was about 20 feet square but again only
five feet high. The walls were canvas lined
and there were goat and sheep skins on the
floor. In this main room there wes a rack
for weapons where the Chinese would deposit
their guns when they entered and pick up
their weapons when they left. The Corporal
saw fivG of our Brens, newly cleaned, and
some of our rifles. There was also a 3.5 11

rocke t launcher and a mortar like our 311 •

But the Chinese never took these weapons
with them when they went out. They carried
only burp guns. Also armed with burp guns
were the women. These were dressed us the
men, wore long hair and seemed to be reular
soldiers. The Corporal was not certain
concerning the ammunition supply. At
various places he saw piles of stuff covered
with rice mats and believed this might have
been the emmunition. He did not think food
was under the mats because bags of potatoes
and rice were left uncovered.

The honeycomb was dry, clean (the Chinese
removed their shoes at the entrance), well
ventilated (by holes to the outside some two
feet in diameter) and not smelly (bodily
wastes were deposited in the peper tube
containers for mortar bombs and these disposed
of in some fashion).

The p~ace swarmed with Chinamen and the
Corporal thinks he saw up to 500 in the
second honeycomb. The Chinese treated him
with more curiosity than animosity. Most of
the time the Corporal lay in one of the little
sleeping rooms. When he opened his eyes he
would find many of the enemy looking 1n at
him through the doorway as if he were an animel
in a zoo. Then he would close his eyes and
that group would go away but when he opened
his eyes again there would be as many
Chinamen as before ••••

(Ibid, paras 3 - 8)

Mey, June and July 1953

232. The remainder of May and the two final
months of the Korean conflict were relatively
uneventful as far as the Canadians were concerned.
Except for a few minor patrOl contacts and the
operational moves arising from reliefs in the line,
there is little to record of Canadian activity. On the
divisional level, the outstanding events were the
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successful repulse, later in May, of nn attack in
company strength on the "HOOK", followed by the defeat
of a further nnd much stronger attack on the same
feature towards the end of the month (1 Comwel Div:
D1ary of Op Events, 1 Apr to 1 Aug 53, pp 5, 8).

233. Dur1ng June and July the Ch1nese left
the Commonwealth troops alone, concentrating instead
on South Korean and U.S. Army format10ns. 1 ROK D1v
to the right of 1 Comwel Div was kept under constant
pressure during the latter part of June and the first
part of July, and from the m1ddle of July unt1l the
s1gn1ng of the armist1ce. (W.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde,
June and JUly 1953: Appx 118 11 and "64" respectively 
1 Comwel D1v Ops/Int Summary, Nos 280 to 289, 298 to
310). Around the middle of July, also, the Kumsong
salient (para 33 above) was reduced by very powerful
Chinese attacks, the heaviest since April 1951 (lnt
Rev1ew, July, 1953, p. 3ll).~ Then,1mmed1etely--
prIor to the signing of the armistice, attacks in
divisional strength were directed against 1 u.s.
Marine Divan the left of the Commonwealth divisionj
these attacks gained ground to the immediate left
of the "HOOK", end created the poss1bility that th1s
1mportant he1ght would be outflenked and lost w1thout
a struggle (1 Comwel D1v: D1ary of Op Events, 1 Apr
to 1 Aug 53, p. 13). None of these enemy moves against
South Korean or U.S. Army formations affected the
Canadians profoundly, and our sources of information
about them are meagre. They are, however, mentioned
to complete the record of operations in Korea during
the last three months of the conflict.

234. Dur1ng th1s per10d, part1cularly 1n May,
two opposite trends were evident within 25 Cdn Inf ade.
The first was an effort to rectify certain faults in
the brigade's defensive system. The second was a
grow1ng axpectat10n that e m1l1tery arm1st1ce m1ght
soon be signed at Panmunjom (Interview with Brig Allardj

'Monthly Summary No. 30). The scanty records ava1lable
do not provide sufficient information about this
latter development to make possible a jUdgement as to
its exact nature and effect on operations. It is
evident, however, that the possibility of an early
truce was present in all minds, and it may safely be
conjectured that th1s poss1b1l1ty tended to d1m1n1sh
somewhat the sense of urgency brought to the efforts
at improving the brigade's defences.

235. These efforts were aimed at remOVing
three faults in the brigade1s defensive arrangements
which had, in the opinion of Brigadier Allard, been
revealed by the engagement of 2/3 May.** These were
weaknesses In patrolling, the fire plan and field
defences.

*See Maps "I" and 112".

**This and the succeeding four paragraphs are
based on the record of the interview with
Br1gad1er Allard (H.S.) 4l0B25~013 (D 51):
"Interview with BrigadierJ.V. Allard, C.B.E., D.'3t'''·
E.D., Comd 25 Cdn Inf Bde, 10 Jun 53").
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236. Improvements In field defences hod
three aims -- to reduce time spent on their maintenance,
to enable machine-guns to continue firing during B
bombardment, and to keep the enemy out of the entrench
ments should he succeed in reaching them. To achieve
these aims, Brigadier Allard proposed to revet as much
of the trench system as possible with corrugated iron,
and to modify the existing prefabricated Bren gun pits
to provide more effective overhead cover and a longer,
narrower firing slit. Finally, he planned to
substitute tunnels for existing trenches to the greatest
extent possible. '~here tunnelling wes not practicable,
trenches were to be deepened to nine feet, and single
strands of barbed wire were to be criss-crossed at
the top, just below ground level, to keep the Chinese
in the open where our proximity-fused concentrations
could destroy them. The programme, though necessary,
was perhaps somewhat beyond the existing resources of
material and man-hours. While no comprehensive reports
on progress are available, the Historical Officer of
25 Cdn Inf Bde records that the programme was far from
completion towards the end of June, when only two
weeks remained of the brigade's tour in the central
sector (ibid: Hist Offr 25 Cdn Inf Bde to D. Hist,
25 Jun 5sr;-

237. As far as defensive fire was concerned,
the Brigadier considered that the brigade depended
too much on the artillery. He held that the Bren gun
was the foundation of a proper system of defensive fire.
Accordingly, he proposed to build his plan on the
tasks assigned to that weapon, adding the fire of the
Brownings, and the defensive fire tasks of the 60-mm
mortars, the M.M.Ga., the al-mm mortars and the tank
guns in that order. Finally, a few very important
D.F. (S.O.S.) targets were to be assigned to the
nrtillery. This Arm, having its load thus lightened,
would be left free to concentrate on its principal
task of silencing the enemy's guns and mortars. The

·purpose of this move, and of the provision of overhend
cover, was to diminish the strength and decreas6 the
effect on the defending troops of the enemy's artillery
and mortar concentrations; these, as we have seen,
were impo~tant -- almost decisive -- elements in the
success of the two Chinese attacks against the
Canadian sector.

238.
said:

Commenting on the new plan the Brigadier

Moreover, the Chinese have evolved a
tactic which requires the planned use of all
[our] available infantry weapons, particularly
the mortars and machine-guns. With probing
patrols the enemy locate our arty DFs and
then before their assault lie-up in the gap
between our arty DFs and FDLs. This gap is
now covered by the fire of our infantry •.••

An objective in the reorganization of
the Brigade's fire defences is to restore
the initiative as soon after the enemy attack
as possible. It was found that the place for
the tanks 1s not only at the tops of hills
but also on the valley floor. The tanks can
move - not of course In the paddy fields, but
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along the adge of these fields. The hill is
usually not too steep here. The Brigadier
now has four tanks on the valley floor.
During the day, the tanka hide in the re
entrants of the hill positions of the forward
companies. At night they take up their
position in the valley. Tha Brigadier is
also using the armoured cars (M-Ss) of the
engineers in a similar fashion.

(Ibid: paras 6 and 7)

TUrning to patrolling, Brigadier Allard

commented:

The A Coy patrol of 3 RCR did sarve a
useful purpose the night of 2/3 May and it
did disrupt tha enemy attack but it also
hindered our defence. Its location caused a
delay in bringing down the defensive fire.
The patrol did not provide an accurate
estimate of the enemy's strength. 'lhese
s ta tementa are not meant as crt tlcisms of
the men of A Coy patrol for they were trying
to do what should have been done by others.

A defensive line such as we hold, with a
very wide no-man's land, requires numerous,
two mun, Wireless-equipped, combination recee
patrols and outposts. These patrol-outposts
must be in position on the enemy side of our
DF fire zones as soon after last light as
possible. It is their task to warn of the
enemy ap~roach and to remain out in no-man's
land even after the battle starts. Their
work does not end when the enemy makes contact
with our FOLls. By careful movement, our
two-man patrol-outposts can supply vital
information as to enemy manoeuvres,
casualties and reinforcements even while the
battle rages. They are just as safe in no
man's land as they are back "in the hill
positions. These patrols were not in
position the night 2/3 May.

(Ibid: paras 2 and 3)

240. To further improve his formation's
patrolling, the Brigadier opened a brigade patrol school
on 25 May, placing it under command of Maj W.R. Pope,
M. C., of 3 R. 22e R. (ibid, para 4). In June this
officer wrote a paper Tnr.S.) 410B25.033 (D5): "Paper
on Patrolling in Koraa by Maj lV.H. pope") in which he
outlined what he considered to be the faults of the
brigade's previous policy and recommended the changes
which would remove these faults. In view of this
officer's appointment, it may safely be considered that
his opinions were not incompatible with those held
by Brigadier Allard. Respect for Maj Popela views is
enhanced by consideration of his long service at the
front in Korea (he served a full tour wi th 1 R. 22e R.
and requested an extension to serve with :3 R. 22e R.),
and by his demonstrated capacity, which led to his
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being awarded the M.C." ("Korean Citations" (Moj Pope».

241. In his opening paragraph, Maj Pope
expressed the opinion that the enemy had held the
tactical initiative in no man's land for the past year
or more, raiding our outposts and forward positions
and ambushing OUr patrols at will. This he ascribed
In part to an overly-cautious attitude on the part of
commanders fond a consequent lack of aggressive spirit
In the troops) induced by the desire to avoid wasting
lives when an armistice might at any time end hostilities.

242. passing to comments on specific types of
patrols, he deolt first with standing patrols, which he
referred to as outposts. These he considered to have
been too large and to have occupied fixed positions
whose locations were known to the enemy. For standing
patrols whose strength varied from three or four men
to a section, he proposed to substitue petrols of two
men. These smaller patrols would not hold fixed
positions in minefield gaps or on secondary features
outside the localities but would occupy a new spot each
night, forward of our company localities or on their
flanks. Their role would be to give early warning of
the approach of any considerable enemy force towards
our positions; they were to do this by remaining in
position or getting behind the enemy, all the while
reporting his movements by wireless.

243. Deoling with reconnaissance patrols, he
advocated a similar reduction in strength and a much
deeper penetration of the enemy's front than had hitherto
been required. He also called attention to the
importance of "lay-ups" in furnishing intimate details
of the enemy's habits, and recommended a wider use of
this type 0f reconnai3sance patrol. His idea of the
role of reconnaissance pa trols, including "lay-ups",
was to gain "definite information about the enemy,
directly leading up to a raid or ombush by us" (para 10
(b) (i11».

244. His sU3gestions for improvements in our
raids and ambushes may be inferred from his analysis~f

the faults shown in ~~evious patrolling of this sort:

These ~ere ordered from time to time in
an effort to redress the defeatist spirit.
Their practically continuous lack of success
served only to depress morale still lower and
ensure further defeats. These patrols were
of two types: the ambush and the raid.

*It 1s to be noted, however, that Maj Popels
generalizaticns are based, in the main, on his experience
as a regimental officer. The application to other units
of all his statements cannot be precisely ascertained.

**Maj Pope specifically excepted Lleut Gardner's
Usnatchll (para 115 above) from these strictures. He
considered this patrol excellent, the only really good
p~trol stoged by the brigada during his (Maj pope's)
service in the formation.
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The ambush would consist of 0 subaltern
or NCO and five to twenty men. Usually they
were sent out without regard to the fact that
recee patrols had been reporting no sign of
the enemy. In other words, the sc~edule

called for ombnsh pa troIs and so they were
duly sent out ~o places where it would be
most convenient fo~ us for the enemy to pass.
Rarely was p~ovls1on ever made to reinforce
the ambushes should they hav6 accomplished
their object, thot is, of ambushing the
enemy. And, of course, since ambushes were
usually orde~ed from for~ard companies, the
company commanders concerned were simply quite
incapable of reinforcing their ambushes
adequatelr ~lthout denuding the entire
company position - an impossible risk. So
on the rare occasions "hen our ambushes did
fire first, the initiative quickly passad to
the enemy who alone had the power of quick
reinforceoent. And the morale factor must
not be forgotten: our men knew the enemy
patrols were specially trained for their jobs
and would be quickly reinforced whereas they
themselves wure simply out in the valley for
a routine task that come around to their
platoon every third night and was interspersed
with other routine assignments of standing
guard, cleaning weapons, cleaning up the nres,
laying wire and diggin~. In othor words :: tc..e
basic sense of mission was lacking. Our
ambushes have been uniformly unsuccessful~

The fighting Dotrol n~~bered betweer. 10
snd 40 men (including tre firm base) and qat
commanded by 0 subaltern or a sergeant.
Sometimes tneir object was simply to sweep en
n~ea in Search of the e~emy and then to engage
him. This wcolly idee inavitably led to
defeo t \7hen the enemy ",8S me t. A fighting
patrol cannot operate as a recce patrol al~d.

then become a fighting patrol \1hen the enemy
Is loco ted: ten men can!lot move as silently
as two. 3u~~t:mos it ~o~ld be decided to raid
an enemy plJtoon position. To do this two
groups each of 20 men under e subaltern would
be selected - one as firm base, one ~s raiding
party. I say Ugrotlpsll because I know of one
occasion when only 3 men of one 20-man group
wer,~ known to the subsl tern in charge and only
8 of the other group to the other subaltern.
It hod bean decided by tha company comma~ders

supplying the men that it would be mora
convenient to h~ve bastard groups attacking
the enemy t3sn to hsve to reshuffle sections
1n our line. No special training was given
to these important patrols, no rehearsal over
ground similar to that to be attacked, no
time for the groups even to begin to thir:'{ or
act as a team. The company commander in charGes
even when he asked per~lssion to exercise his
command on the site of the proposed action,
that 1s to say, at least os far forward as the
firm base across or on the river, was ordered
to remain a mile and more cway on his hill top.
The weapons used by the patrols for close-in
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night fighting included more then the usuel
scale of machine carbines and LMGs, but still
were in the main single action rifles.
Finally the recces lesding up to the raid
were usually not deep or complete enough.
This last fact always caused us to attack
straight from the front: apart from
information obtained from air photos we had
not the foggiest idea of whet to expect on
the flanks or rear. Without exception all our
raids have f~11ed.

(Ibid, pers 6(c) (i) (11) (11i)

245. Maj Pope also devoted some attention to
use of special devices In patrolling. He recommended
wider use of patrol dogs, snIpers copes Bnd special
attachments to wireless sets to reduce user noises.
Although detailed treatment of these devices Is beyond
the scope of this Report (and could not, in any event,
be supplied from the material available), it might still
be advantageous to consider them briefly_ The patrol
dogs and their handlers were held In pools, and could
be obtained for use with a patrol by prior application
from the unit mounting the patrol. Their purpose, of
course, was to detect the presence of enemy by sound or
smell. The Historical Officer of 25 Cdn Inf Bde
describes their use in a training exercise conducted
by Maj Pope at the brigade patrol school (W.D., 25 Cdn
Fd Rist Det, 4 Jun 53). On this occosion, the dogs
failed to find the "enemy ll outpost, and set off two
trip flares s.srching for it. Although they appear to
have had similar experiences, both Lt Col Campbell
(3 R.C.H.) and Lt Col Poulin (3 H' 22e H.) considered
that the dogs had proven their worth in action (~.D.,

:3 R. 220 R., April 1954: Appx "5 CII - Sununary of Korean
Experience; 71.D., :3 R.C.R., March 1954; Appx "4"
Summary of Experience - Korean Campaign). The wireless
equipment referred to consisted, inter alIa, of silent
switches and microphones sensitive to fnrnt whispers.
The importance of such devices to a patrol in no mnn's
land Is obvious. Snlperscopes, as the name to a certain
extent implies, were rifle sights containing a source
of infra-red light powered by a battery, and a viewer
designed to make the light visible. The effective range
of illumination was in the neighbourhood of 80 yards.
Though the battery was cumbersome to carryon a patrol,
and the equipment was SUbject to failure, Lt Col Campbell
considered it a valuable aid to patrolling.

246. Available sources do not contain
sufficient information to make possible an estimate of
the progress made in implementing Brigadier Allard's
programme. AS has been noted~ the number of improvements
which the brigade was able to make in its field defences
did not represent anything like completion of all the
work reqUired. Failing the test of enemy attack, it
is not possible to judge the extent to which the forward
defended loca11t1es were strengthened by the work which
was done. The same remark applies to the re-organization
of the fire plan. As far as patrolling is concerned,
it must be recorded that no startling changes in our
general patrol experiences became evident, at least in
the daily reports on operations issued by H.Q. 1 Comwol
Div in June and July (para 233 above). It may be that
it wss too late in the day for the aggressive spirit on
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which Mt j Pope's recommendations were bosed to assert
itself. It Is posaible, however, that important
improvements were made in our conduct of standing
patrols, though precise and complete information on
this point Is not available.

247. All this time, the normel routine of
life in the line continued, while developments at the
front, in sharp contrnst with those at Panmunjom caused
expectations of an armistice to rise and fall. On
11 Apr an agreement for the exchange of 31ck and wounded
prisoners was reached. The month of May sow localities
on the front of 1 Comwel Div become the targets of two
powerfUl raids and one heavy attack. On 7 June the most
serious obstacle in the way of an armistice was removed
when agreement was reached on a plan for repatriating
prisoners of war. Around the middle of June
approximntely 25,000 anti-Communist prisoners were
released by their South Korean guards, and the Chinese
began to leunch v~ry strong attecks against South
Korean and U.S. Army formations. Then, on 27 July,
the armistice agreement was signed.

248. The ermistice found the brigade on the
right of the divisional front, in 0 sector for which it
hed assumed responsibility on 10 July during Operation
"EMPEROR". This operation involved a mOV9 to the right
by 29 and 25 Bdes and a move from right to left across
the divisional front by 28 Bde. On completion of
"EMPEROR'I, 28 Bde was astride the Sami-chlon; 29 Bde was
in the central sector Dnd 25 ade was on the right
(1 Comwel: Diery of Op Events, 1 Apr to 1 Aug 53,
p. 11 end 12). In the Canadian sector, 3 P.P.C.L.r.
was on the right, in the Hill 355 area; the 3 R.C.R.
companies wore lined up from east to west on the Hill
159 feature to the south-west. 3 H. 22e R. was in
reserve along the division's right boundary, in map
square 2213 (W.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Ede, July 1953:
Appx "23" -- Order of Battle and Loc State; Appx "61"
25 Cdn Inf Bde Int Summnry , 11 Jul 53, Trece "P").

249. Between 12 and 20 Jul "BII and IIC" Coys of
3 H. 22e H., with the mortar and M.M.G. platoons, occupied
positions on the right of 3 P.P.C.L.I., relieving 1 and
2 Coys of 11 ROK Regt so that the South Koreen formation
could concentrate its forces against the attacks then
being made on it (pare 233 above). The two companies
did not become involved in any fighting, but they did
suffer from the heavy monsoon rains (\'j .D., 3 R. 22e R.,
12 - 20 Jul 53; Appx "1" -- 3 R. 22e R. Coy Locs). As
in previous years, these rains destroyed a large part
of the bunkers and shelters across the brigadels front
(W.D., 25 Cdn Inf Bde, July 1953).

250. On 27 Jul, at 2200 hours, the guns and
mortars which had so long pulverized the Korean soil
along the ItJAMES'IQ\";N" line fell silent. The armistice
had become effective. The event was celebrated casually
and brie fly; the re was II grea t deal to be done in the

*Some time late in Mayor early In June, Brigadier
Allard limited the forward movement of patrols to the
river line in front of tho cenadian positions (W.D.,
25 Cdn Fd Hist Det, 18 JU~ 53).,
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72 hours given each side to withdraw from the
demilitarized zone. (\i.D., No. 25 Cdn Fd Hlst Dat,
27 Jul 53; para 281 below)

251. The demarcation line had, as we shall
see (para 271 below), been located along the actual line
of contact. In 1 Comwel Div's sector, it followed the
valley of the SemI-chi on's tributary, swinging almost
due south at its south-western end to bisect the broad
stretch of the Saml-ch 1 on volley. On its north-eastern
end, the line passed to the east of Point 227 and then
continued north and slightly east to the point where
it cut the divisional boundary. TWo thousand yards to
the sQuth-east, the southern boundary of the demilitarized
zone paralleled this demarcation line.* ~l Comwel Div:
Periodic Report, 1 Apr to 1 Aug 53 11 , Map nAil)

252. 25 Cdn Inf Bda, in common with the othar
U.N. formations In Korea, had to complete a withdrawal
to positions south of the demilitarized zone by 2200
hours on 30 July. Tha brigade plannad to make this
withdrawal In two phases. The first, for a few of the
units at least, was to interim positions immediately
south of the demilitarized zone; the second, to
"permanentll post-armistice positions. On leaving the
scene of its protracted defence, the formation planned
to take with it all "G 1098" stores end equipment, all
ammunition, trench stores and dumps of defensive stores
as well as the material which could be salvaged from
existing field ·defances. (Vi.D., H.Q. 25 Cdn Inf Bde,
July 1953: Appx "37" -- 25 Cdn Inf Bde Op Instr No. 64)

253. This plan appears to have been executed
as ordered, some of the units moving directly to their
permanent positions. 3 R.C.R. and 3 P.P.C.L.I., however,
occupied temporary positions along a lIno-pass linell
immediately south of tha boundary of the demilitarized
zone. Here their duties were to erect signs and man
road-blocks to prevent movement into the demilitarized
zone. Shortly afterward, the move to permanent areas
was completed end work began on their development. The
brigade IS dispositions and role during this phase of
its existence lie outside the scope of this Report.
(Ibid, also ~.Ds. 3 H.C.H. and 3 P.P.C.L.I., 27-31 Jul 53)

THE ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS, 10 JUL 51 - 27 JUL 53

254. In considering the armistice negotiations
whose successful conclusion has just been recorded, it
is important to realize that the agreement signed at
panmunjom represented a rather narrOWly-limited
achievement. It ended active operations, but left the
opposing armies facing each other across the demilitarized
zone, both £ully cap~ble of resuming the fighting at
very short notice. Final settlement of the conflict
was still to be achieved, and there were cogent reasons
for supposing the t such a se ttlement could not be
reached - or, if reached, could not be made to endure
independently or a general settlement of the other
matters at issue between the opposing power blocs.

255.
other hand,

To the Canadian soldier in Korea, on the
tha military armistice was a very significant
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achievement indeed. For him, it meant reliaf from a
good many hard 3nd dangerous tasks, and an escapo from
living conditions frequently described as appalling.*
The military armistice, and the negotiations leading to
it, thus merit some description, as important events on
the battalion and compgny level - the level, it must be
remembered, on which the nature of the fighting in Korea
has forced this Report to concentrate. In the following
account, however, no attempt will be made to trace the
efforts directed towards a final settlement. This
larger sUbjec t must wei t until more complete informa t10n
Is available, and the vast and complicated issues
involved have fallen into some sort of historical
perspective.

256. The idea of arranging s cease fire In
Korea, 8S 9 preliminary to the negotiation of 0 finul
settlement, appeared early in the United Nations'
consideration of the conflict. On 14 Dec 50 the Political
Committee of the General Assembly approved a resolution
requesting the President of the General Assembly II to
constitute a group of three persons, including himself,
to detormine the basis on which a satisfactory cease-
fire in Korea could be arranged" (External Affairs,
January 1951, p. 4). His Excellency Nasrollah Entezam,
the Prosident of the General Assembly, nominated Sir
Benegal Bau of India Dnd Mr. L.B. Pearson of Canada to
serve with him on this cease-Fire Group (ibid).
Earlier in the month, Mr. Pearson had m~de-lWo major
foreign policy speeches, in both of which he had
suggested that a cease fire followed by negotiations
appeared to be the best sequence to follow in attempting
to solve the Korean problem (ibid, December 1950, p. 433).

257. Once formed, the Group consul ted
representatives of the United Nations Command as to the
position it should take in discussions on a cease fire,
and received the suggestion that a demilitarized zone
20 miles deep be established above the 38th parallel,
and that the cease fire be supervised by a United Nations
coounission «H.S.) 681.013 (D60): "Canada end the Korean
Problem", p. 15). The Chinese, however, refused to
negotiate with or even recognize the Group (External
Affairs, January 1951, p. 5). One of their greatest
fears appeared to be that the United Nations forces,
defeated in northern Korea, might profit by a cessation
of hostilities to regroup and begin a counter-offensive
(ibid, February 1951, p. 47). They argued thot
negotiations for a political settlement should precede
rather than follow e cease fire (House of Commons Debates,
L.B. Pearson, 2 Feb 51, p. 58).

258. After the failure of this first attempt,
the Group drew up B statement of principles as a basis

*It is to be noted that this estimate of the troopsl
reaction to the armistice is not accepted by the then
hiBtorieal offieer of 25 Cdn Inf Bde «H.S.) 410B25.013
(D 86): "25 Cdn Inf Bde in Korea, 27 ,Jul 53 to 23 May 54",
para 1) He stotes that conclusion of the armistice made
little difference. It is considered, however, that the
~ar Diaries and other records amply justify the statement
in the text.
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f'or cease fire. * This statement advocated, inter alia,
immediate negotiations for a cease fire, followed at
once by the colling of a conference to which
representatives of the People's Republic of Chino would
be invited. On 13 Jan 51 the Political Committee of the
General Assembly approved these principles, which were
then transmitted to the Central People's Government of
the People's Republic of China.

259. A reply to this communication was
received on 17 Jsn. Its expression of the Chinese
attitude on several of the important issues W3S somewhat
vague. In particular, it did not make clear the Chinese
views on the relationship in time between a cease fire
and negotiations. Mr. st. Laurent therefore suggested
to Mr. Nehru that the latter obtain a further clarification
of the Chinese position, In the form of answers to three
questions. The second of these questions asked the
Chineso if they insisted that negotiations on political
issues precede a cease fire. In reply, the Chinese
stated that a cease fire for a limited period could be
agreed upon at the first meeting of the conference.

260. Consideration of these replies convinced
the Canodian delegation that the Chinese position should
be explored further. In a speech before the Political
Committee, Mr. Pearson described a detailed programme
for negotiation, and suggested that this progr9mme be
presented to the Chinese as a final test of their
intentions. The Canadian proposals provided for the
assembling of a conference. As its first order of
business, this conference would appoint a small committee
to arrange an immudiate cease fire. Similarly specific
suggestions were advanced about the other major issues.

261. Previously, a group of Asian and Arab
states had submitted a resolution calling for the
convening of a seven-nation conference to clarify the
Chinese position, and arrange for a settlement in Korea.
This group accepted the Canadian suggestion in part,
and amended their resolution to provide that arrangement
of a cease fire would be the first matter discussed in
the proposed conference. This amendment, however, did
not go quite far enough, since it would still have been
possible for the conference to cover a wide field before
reaching any agreement about a cease fire. For this
and other reasons, the Canadian delegation felt itself
unable to support the emended rosolution. However, the
Canadians did not wish to vote against it, since they
were in sympathy with its underlying principles. As a
result, Canada abstained from voting on the resolution,
which was rejected by the Political Committee.

*The account (paras 258 to 262) of this second
attempt to open negotiations with the Chinese 1s based on:

(a) External Affairs, February 1951, pp 47 to 57.

(b) House of Commons Debates, L.B. Pearson, 2
Feb 51, pp 56 to 61.

(c) (H.S.) 681.013 (D60): "Canada and the Korean
Problemll

, pp 15.to 19.
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262. Meanwhile, the United states representatives
had been conducting a vigorous agitation for a quite
different sort of action on the Korean question. They
interpreted the first Chinese reply to the statement of
principles as outright rejection of negotiation, and on
20 Jan introduced a resolution which named China an
aggressor in Korea. Public opinion in the United states,
which had been highly inflamed by Chinese intervention
in the fighting, favoured acceptance of this resolution
by the United Netions. The Cenadian delegation at first
strove to postpone consideration of the resolution, since
it believed the naming of China as an aggressor to be
premature and unwise at this time. However it proved
impossible to obtain the postponement, and the CanadiElns
accordingly arranged for a moderation in the wording of
the resolution, and for an amendment giving precedence
to negotiation over consideration or "additional measures"
against China. The resolution, as amended, was accepted
by the politicol Committee, and on 1 Feb 51 it was
approved by the General Assembly, Canada voting for it
on both occasions. .

263. For nearly six months after the passing
of this resolution, nothing was done about arranging
a cease fire in Korea. The Chinese disregarded the Good
Offices Committee established under the authority of the
resolution ((H.S.) 681.013 (D60): "Canada and the Koraan
Problemll , p. 19), Bnd the fighting continued. Then, on
23 Jun 51, Mr. Jacob Malik, the permanent delegate to
the U.N. of the U.S.S.R., made a radio address in which
he said lillie Soviet peoples believe that as a first step
discussions should be started between the belligerents
for 8 cease-fire and an armistice providing for the
mutual withdrawal of forces from the thirty-eighth
parallel" (External Affairs, July 1951, p. 231).

264. The reasons behind this public advocacy
of a cease fire are not revealed in the sources available.
It is highly likely, however, that stalemate at the
front in Korea had something to do with it. The course
of the fighting in thnt unfortunate country had shown
that the willingness of either side to arrange a cease
fire varied inversely as the success of its military
operations. When, following the Inchon landings, the
United Nations forces stood on the 38th parallel, with
the North Koreans fleeing in disorder before them, no
suggestion of a cease fire followed by negotiations
emerged from the discussion of the situation in the
United Nations. Later, when the Eighth U.S. Army was
conducting a deep withdrawal before the Chinese offensive,
the latter showed themselves averse to agreeing
unequivocally to a programme embracing a cease fire
followed by negotiations. By June of 1951 it was plain
that a military solution to the Korean problem could
not be achieved, unless one side or the other greatly
increased its commitment. The front was established in
the general area of the 38th parallel and promised to
remain there, although the possibility of limited
tactical advances or withdrawals still existed (ibid,
October 1950, pp 363-366; April 1951, p. 118). ----

265. In this situation, four main alternatives
faced the contending powers. They could get out of
the country altogether, or expand their commitment to
the extent required for a decision. Failing the adoption
of either of these courses, a cease fire was the only
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alternative to indefinite continuation of a bloody and
indecisive struggle. Support of the United Nations for
a cease tire and a negotiated settlement was on record ,
and a strong iNdication that this support was genuine
had been afforded by the dismissal of Genera 1 MacArthur,
after he had pUblicly advocated extending military
operations into Chinase territory. In addition, tha
utteranoes of leading figures in the United Nations, and
the cautious manner in which United Nations operations had
been conducted in the vicinity of the 38th parallel, served
to provide further 8Sal ranees that the United Nations,
while determined to defend the border indefinitely, were
opposed to any adventurous course in North Korea and
were correspondlnply willing to arrange a cesse fire
on the parellel (ibid, Msy 1951, pp 150-153, July 1951,
pp 230-232). -

266. Whatever the motive, it soon became
apperent that Mr. Malik had accurately reflected the
official policy of the U.S.S.R. On 28 Jun 51 the
Government of the United States announced:

Deputy Foreign Minister Gromyko received the
United States Ambassador in Moscow yesterday
afternoon. In discussing Mr. Malik's statement
Mr. Gromyko indicated that it would be for the
military representatives of the Unitied
Command and of the Korepn RepUblic Command
on the one hand and the military representatives
of the North Korean Command and of the
"Chinese volunteer units" on the other to
negotiate the armistice envisaged in
Mr. Malik's statement. The armistice, Mr.
Gromyko pointed out, would include a cease-
fire and would be limited to strictly military
que.tions without involVing any political or
territorial matters; the military representatives
would discuss questions of assurances against
the resumption of hostilities.

Beyond the conclusion of an armistice the Soviet
Government had no specific steps in mind looking
toward the peaceful settlement to which Mr.
Malik referred. Mr. Gromyko indicated, however,
that it would be up to the partie. in Korea
to decide what SUbsequent special arrangements
would have to be made for a political and
terrHh-ial settlement. He seid that the
Soviet Government was not aware of the views
of the Chinese Communist regime on Mr. Malik's
statement.

(Ibid, August 1951, p. 274)

267. Next day, it was announced In Washington
that the Commander-in-Chief of the United Nations Command
had been authorized to attempt to open negotiations for
a cease fire, and on 10 Jul the official representatives
of the opposing supreme commanders met at Kaesong for
the first session of the Military Armistice Conference
(ibid, pp 274, 275). The delegstion representing the
United Nations Command was led by Vice-Admiral C. Turner
Joy, and included a representative from the South Korean
army. The Chinese/North Korean delegation was headed
by General Nam II of the North Korean army and included
two Chinese delegate•• ((H.S.) 681.013 (D37): "Korean
Truce Materlal ll

, "Chronology of the Military Armistice
Conference" (entry for 10 JIll 51)
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268. Initially there was some difficulty over
the stntus of Reesong. The Chinese hed occupied the
area, and they maintained posts on the roads leading to
it from the south. It could thus be made to appear 
and was, in tact, so represented by the Communists 
that the representatives of the United Nations Command
were coming into enemy-held territory to sue for peace.
General Ridgway therefore demanded that the Kaesong
area be neutralized, and the other side finally agreed
to this condition. (External Affairs, August 1951,
p. 275)

269. On 26 Jul agreement was reached on the
agenda. This agreement wos made possible by the Chinese
and North Koreans abandoning their insistence that
withdrawal of foreign forces be included in the agenda.
The U.N. negotiators considered this a political issue
and, as such, outside the scope of the armistice
negotis tions. (Ibid, pp 275 to 277) The comple te
agenda ran as foTTOWa:

( 1)

(2 )

(3)

(4 )

( 5)

Adoption of agenda:

Fixing a military demarcation line between
both sides, so as to establish a demilitarized
zone as a basic condition for the cessation
of hostilities in Korea;

Concrete arrangements for the realization of
a ce9se-fire and an armistice in Korea,
including the composition, authority and
functions of a supervising organization for
carrying out the terms of the cease-fire and
armis tice;

Arrangements relating to prisoners of war;

RDcommend~tions to the governments of the
countries concerned on both sides.

(Ibid, p. 277)

270. It would be fruitless to attempt to follow
in any detail the protracted, wrangling discussions 
carried on intermittently for two whole years - of the
items on this agenda. Initially there were hopes of
success, but as the negotiations dragged on from one
deadlock to another, it begon to appear that even the
first atop towards a final settlement in Korea could
no t be taken.

271. The second item on the agenda - the
location of the cease fire line - was not settled until
27 Nov 51. Tho United Nations Command insisted on the
actual line of contact being chosen for the cease fire
line, while the other side stood out for selection of
the 38th parallel. At the same time, argwnents over
alleged Violations of the neutral zone were added to
the already sharp debate on Item 2. Finally the .
conference site was changed from Kaesong to nearby
panmunjom, and on 27 Nov agreement was reached that the
actual line of contact would be the cease fire line.
("Canada and the Korean Problemil

, p. 20; lIChronology of
the Military Armistice Conference" (entries for the
period 27 Jul to 27 Nov 51)
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272. At the same time, approval was given to
a demsrcatlon lIne along the front as it then stood.
Since hostilities were expected to continue until the
signing of the armistice, and the line of contact was
therefore sUbject to Change, it WDS agreed that the
lIne so approved was to remain valid for 30 days only.
If the armistice was signed after 30 days had passed, the
line would be revised to conform with the positions
held at the time the armistice was signed. (External
Affairs, December 1951, PP 410, 411) As we have seen,
orders limiting the operations of I U.S. Corps to those
of a purely defensive nature were issued soon after
agreement was reached on Item 2 (A.H.Q. Report No. 62,
para 265).

273. The conference then passed to Item 3 -
the concrete arrangements for a cease fire Bnd supervision
of the armistice ~ but discussion of this item was soon
deadlocked (" Canada and the Korean Problem", p. 21).
Tha U.N. negotistors than proposed that Item 4 -
arrangements relating to prisoners of war-- be discussed
concurrently with Item 3 in order to save time. This
was finally agreed to, and a sub-committee began
working on Item 4. Both it and th0 sub-committee
stUdying Item 3, however, made very little progress,
and once again the U.N. Command suggested expediting
the negotiations by passing to Item 5 - recommendations
to the governments concerned. This olso was agreed to,
and discussion on Item 5 began on 6 Fvb 52. Surprisingly
enough, agreement was reached ton days later, in the
following terms.

In order to ensure the peaceful settlement
of the Korean question, the military commanders
of both sides hereby recommend to the
governments of the countries concerned on both
sides that, within thraa (3) months aftar the
armistice agreement Is stgned and becomes
effective, a political conference of a higher
level of both sides be held by representatives
appointed reapectivaly to sattla through
negotiation the questions of the withdrawal of
all foreign forces from Korea, the peaceful
settlement of the Korean question, etc.*

( Ibid)

274. In the fifth plenory session of the
Armistice Conference, held on 7 May 52, it was announced
that agreement hod been reached on all issues except
the disposition of prisoners of war (Item 4) (II Chronology
of the Military Armistice Conference II , entry for 7 May 52).
The agreement on Item 3 reached at this time 1s not
revealed in the sources available, but it is highly

*The U.N. side made it plain that they considered
the term Uforeign forces" to embrace Chinese forces, and
that the "e te ll did not include matters outside Korea.
Since the Chinese were deeply committed to discussion
of at least two matters outside Korea (Chinese
representation in the United Nations and U.S. action on
Formosa), it is doubtful if they subscribed antirely to
this intarpretation. Howaver both sides probably felt
that, haVing recommended a conference, the membership and
agenda of the conference could be left to higher
authority (ibid).

•
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probable that it did not differ substsntially from the
one given In the final agreement, and summarized in
the concluding paragraphs of the Report.

275. Thus by aarly Mey of~952 only one item
on the agenda of the Armistice Conference remained to
be settled. The difficulty with Item 4 .rose from the
fact that a number of prisoners held by the United
Nations did not wish to be repatriated. The Chinese/North
Korean side contended that prisoners who held such
views should be sent beck to their parent state
willynilly. The United Nations Command, on the other
hand, argued that such prisoners should be allowed to
choose or reject repatriation. From 11 Dec 51, when
concurrent discussion on Items :3 and 4 began, the fa ce
of these recalcitrant prisoners was the .subject of
violent and often abusive debate. Then, on 8 Oct 52
the negotiations went into an indefinite recess, cslled
by the U.N. Command. ("Canada and the Korean Problemll

,

pp 21 end 22; "Chronology of the Militery Armiatice
Conference ll

, 11 Dec 51 to 7 Oct 52)

276. The seventh session of the General
Assembly opened on 14 Oct 52, and this session ssw the
resumption of discussions within the United Nations on
means of ending the fighting in Koree.* After neming
China en aggressor in Korea on 1 Feb 51, the Assembly
had suspended deliberations on a cease fire, pending
the outcome of efforts by the Good Offices Committee
to get some sort of negotiations started. Then, in
July 1951, the Military Armistice Conference h9d begun,
and it was felt thnt discussion of a Korean settlement
by the Assembly might prejUdice the succesa of these
negotiations. As e result, nearly two years passed
before the Assembly resumed Dctive consideration of the
problem of bringing the conflict to an end.

277. l'ihen tho matter wos revived, interest
centred on the problem of repatriating the prisoners,
as the one unresolved issue standing in the way of an
crmistice. A total of four resolutions was offered on
the question. The first was sponsored by 21 nations,
inclUding Canada. It called upon China and North Korea
to agree to an arnrlstice based on the principle of
voluntary repatriation. The second and third resolutions
dealt with special aspects of the question while the
fourth, sponsored by the U.S.S.R. rejected the first
resolution and called for the establishment of a
commission to settle the Korean question peacefully.
The proposed commission wns to consist of representatives
of 11 ststes, four of them from within the U.S.S.R.'s
sphere of influence, snd decision wes to be reached by
a two-thirds majority.

278. In an effort to reconcile the two
conflicting points of view, Mr. Krishna Menon of India
introduced a new resolution. The Indian resolution was
supported by Canada and the United Kingdom from the first.
Later the United States also came to support the proposal,

*The account given in paras 276 to 279 of the
developments within the General Assembly, and of the
final sta3es of the armistice negotiations is based on
"Canada and the Korean Problem", pp 22 to 28.
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after certain amendments had been made to the original
draft. On 3 Dec 52 the resolution was accepted by the
General Assembly. As approved, it provided for a
repatriation commission to which all prisoners would be
surrendered. The commission would repatriate those who
wished to return to their parent state. The disposition
of the remaining prisoners would be considered by the
conference recommended in the agreement on Item 5. If
this conference foiled to reach agreement on the question
within 30 days, the prisoners would become the
responsibility of the United Nations. The Chinese,
however, rejected this arrangement end it began to
appear that the impasse reached In the armistice
negotiations would be duplicated in the United Nations.

279. On 22 Feb 53 the United Nations Command
stated that it was prepared to repatriate sick and
wounded prisoners according to the Geneva Convention,
and tho other side agreed to discuss such a limited
repatriation, adding that resumption of armistice
negotiations might also be discussed if agreement were
reached on the first question. The meetings which
followed were successful, a plan for the repstriDtion
of sick and wounded prisoners of war being approved
on 11 Aprj full armistice negotintions were resumed
15 days later. On 7 Jun agreement was re9ched on a
p13n for the disposal of prisoners of war and on 27 Jul,
as we hove seen, the armistice agreement w~s signed.
During the last week of the negotiations, a dramatic
threat to their success developed when President Rhee
of South Korea connived at tho release of apprOXimately
25,000 prisoners who objected to repatriation.

280. Article I of the armistice agreement
dealt with the establishment of a military dc~"rcation

line and of a demilitarized zone.·~ Article TV concerned
recommendations to the governments on both sides. The
text of both articles reflected agreements reached early
in the negotiations Rnd already summarized in preceding
paragraphs. The demarcation line followed the line of
contact as it stood at the end of July and the
demilitarized zone was to be formed by each side
withdrawing its forces two kilometres from the demarcation
line. Similarly, in the case of Article IV, the text
faithfully reproduced thnt of the earlier agreement,
inclUding the terms "foreign forces" and "etc ll

•

281. Article II set forth the concrete
arrangements governing the cease fire and armistice.
Hostilities were to coase at 2200 hours on 27 Jul 51,
12 hours after the ~rmlstice was signed. Withdrawal
from the demilitarized zone was to be completed within
72 hours after the armistice became effective. Rotation
of troops and replacement of equlr,ment in Korea was
permitted on a "men-for-manll and 'piece-for-piece" basis.
There was not, in other words, to be any exp3nsion of
either army during the life of the armistice.

282. Supervision of the armistice was entrusted
to a Military Armisticu Commission composed of ten
senior officers, five of whom were to be nominated by

*The summary which follows is basad on the text of
the ermistice agreement contained in (H.S.) 681.013
(D61): "Official Text of the Korean Armis tice greoment".
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each side. Ten Joint Observer Teams were to be formed
to assist the Military Armistice Commdsslon in suporvising
the demilitarized zone and the Han river estuary.
Movement of troops and equipment through a~thorized

ports of entry were to be checked by a Neutral Nations
Supervisory Commission (composed of four officers
nominated by Sweden, Switzerland, Poland and
Czechoslovakia) assisted by 20 Neutral Nations
Inspection Teams. On request of the Military Armistice
Commission, the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission
was also to arrange for inspection of areas outside
the demilitarized zone where violations of the truce
were reported to have occurred.

283. Article III dealt with the repatriation
of prisoners of war and the return of displaced civilians.
Prisoners who were willing to accept repatriation were
to be handed over at Panmunjom to the side from which
they had been taken, under the supervision of a Committee
for Repatriation of Prisoners of War. In a similar manner,
the movement of displaced civilians who wished to return
to their homes was to be organized by a Committee for
Aaaiating the Return of Diaplaced Civiliana.

284. More complicated arrangements were made
for the disposal of prisoners of war who were unwilling
to accept repatriation. A Neutral Nations Repatriation
Commission, composed of members appointed by Sweden,
Switzerland, Poland, Czechoslovakia and India, was to
be formed. Troops and administrative personnel required
by the Commission were to be provided by India. This
body was to accept custody of ell prisoners not
repa tr ie ted direc tly, to arrange for "explana tions II to
be made to them by the aide to which they had originally
belonged, to repatriate those who decided to return home
and to dispose of the remainder according to the
following arrangement.

11. At the expiration of ninety (90) days
after the transfer of custody of the prisoners of .
war to the Neutral Notions Repatriation Commission,
access of representatives to captured personnel
as provided for in Paragraph 8 above, shall
terminate, and the question of disposition of
the prisoners of war who have not exercised
their right to be repatriated shall be submitted
to the Political Conference recommended to be
convened in Paragraph 60, Draft Armistice
Agreement, which shall endeavor to settle this
queation within thirty (30) daya, during which
period the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission
shall continue to retain custody of those
prisoners of war. The Neutral Nations
Repatriation Commission shall declare the relief
from the prisoner of war status to civilian
status of any prisoners of war who have not
exercised their right to be repatriated and for
whom no other disposition has been agreed to by
the Political Conference within one hundred and
twenty (120) daya after the Neutral Nationa
Repatriation Commission has assumed their custod~

Thereafter, according to the applica tion of each
individual, those who choose to go to neutral
nations shall be assisted by the Neutral Nations
Repatriation Commiaaion and the Red Cross Society



•
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of India. This operation shall be" completed
within thirty (30) days, and upon its complotion,
the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commisafon shall
immediately cease its functions and declare its
dissolution. After the dissolution of the
Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission, whenever
Bnd wherever any of those above-mentioned
civilians who have been relieved from the
prisoner of war status desire to return to
their fatherlAnds, the authorities of the
localities where they are sholl be responsible
for assisting them in returning to their
fa the rlands.

(Ibid, Annex "Terms of Reference
~Neutral Nations Repatriation
Commission" I para 11)

This report was written by Maj H.W. Thomas •

for (C.P. stacey) Colonel
Diree tor

Historicsl section (O.S.)
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CANADIAN AmiY UNITS IN KOREA

FEBRUARY 1950 - JULy 1953

IORPS UNIT
ASSUMED

OPERATIONAL
ROLE IN KOREA

RELIEVED FROM
OPERATIONAL

ROLE IN KOREA

COMMANDING OFFICERS
IN KOREA

FEBRUARY 1950 - JULy 1953
._-+---"~~----------..;..--------+-------.......--~-----------------------

Lt-Co1 ED Danby 000 OBE (1 Aug 51 - 30 Apr 52).
. Lt-Col NG Wilson-Smith 000 MBE (1 May 52 - 15 Aug 52).
Lt-Co1 EAC Amy DSO OBE MC (16 Aug 52 :tOJeDd at. period).

IBrig JM Rookingham CB CBE. DSO ED ~ May 51 - .27 Apr 52).
IBrig MP Bogert CBE 00. CD (28 Apr 52 - 20 Apr 53). .

Brig ]V Allard CBE DSO ED (21 Apr 53 to end of period).

/

RCAC

canadian Section, Head- I

quarters First (cornmonwealtr
Division, United Nations
Command

I
Headquarters, 25th Canad~
Infantry Brigade .!

J
i

I
J

"c" Squadron, Lord j
Strathoona 's Horse (Royal i

Canadians) (2nd Armoured I

Regtment) I
f

"B" Squadron, Lord •
S'ra_hcona's Horse (Royal!
Canadians) (2n~ Armourei ;
Regiment) .

I
"A" Squadron, Lori i
S"rathoom's Horse (ROyall
Canad1ans) (2n' Armourei
Regiment) I

I
1

1 Aug 51

25 May 51

25 May 51

8 .Tun 52

f

I
f

8 J\m 52

24 May 53

IJlaJIMaj
I
I
I

MaJ

lIaj

j
,

I JW Q,uinn CD (1?.5 May 51 - 2C J\1l 51).
, VW J"ewkes DSO Me (21 J"ul 51 - .Tun 52).

.TS Roxborough-EE.-C8 J\a 52 - 24 May 53).

WH Ellis MC CD (24 Yay 53 '10 eno of pe»1od).

RCA

1
2nd Regiment, Royal i

I

Canadian Horse Artillery I
(Designated 2 Ed Regt RC~

1 until 18 .Tun 51) :

i i

25 May 51 6 May 52 Lt-Co1 AJB Bailey 000 aBE ED (~~ May 51 - 1 Oe'l 51-).
Maj JS Orton MBE Me (2 to 22 Oct 51· (Acting)l.
Lt-Col m Brooks DSO OBE CD (23 Oct 5-1 ..... May 52).
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CANADIAN ARiIT UNITS IN KOREA
FEBRUARY 1950 - JULy 1953

.' "" _•..._._- ._ ... __ .. __.__._._.....,_.._..----'- ---_ ..•..•. -;--_.--_. --_._---------
i ASSUMED RELD:v-J!ID FROII

iCORPS i UNIT i~~~TI~ ~~I~~~
; ~ -" .._-- l--·--···---- ...-~·---·- ~~_.- ...~ ... ~.. _..' ~' ..._'-,- - . -_ ..,--- . -,----_._--_.-._-.----_.•... _-:-_._-----_._ ... -'.--

I

-.- - - ._~ ...-.... __._--.-._,~~.-""- . -_.- _.~-

COMMANDnm OFFICERS
IN KOREA

FEBRUARY 1950 - JULy 1953

, RCA ~ 1st Regiment, Royal
i(oOm44! Canadian Horse Artillery

4th Regiment, Royal
Canadian Horse Artillery
(Designated 81 Fd Regt
until 16 Oot 53)

ROE 57th Canadian Independent
Field Squadron, ROE

23rd Field Squadron

4th Field Squadron
(Designated 59 Indef Fd
Sqn unt 11 16 OCt 53

6 May 52

22 Apr 53

25 May 51

3 May 52

28 Mar 53

i
I

i
-j

I
I

22 Apr 53

3 May 52

28 Mar 53

Lt-Col EMD Luslie nso CD (6 May 52 - 22 Apr 53). This
officer changed his name from MCNAUGHTON to LESLIE on
20 Mar 53}.

Lt-Col HW Sterne DSO MaE CD (22 Apr 53 to end of period).

Maj DR Rochester OBE CD (25 May 51 - 15 Oct 51).
Maj H\'l Ball, MBE (16 Oct 51 - May 52).

MaJ E:r Galway JIBE 111} GM (3 May 52 - 28 Mar 53).

MaJ LEO SChmidlin MBE Me CD (28 Mar 53 to end of period).

I
Isc
;S1gs
!

25th Canadian Infantry
I Brigade Signal Troop

(Designated 25 Cdn Inf
Bee Sig s~n until
13 Dec 51 •

25 May 51 Maj DR George MBE:MC (25 May 51 - 1 Nov 51).
capt WE Wheeler MBE CD (21 Dec 51 - 27 Apr 52).
Capt JR Connell MBE CD (28 Apr 52 - 4 Apr 53).
Capt RR Ulrich CD (5 Apr 53 to end of period).
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CANADIAN ARvIY UNITS IN KOREA

FEBRUARY 1950 - JULY 1953

...- ---·¥~--~--_·_·----r--·---- ---------- ~.,....-.---------

ASSUMED RELIEVED FROM
OPERATIONAL OPERATIONAL

ROLE IN KOREA. ROLE IN KOREA
UNIT COMMANDING OFFICERS

IN KOREA
FEBRU~\RY 1950 - JULY 1953

---_._~- _._ ... __ ......--.-._ ..... __..._----------.

--_.__._-.._--_ .._-- - . --_ .. -.- .._-- ---_.-.- ..... - .-.._. - ..

Lt JG Berry (6 May 51 - 6 Oct 52).
Capt EE Doidge (7 Oot 52 - 22 Apr 53).

Lt G Vann (22 Apr 53 to end of period).

, Lt vv"R Allen (25 May 51 - 8 Jun 51).
Lt FE Sorensen (9 Jun 51 - May 52).

6 May 52

22 Apr 53

--------------- - ..----_.__...._---
J

Ii May 52

25 May 51

22 Apr 53

1st Regiment, Royal.
Canadian Horse Artillery
Signal Troop

4th Regiment, Royal
Canadian Horse Artillery
Signal Troop
(DeSignated 81 Fd Regt
RCA Big T£ unt11 .
16 Oct 53). !

2nd Regiment, Royal
Canadian Horse Artillery
Signal Troop
(Designated 2 Fd Regt
RCBA Slg r: until
18 Jun 51 •

I
I CORPS
!
It-- _. .-- ..--_...-_.-- '" .-----------.-
'I'S~S ;
{cont'd);

I I

I
I
I

I
i
I
!
I

i
RCIC i

1
I
1
i
I
I

2nd Battalion, Princess
Patricia's Canadian
Light Infantry r

"

2nd Battalion, The Royal
Canadian Regiment

2nd Battalion, Royal
22e Regiment

19 Feb 51

25 Lily 51

25 May 51

4 Nov 51

25 Apr 52

24 Apr 52

Lt-Co1 JR stone DSO lie (19 Feb 51 - 4 Nov 51). See
Note (3).

Lt-Co1 RA Keane DSO OBE 25 May 51 - 2 Jan 52).
Lt-Co1 GC Corbould DSO OBE ED (3 Jan 52 - Apr 52).

Lt-Co1 :TA Derlraze DSO OBE (25 May 51 - 15 Deo 51).
Lt-Co1 JAAG Vallee OBE CD (16 Dec 51 - 24 Apr 52).
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CANADlll~ m\fY UNITS IN KOREA

FEBRUARY 1950 - JULY 1953

......._.._~---_. -.------_._._ - - --~ -. '. - --..__ ..--(--. r--- -_. -----.-.---.- -.. ----- -_.--_.. ----.. -" ~~~. ------:-- ~~~~ -~~;M --''1''---'--'- COMMANDING OFFICERS

, CORPS I UNrr OPERATION':u.. OPERATIONAL I IN KOREA
i ! ROLE IN KOREA I ROLE IN KOREA FEBRUARY 1950 - JULY 1953·j--------1· --. ·..···---·-·------·---·T------·· .. · .---- .. ---, --- ..-- --'-"-'-1-- - ---------.- 0 ••• _··.·._ •• __ •••• -------.------••• --.--- .. -'--'--'-'

; RCIC; 1st Battalion, Princess 4 Nov 51 4 Nov 52 ; Lt-Col NG Wilson-Smith DSO MBE (4 Nov 51 - 30 Apr 52).
:(cont'd)l Patricia's Canadian ; Lt-Col JR Cameron OBE (1 May 52 - 4 Nov 52).

Light Infantry

jRCASC

I
I

t
I
I

!

1st Battalion, The Royal
Canadian Regiment

1st Battalion, Royal 22e
Regiment

3rd Battalion, Princess
Patricia's Canadian
Light Infantry

3rd Battalion, The Royal
Canadian Regiment

3rd Battalion, Royal· 22e
Re'g1ment

No. 54 Canadian Transport
Company

No. 23 Transport Company

25 Apr 52

24 Apr 52

4 Nov 52

25 Mar 53

21 Apr 53

25 May 51

11 Apr 52

25 Mar 53

21 Apr 53

29 Oct 53

11 Apr 52

27 Mar 53

!ILt-Col PH Bingham DSO (25 Apr 52 - 25 IlJar 53).

iLt-Col LF Trudeau DSO OBE CD (24 Apr 52 - 21 Apr 53).

I
I Lt-Col HF Wood (4 Nov 52 -' 4 May 53).

Maj CED MacNeill ED (5-15 May 53 (Acting»).
Lt-Col MF MacLachlan OBE MC CD (16 May 53 to end of period).

Lt-Col KL Campbell OBE CD (25 Mar 53 to end of period).

Lt-Col JLG Poulin DSO (21 Apr 53 to end of period).

Maj RCD Laughton MBE (25 May 51 - 11 Apr 52).

IMaj n Dolan MBE (11 Apr 52 - 27 Mar 53).
I
l
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Lt. WS Brown (4 May 51 - 7 May 52).
Lt. PT Crosby (8 May 52 - 13 May 53).
Lt. GR Stark (14 May 53 to end of perind).

25 May 51

UNIT

No. 38 Canadian Motor
Ambulance Company

"0,'.-'---' ---~._------"'----1-._.--._-~--- .-----.---.-------.._----_._._......_-_. "- -..--.--.-.- _ ....
..ASSU1lED RELIEVED FROlvi COMMANDING OFFICERS

OPERATIONAL OPERATIONAL IN KOREA
: ROLE IN KOREA I ROLE IN KOREA ~ FEBRUARY 1950 - JULY 1953

.-.' _ ••• '-- ••~ u •• __ .~_•••• __ •• _~•••• _ •••- ·····i--··~·- ~ __._._ _._--r- _ _ ---.--.- --, .. -.-.. - ,._.
No~ 5 Transport Company . 27 Mar 53 i I Maj EG Hession tIDE (27 Mar 53 to end of period).
(Designated 56 Tpt Coy i
until 16 Dec 53) .

CORPS

RCASC:
(coot'CQ :

RCAMC;
I
I

I
I
i
I
I
I
I

!
j

I
I
I,

No. 25 Canadian Field
Ambulance

No. 37 Field Nllbulance

No. 4 Field Ambulance
(Designated 38 Fd Amb
unt 11 16 Dec 53)

No. 25 Canadian Field
Dressing Station

No. 25 Canadian Field
Surgical Team

No. 25 Canadian Field
Transfusion Team

25 May 51

27 Apr 52

1 May 53

II Aug 51

25 May 51

25 May 51

27 Apr 52

1 May 53

Lt-Col BLP Brosseau OBE Me (25 May 51 - 27 Apr 52).

Lt-Col CB Caswell OBE MC (27 Apr 52 - 19 Feb 53).
L~-Col RA Smillie MBE (20 Feb 53 - 30 Apr 53).

Lt-Col RA Smillie MBE (1 May 53 - 1 .Tun 53).
Lt-Col .TD Galloway OBE (2 .Tun 53 to end of period).

Maj VIR Dalziel Me ( 11 Aug 51 - 6 .Tan 52).
Maj AC Hardman (7 .Tan 52 - 15 May 52).
MaJ .TS Hitaman MBE (16 May 52 - 12 Oct 52).
Maj J.R Arsenault (13 Oct 52 to end of period).

Maj OF Egan (25 May 51 - 13 Feb 52).
Maj AM Davidson (15 Feb 52 - 27 Oct 52).
Maj AC Derby (28 Oct 52 - 15 Dec 52).
Maj L Lavallee (16 Dec 52 to end of period).

Attached to various medical units during its service
in Korea. Did not, in practice, exist as an
independent command.
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I Maj HE Hallam (4 May 51 - 23 Nov 51).
I Maj RC Lane ED (16 Dee 51 - 13 May 52).IMaj 1M McLaughlin MBE (14 .M:l.y 52 - 29 Nov 52).
I Maj DD Campbell (30 Nllv 52 - 16 Apr 53).
II Maj V1~ Bethel CD (16 Apr 53 to end of period).

I
I
;

jI Maj HR Ferris MBE CD (11 Dec 51 - 17 Apr 52).
" Maj GF Pinfold CD (18 Apr 52 - 5 Mar 53).

Maj WR Preston MEE (6 Mar 53 to end of period).
I

Reduced NIL IMaj HR Ferris MBE CD (4 May 51 - 2 Jan 52).
st rength in I
Korea 2 Jan 52 f

Reduced NIL ICapt FB Revell (4 M.:ty 51 - 24 Oct 51).
strength in I
Korea 30 Nov 51 i

16 Apr 53

4 May 51

4 Mtty 51

4 May 51

1 Dec 51

16 Apr 53

RCOC 1 Canadian Army Ordnance
i Elements. First
: (Commonwealth) Division

j-- -- .. ':- -.-.-- ..---------.-- ." -----.--.~ - '---iillSUMED- _. ---r RELIEVED-FROM------ ..__... ------cm,iMANDING-oFFIcERs-' ----.------
~ CORP~I; UNIT ~ OPERATIONA.L I OPERATIONAL i ill KOREA
. . ! ROLE m KOREA ! ROLE ill KOREA. I FEBRUARY 1950 - JULY 1953
~ -.. ----!..- -_...- .. ~_. -----------------1----------------1·--------·----·-------1------·_-- .-----.-.-----.-~ ...------~.-- ..-._--.--._--... _......._-- "-- ._...._._ .. __.. -._- '-'-' _..-

RCDO 1No. 25 Canadian Field I 23 Sep 51 " ! Lt-Col GE Sr..ragge CD (23 Sep 51 - 18 Jul 52).
: Dental Unit i I Maj GR Covey MBE CD (19 Jul 52 - 27 Apr 53).
\ (Designated 20 Cdn Fd Dent! ! ! Maj AR Smith (28 Apr 53 - 20 May 53).IDet until 5 Jan 52).! I ! Lt-CJl BP Kearney MBE CD (21 May 53 to end of period).
I . I .
j f f
I I

I
I
!

,
iNo. 25 Canadian Infantry
I Brigade Ordnance Company
I
~

!.1 No. 2 Canadian Ordnanoe
I Liaison Establishment

I !
i !

I I
IRCl!lJE II No. 191 Canadian InfantryI ,Warkshop
, I

I !
I

.
i
I

I ~ No. 40 Infantry Workshop
! l (Designated 23 Inf Wksp

I until 16 Dec 53).
i
I
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Reduced NIL
strength in
Korea 31 Dec

25 May 51

:- - - _ "1'" .. --.------ .._. '-" "'"'--'--1-''' -.----. ._._._ _.1- __..•__ .•• •••_. -.- -._ - - _ - •.. -.-- ----.-.

• I ASSUMED I RELIEVED FROM C01fMANDING OFFICERS
CORPS i UNIT ! OPERA,TIONAL ! OPERATIONAL ; IN KOREA.

I ! ROLE IN KOREA. l ROLE IN KOREA. I FEBRUARY 1950 - JULy 1953. _._ ~.__•. ..-_.._ _ _ -1 .. . . . .__ .. . .. .• __ . "."._ .. __ .. _. •.• .._. __ . .. ..
I I

RCJ:i.ME i No. 25 Canadian Support 5 May 51 Reduced NIT.. 'I Maj WA Down ED (8 May 51 - 13 Jun 51).
: (cont'd); Workshop strength in I l\iaj RC Lane ED (14 Jun 51 - 15 Dec 51).
I I

! i I K0rea 2 Jan 52 I
. I . I

: J I
I No. 192 Canadian Light Aid; 5 May 51 6 May 52 I Capt RC Rivers (5 May 51 - 1 Dec 51).
I I I,'
: Detachment (Type B) ! Capt RA Auckland (2 Dec 51 - 23 Mar 52).I I ICapt EP Bishop (24 Mar 52 - May 52).

I No. 193 Canadian Light 1 4 May 51 i Capt HE McLaughlin MBE (4 May 51 - 31 Jul 51).
! Aid Detachment (Type B) ~ Lt JR Peters (1 Aug 51 - 15 Dec 51).
1 i Lt RA Hill (16 Dec 51 - 8 May 52).
i 1 Lt WJ Jamieson (15 May 52 - 5 Aug 52).

l
it i Lt DH Fraser (6 Aug 52 - 31 Jan 53).

; Lt BJ Bennett (1 Feb 53 to end of period).
I

INo. 170 Light Aid 6 May 52 18 Apr 53 ! Capt ALD MacDonell (6 May 52 - 3 Aug 52).
1 Detachment (Type B) I Lt PG Leger (4 Aug 52 - 15 Feb 53).
I I Capt RF Fendick (16 Feb 52 - 11 Apr 53).
I Lt WJ Mi1don (12 Apr 53 - 18 Apr 53).

INo. 198 Light Aid 18 Apr 53 , Lt V/J Mildon (23 Apr 53 to end of' period).IDetachment (Type B) :

! !
I
II Capt MG Corbeil CD (25 May 51 - 15 Dec 51).
,
I

51 i

I,

. ,
i C Tnt oj No. 1 Canadian FieldI ISecurity Section

I
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CANADIAN ARMY UNITS IN KOREA
FEBRU.~ 1950 - JULY 1953

4 May 51

,

i
I No. 25 Canadian Public
1 Relations Unit

I -- _-'t"' _-.--- -.----- ~----------.--- --r------~-------._-_ _-_.. ----.-. -' --------- -; ------------------- -._----------------. -- ...---.--_._---.- . _ --~.- .. -
I : I ASSUMED RELIEVED FROM : CO!l1MANDING OFFICERS
I .

, CORPS: UNIT OPERATIONAL OPERATIONAL! IN KOREA
I I I

: I ! ROLE IN KOREA ROLE IN KOREA ·1 FEBRUARY 1950 - JULY 1953
1------:--·_----.-------.---~--- ---r--·--- ._- --. ! --------- ---- .. -,------.. -. '.' -..-.----------.--.-
!C~Ci No. 25 Canadian Provost! 25 lflay 51 i ; Maj RI Luker MC CD (25 May 51 - 17 Mar 52).
I . I j I (
:1 Detachment I IMaj EJ Amirault 18 Mar 52 - 5 Dec 52).I ;Maj' Q;E Lawson MBE CD (14 Dec 52 to end of period).

I! No. 25 Field Detention 5 May 51 Capt VH Richardson (5 May 51 - 31 Oct 51).
j I

Barracks I Capt CA Breakey (1 Nov 51 - 15 Dec 51).
(Designated 25 Cdn FP I' Capt EJ Amirault (22 Dec 51 - 14 ~hr 52).
Camp until 20 Sep 51) Lt W Fiddes (24 Mar 52 - 14 Apr 52).

! Capt JB McNeill (15 Apr 52 - 1 Sep 52).
I Capt DS Patterson (2 Sep 52 - 11 Dec 52).ICapt JM Jacques (12 Dec 52 to end of period).

I
I
I Maj CC McDougall (4 May 51 - 15 Dec 51).
I Capt P Plastow, CD (16 Dec 51 - 14 Apr 52).
I Capt GH Bowering (15 Apr 52 - 9 Oct 52).

ICapt GE McElroy (10 Oct 52 - 22 Mar 53).
Maj' OW Pearce (10 May 53 to end of period).

!
I

I
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NOTES

1. Officers are shown in the rank they held on the day they relinquished command. Decorations shown include those
awarded for service in Korea.

2. The periods of command shown cover only the uni~s tour of duty in an operational role in Korea. In many cases,
the officers shown in command during this period also commanded the unit prior to its assuming an operational r01e
in Korea, or subsequent to .its relief from an operational role.

3. In the case of 2 P.P.C.L.I., the date given is that on which the unit assumed an operational role under command
of 27 Britcom Inf Bde. In a sense, the unit was in an operational role from the time of its arrival in Korea

(18 Dec 50).
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CANADIAN ARJ.1Jf[ UNITS SERVillG ill JAPAN
24 SEP 50 - JULy 53

." "";,"",-... j-----_._---- .'-.._-_._- -_._-_..---_.__._-- -- --- ------._---

Maj RA Laoel1e CD

Col WJ Moogk OBE CD
Col JB Allan CD

Maj FAC Reynolds CD
Maj WBT Gillis CD

!
I

: Unit Reduced to Nil Strength
; in Japan: 15 Oct 52.
I

I
I

: Designated 57 Gen Tpt Cny.
! until 27 Fob 53 when it

assumed present designation.
Unit in Japan at end of period.

'i Unit in Japan at end of period.

j
IIUnit in Japan at end of period.

I

I
I
I.
IUnit Reduced to Nil Strength
I in Japan: 30 Nov 51-

; Designated Cdn L of C Postal
I~ unt i1 21 Aug 51 when
: redesignated 1 L of C Postal
! Unit. Assumed present
! designation 24 Feb 53 Uni t
! in.Tapan at end of period.
!

6 May 51/7 May 51.
8 May 51/24 Oct 51.

6 May 51/26 Mar 52.
27 Mar 52/29 Mar 53.
30 Mar 53 to end of
period.

28 .Tun 51/11 Dec 51.
12 Dec 51/21 Feb 52
22 Feb 52/4 Nov 52.
5 Nov 52/7 .Tul 53.
10 .Tul 53 to end of
period.

17 .Tan 53 to end of
period.

20 Apr 51/~7 Sep 52.
18 Sep 52 to end of
period.

, REMARKS-_ ..._---+- -. -"-"._- ..__._._----.--_.----_._....._. --_.
11 Feb 53/~ Ju1 53 ; Unit formed in Japan.
10 Jul 53 to end (If ; Unit in .Tapan at end of period.
period.

6 ~~y 51/6 Dec 51.
7 Dec 51/30 Apr 52.
1 May 52/21 Sep 52.
22 Sep 52/15 Oct 52.

WH Shaw BEM CD
DH Thomson
EE Doidge
R.TvI Fleury CD

Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt

Capt GF Chapin CD
Maj WJ Finney CD

Capt WI. Ford
Lt PA Ross
Capt WA Coles

Lt-C01 .TE' Andrew ED
Maj ABC Powell
Lt-Cv1 NH McNally
Lt-Col EH Ainslie CD
Lt-Col WHR Croskery

6 May 51

6 May 51

6 May 51

28 Jun 51

20 Apr 51

17 Jan 53

I

: .. 10 Feb 53
!

!,

UNIT

I
I
IINo 2 Canadian Movement Control Group
I

I
I

I
I Canadian Section British Commonwealth
i
1 Hospital

INo 58 General Transport Company
I,,,

r~-··-·-- - -_.-._---- .._-_.~._-,
j Headquarters Canadian Base Units,
I Far East

INo 1 Canadian Base Signal Troop
I

I
!

.
I
1

!No 1 Canadian Ordnance LiaisonIEstablishment

. No 1 Canadian Communications ZoneIPostal Unit
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CANADIAN ARi\1Y UHITS SERVING IN JAPAN
24 SEP 50 - JULy 53

in Japan at end of period.

Unit in japan at end of period.

Unit in Japan at end of period.

'1IUnit

I
I

24 Aug 51/15N0v 51.

20 Jun 52/31 May 53.
1 jun 53 to end of
period.

6 May 51/11 jun 51.
12 Jun 51/19 Jun 52.

6 May 51/iC6 Dec 51.

Brig FJ Fleury CBE ED 24 Sep 50/23 Aug 51.
Brig JPE Bernatchez

CBE 000 CD
Brig AS Connelly CBE

CD 16 Nov 51/25 Aug 52.
Brig REA Morton DSO CD 26 Aug 52 to end of

period.

Lt-Cnl TH Carlisle ED
Lt-Col ~1 Campbell
Lt-Col RR Taylor DSO

ED
Lt-Cv1 jAK Rutherford

Canadian Military Mission, Far East

; No 2 Canadian Administrative Unit

.. -..------.- - .. - --_.- --- 'T----·---------·-- ---.:---·----------·-··-·------·--···-----T--· -"-' - - _.__ _.. - .. ---.---.

I ARRIVED i COMMANDING OFFICERSI UNIT IN JAPAN i SEPTEMBER 1950 - JULy 1953 REMARKS
r~-'---'--'--'" ._..--.----.----- --- .----t------..-------j-----.------
j No 25 Canadian Reinforcement Group I 6 May 51 I Lt-Col GO Corbould

I I 000 OBE ED

I
' I' Lt-Col JR Cameron OBE 27 Dec 51/20 Apr 52.

Lt-C~l GO Taschereau

I
I I DSO CD 21 Apr 52/3 May 53.

I Lt-Col NM Gerrunell DSO 4 :May 53 to end ofI I period•

. 'I II6 May 51

I I
I

24 Sop 50 I

Canadian Communications Zone
J Detachments, British Commonwealth

Forces in Korea

26 Sep 51 Lt-Co1 LR Crue MBE ED 26 Sep 51/25 Feb 53.
Maj JM Mulligan 26 Feb 53 to end of

period.

Unit formed in japan as Cdn
Sec, L of C & Base Tps, BCFk.
Assumed present designation
10 Feb 53. Unit in .Japan at
end of period.
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S TAT 1ST I CAL REP 0 R TON BAT T L E CAS U A L TIE S (FAR EAST)

f·'.·--.--------·.·-.--------. _._-_ ,--- ;-_..- .._._-; --------; -~..--.-.--,!,.-------.,.....;------.-----.-

I KUJ.ED IOFFICIALL~ DIED WOUNDED INJURED PRISONER RETURNED : I
U NIT TIl PRESUMED I OF i rn IN; MISSING OF IPRISONER! TOT A LsI

1_ ACTION ; DEADi- YlOUN~_J~TIO~T ACTION i -I WAR +_OF!1Ail_! I
.... _. ...._.. . Lo~Men~ffr~. ~: Offrs lV1en.t=~r~_Ivl~~l~~~~~nIOffrs Menl Offrs M~ni Offrs~ 1 Offrs ~ J
I 3 RCR I 2 24 I 4 : 5 t 1 70 I 1 i --l-----I~ 6 r---- 4 110 j
---~~;C~;..-·----· r---1-26 1-----;--1--- 5 ! 10 -168 t----~--r··----t-----·_..--T I 11 226 .

i-~-~~;---------..- ~-1-;f--~-~ 8 ~ 9 132 i 2 20! -I I ! 13 - 200 -- .

1'--3' PPC~I r 18-1 ! .----r--;- 58 I 7 I 1 I 3 84

tlR_22~:R 1- 7 26 i 3 T ~ 3 ~ ._6_~ :1 ~t-:--- ::: I

t~~::::::=-I 2:! 2 f 4 I : 1~ i 91 t----t= 4 ! 1 2: 1

~-~-!~AmbJ~':!"';) -;1--- 8i I r- 10 1

i_l~INTF::e~~s ------t-~- 2~ ~-- 15~1 5:-::f 981-----1 ----I 2-~-- H __.~_ -:~7~- -I
._. ...__.~__._~_______ I --L_ \ : __ . 1..__ .. _..__ ._!_._.. I _ _----J

! Note - Statistics taken from (H.S.) 133.065 (D651) ~Statistical Report on Cas 25 Cdn Inf Bde to 1200 hrs, 15 Apr 54 - D Rae".
I .
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2 RCHA

HQ, 1 Comwel Dlv

191 CDN Inf W~sp,

(att from RCOC)

H.Q,. 25 CdIt Inr Bde

2 ROllA

HQ, HE 1 Comwel Div

1 RCR

57 CIN Indep.Fd Sqn

2 ROllA

81 Fd Rogt

HQ, 25 Cdn Inf Bde

UIQ, 25 Cdn Inf Bde
(1 PFCLl
HQ, 1 COlmvel Div

OBE

MBE

CBE

DSO

MBE

Me

MBE

JiBE

MEE

OBE

MBE

OBE

1mE

1ffiE

Capt

Maj

Maj

Maj

1IIaj

l.:iaj

Lt-C~l

Lt-Col

Lt-Col

Maj I
i Capt !
I I

~rigadie~
I !
: l~j. I

I

i

Lt-Cul!
1

---"- ~-- ----- I
j I DATE II RANK I KNiUID I (n.i1;EDIATE AVlARDS) I UNIT

1
1---+------+----._-_.._..._.. ~. _.__._..-_... _-_ ...._- .,.....-- .. ;...__ .._....

, '
I ' ,

, I HQ, RE 1 C:.'mwel Div

HONOURS AND A":A..I1.DS

CONFERRED ON CANADIAJ.'JS

FOR S:sRVICE I1~ THE. KOREAJ.'iJ CAMPAIGN
.._ .-__._._0.- _._._.0__ - _ ...-.. - .--~-- .------.- -- - --_.

Reay Melbourne

Edward. .Gt3.o-f-frey

Harry Band

George Stewart

Mortimer Patrick

~ James Chalmers
j
! Edward Alfred Charles

I
!

~ Anthony Juhn Beswick
i
1IAlfred Jeffery

IHarold William

I
I John Pope

!Elie William

II Peter Richard

BOGERI'

BLAKE

BRODIE

BROOKS

BLACK

BlliGHAM

BEER

BERTHIAUME

A.. OFFICERS
." _. ~. -,- ..-- --_._------_. __ .~..,

SURNAME

l-~~ _. .. .,..._. --."._-_1--IABBO'l'r IAlbert Joseph

I
I ALLAN
I

lAi'dY
I
i BAILEY
I

I::
!
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HONOURS AND AWARDS .

CONFERRED ON CANADIliliS

FOR SERVICE IN THE KOREAN C.Al'JPAIGN
A. OFFICERS (con1'd)

UNIT

3 PPCLI

1 RCBA

-----.--------r--..

"vIC

.1'JBE

Capt

ivIaj

GIV']N NAMES

Robert Fraser
!
!Douglas Sanuel

'--"-;.-" -~---'- .,__."-" .. _ -.-._ ----..- ----.--,- -- ...,..-.----.-----.---'"1""
1 :! I
1 '; II· I DATE

; RANK I i~JiAIID I (IMMEDIATE AWARDS)
......-'.' .- ._-.--- -- - - -.. ---.-.-- ..-..------- ;_.. --_.-._---t-_._---_._- -,,-- ··-r·-·--·--·-·----- .--~---- -------- _ -.-.-.- -_ -.

Bernard Lrmis Persillier Lt-Col I aBE I - 25 COO Fd .Amb
,
j
!
i
!
I

SURNAME

CALmrELL

BRUCE

BROSSEAU

CAlv.iPBELL

CAldPBELL

CARTER

CASWELL

CLARK

CLOUTIER

CO~"'NELL

COPCUTT

CORBOULD

• i

1 John Ralph Lt-Col aBE
;
i
IKenneth Laidlaw Lt-Col aBE
i,
i Stanley Le:)nard Capt MBE
I
I!Charles David Lieut MC
!

1 Clive Browning Lt-Col aBE
I .
I John Anthony Maj MBE
I

I.TOhn Lieut MC 22-23 Oct 52

Oapt ~JC 23 Oct 52i Herbert George
I,
I J·)hn Rossiter Capt llBE
IrIDavid Russell Capt MBE

i Gordon Oharleson Lt-Col aBE
i
!

1 PPCLI

3 RCR

HQ 25 Cdn Inf Bde

59 Indep Fd Sqn

37 Fd Amb

HQ 1 C/mwel Div

1 RCR

1 RCR

1 Cornwel Div Sig Regt

2 RCR
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HONOURS ;Jill Altl.ARDS

UNIT

.- -r--' - ...-------------,---...---

CONFERRED ON CANADLiU'iS

FOR SERVICE IN THE KORE!u"J" CAMPAIGN

GIVm IbHES

i .

I
I RANK' AWA..JID DATE i

(B£,fEDIATE AWARDS)
..- ...__.-.-._- ----------- .. -- ..--.---- ._-.......-_ ... _. ---1--- ..._.- ---._----;--.---------------t--.--

.- .__ .. __..... - .._.----_._..~--------

A. OFFICERS (cont'd)

CMM.:H'E

3 R22eR

23 Tpt Coy

1 R 22e,.R tat·t:trom RCA Ch eJ

1 Comwel Div Ord Fd Pk

A Sqn LdSH(RC)

2 PPCL1 (att from RCAChe)
-I PPCLI

25 cn~ Fd Dental Unit

3 RCR

57 em Indep Fd Sqn

3 RCR (att from RC 81gs)

HQ, 1 Comwe1 Div

81 Fd Regt

38 Fd Amb

i 2 R22eR

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
i
I
i
I

-,

2-3 May 53Laurie George Lieut ]m

Richard Arthur Maj MBE

George Ross Maj MBE

Ernest Deighton Lt-Col OBE

John Edward Capt M.C

Jacques Alfred Lt-Col OBE

I Joseph Ignatius Maj MBE
I
I

I A1biny Capt !ABE

I.
William Hodgson i Uaj MC

fI I
I

I

Harold Rowley I Maj MEE 1I . I .

I I I

James Alexander Capt MBE i
I I

I ! , I

i Frank James rrigadier: CBE t
I

Gerard Raymond
! I MaE ICapt j I

Frederick Roberts Lieut I MC
i
!

James Duncan Lt-Co1 OBE I
1

I

COUCHE

COTE

CaThY

D.;u:my

deH..:..RT

I
DIDcr'RiZE

OOLAN

I
DUBOISI

i ELLIS

'1, nRRIS

FILSHIE

FLEURY

FORTrn

FREEBOffi-S

G.ALLOWAY
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HONOURS AND ~W:J;JIDS

CONFERRED ON CANADlk~S

FOR SERVICE IN THE KOREAN CALiF.AlGN

UNIT

(lRC~
(25 Gdn EOO (att from ROAChC)

2 RCROBE

MBECapt .,
Lt-Col iRobert Angus

Howard Wesley

A. OFFICERS (cont'd).. _... .o_.__. ~·- ---- _.- -- .. - -_. -' -----.---------,------.-.1'--- ..-- .... --.....-.--.-..-----. --·---1--·-·--·------·--·-·----~---------

I DATE I
j SORNAHE GIVEN NJu,:iES I RANK AWARD (IM.:.IEDIATE :;.WARDS) I

I! I I1-----_···· ...._--0---- ···---l----· ----...---.- ------------- I ..,-r---------·-·l ·----·------·-- ;--_.... -----..._..... -.. -..------..--. ----.-.. -
! G;;rXDl.Y Edward Thomas ~fu.j: MBE I - l 23 Fd Sqn
! I I
I ! ~

I

! GfJUliER Herbert Russell Lieut; MC 24 Sep 52 I 1 RCR
i

I GEORGE Donald Harry Maj ~ i (HQ. 25 Cdn lnf BdeI !(25 C(iJl lnf Bde Sig Sqn

! GEORa:E John Herbert Bothwell Maj DSO 10-11 Dec 51 I 1 PPCLl

I
I !!

I HIJ\.lILTON Charles John Alexander l\1aj 1mE I HQ. 25 Cdn Int Bde

I HAUSER ~ Rollin John Capt MBl!: II 81 Fd Regt

I HESSION I Edmund Gilbert Maj MBE 56 Tpt Coy

I HITSM.ill i ;rames,S~uart IIsj!!BE I25 om F D S

I HOLLYER ! Edgar Herbert .2/Lt Me 2-3 May 53 I 3 RCR

I HOWITT I Gerald Henry ~/Cap~ 1M: 1 1 ROllA

I ;rAFFEY i Bertram David Maj MBE ! 37 Fd Amb

I JENKINS John Gallington Capt 1iC ! 3 RCR

! JEWKES Victor Wilfred Maj 000 ! C Sqn LdSH(RC)

i JOHNSON
!
I

i KEANE
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CONFERRBD ON CfillADIAJ.\JS

FOR SERVICE IN THE KOREAN CAMPAIGN

2 R22eR

CDN Sec BritMm Hosp

3 PPCLI (att from RCAChC)

HQ 25 Cun Inf Bde

UNIT

C Sqn LdSH(RC)

1 RCR

2 R22eR

2 R22eR

54 CnN Tpt Coy

H~ 25 Cdn Inf Bde

1 Ovmwel D1v Pro Coy

B Sqn LdSH(RC)
(att from RCEME)

1 RCHA.

1 RCR

1 RCR

24 Nov 51

24 Nov 51

17-24 Nov 51

MID

MC

MBE

MID

MBE

000

000

riC

MBE

MBE

IvlBE

IvIBE

MBE

·ARRC

Maj

Lieut

Capt

I .Maj
i

! Maj

I Maj

j Capt
I

I Lieut

I Lt-Col

I A/Maj

I Lieut I
!Lieut(NSj
! I. II Lieut !
I !

- Maj I
!

Lieut

Thomas Murray

Raymond

Strathcona Clifton

John Hector

Josephine Isabel

Edward Murray DalZiel

Albert Clark

Dan Gordon

Real

John Edward

Quentin Earl

Roland

Robert Charles David

Francis

MacDONAI.D

MacDUFF

MacDON.ALD

IdacDONALD

KLENAVIC

!
! ....- ._--.._._- -------_...._-_._-- •.•._,,-_._-

r--~~~·m Andrew lIIartin

A. OFFICERS (cr)nt'd)-f---·-··---- .. ·---·--·---·-r··.. '-'--- - .-- -- .. -----..--.--------...- -...--"-'-- - - .,----. ----.....-.-..:;----.--------.
I I DATE

SURNAME GIVEN NAMES RANK A';•.JID 1 (ThJMEDIATE AlfI.ARDS)

---l--------~ ------
I
I
\

MacGREGOR

LAUGHTON

i UWSON
I

·1 LEACH
iI LECLERC

I LEON.iUID

I I
I LESLIE I
I II(formerly MCNaughton)l
I LIBOIRON .., I

LOOMIS I
!
i
I

I
l.
i

I
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UNIT

HQ. 25 Cun In! Bde

57 COO Indep Fd Sqn

3 R22eR

1 RCH.\.

1 PPCLI

81 Fd Regt

B Sqn LdSH{RC)

1 ContWel 1)1v. Ord· Fd Pk

i

I
I
i
[

I
I

CB

OBE

WE

MC

MC

MIL

1'.IBE

11C2/Lt

MaJ

2/Lt
i
I Maj

I
I Maj
I i

iBrigadie~

I ~vL1j I
I Lieut I

John Sutton

William Cryle

George Edward Moodie

DClllald Harvey

.Tohn M:t:7redith

Aaron

RIFFOU

RUFFEE

ROBERTSON

ROCHESTER

ROCIaNGILUIl

ROXBOROUGH

ROBDISON

PITTS

PILLEY

PRESTON

POULIN

POPE

A. OFFICERS (cont'd)
.. - .- ~.__.,-~_ ... --- --~_ .. ~_ .. _._.. _~_._~~---_._-- --··1----·..----:---- - --,---------.... ------.-.---.~-

, I t I
SURN.rli\LE ! GIVEN NAi·fES t RANK I AirJARD DA.TE; I! (lli!MEDIATE :l~hUIDS) i

-..--_.._. --.------~--!-.----.----.- .:...- . L +_ _ _._... _~_.,'--.---_-_.--.---_.-." ..---.,-"'"
PEN'SE ; Elizabeth Barker ICapt I RRC II II CIN S~c Britcom Hasp

, (Matron) I
PETERSON I.Ulan Angus Sloss I Lieut I MC I 31 May 52 I 1 RCR

, I'
I I I t I

I
I I I •

Cyril Aylward 1 lJaj MBE I ! HQ 25 Cdn Inf Bde

I Herbert Cbesley Lieut 11C i 3 PFCLI

IYlilliam Honry Jl/Maj Me 11 R22eR

! ;Tean Lou1~ Gaston f Lt-Col DSO ":' 3 R22eR
t '

IWilliam Ross
i
I
I

, ;Tean Berchmans

Paul Francis Lionel Lt-Col OBE CMMFE
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HONOURS ,';ND .AVIiJU)S

CONFERRED ON C;ili..:J)!ANS

FOR SZRVICE IN 'I'Iill KORE;'N C;Il.IP~IGN

A. OFFICERS (cont'd)

~;lAYER

SURN.AlfE

l'fucNEILL

l.'IcXINLAY

McLACHLAN

IvIASTHONARDI

' .. . •.." .. ...•••• .__ .•_. •. _ ._;.._ .•_.__.••.•• . ....__ . ... ._._._.••• _ ••.__ ._l-••_. ,. --.-•• -.------ ---..'------------, . ,
I ! i

. I GIV.Ei:J 1'L'U:IES : RANK . AHARD ! DATE ; UNIT
I j: I (TIilMEDIATE AViARDS) L

--,-- ....,.....,------ ..--"""-" .{ ...----...... '--'''' .. ---..-.-.-, .. ------....- ...-+-,-.-,--,--..--..~---,-,-,,~.... -..-------··-··'t·----·--..-·------------I '" .--.-.--.---.--- ....-.- .-.... ..... --.. " ......----
Iii

Charles Edward Collie Maj MBE' I 3 PPCLI
!

Edward John Lieut 1,IC 2-3 N::>v 51 I 2 RCR

Paul Augustus Maj MBE I H~ 1 Comoel Div

J~~es George Clyde Lieut MC I 1 PPGLI
I

Ualcolm Francis Lt-Col OBE I 3 PPCLI

l.vIcLARl.':JON

IvIcu.uGHLn~

McLAUGHLIN

..
j l\lIDDLEl'ON,,,

MILLS

IJULLIN

o I BRENN.Al~

ORTON

John Robert IVlaj MBE HQ. CREME 1 Comwe1 Div

I:Iarold Edgar Capt l\1BE 191 CDN Inf -liksp

Ivan Murray Maj MBE HQ, CREllE, 1 Comwe1 Div

Haldene Owen .2/Lt UC 1 R22t:;R

David Alexander Lieut· MC 21 May 52 1 PPCLI

John Graham V:al1ace AjCapt MC 24 Apr 51 2 PPCLI

Mercier Joseph Capt MID 2-3 May 53 3 RCR

Walter George Joseph Lieut MID 22-25 Nov 51 2 R22eR

1~tthew Terrance A!Capt MC 2 RCRA.

John Swaffield Ivfaj MBE 2 RCBA
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HONOURS ~"D AW;.RDS

CONFERRED ON C~u~lillLu'JS

FOR SERVICE IN '.rI:lli XOREAN CA1IPA.IGl.'J

UNIT
SURNAME

S!dlLIE

Sl.lITH

A. OFFICERS (conttd)
•......_ ••• _. # • ·-t .__ ._~---_ .. _-_._- -~ -- --_. -_.__._.. _... _.....--+----------.--......--.----.-----.-------..--....---.-.-. -·f------·--·-···-·-·---- --- .._. -.-----.-.-.

i
, Th'\.TE I

I GIVEN N~iJ\ffiS i RiNK! AWARD ~ (Lill~IEDIATE a~/zJIDS) I
I !' t

~.. ... ..... ....__....__....__ ..__ ._+-_.._... _.. . --:-..__._._-+. ~--_---.. -- ..----.- .. I.
f I : I i I

SCHMIDLIN 1 Laurence Edward Carson ! Ivmj' MC! I 59 Indep Fd S~n

SEVIGNY !Joseph Georges Maj MBE I ! 1 RG2eR
I •

! Roy Alexander Lt-Col HBE I 37 Fd Amb

: Gerald Luc ian Morgan Col CBE ! HQ. 1 Comwe.1 Div

I !
I

" -- .
I
I

\

SMYTH Robert Dunlop Lieut MID 22-26·.·0ct 52 1 RCRA

SNIDER Christopher Burnet 2/Lt MC 3 PPCLI

i I
STERNE Henry WIlliam : Lt-Co1 000 I 81 Fd Regt

;

STEVmSON Henry Carson Capt MBE I 2 RCR (att from RCi\MC)

STONE James Riley Lt-Co1 DSO 2 PPCLI

i (second bar) I
i TAYLOR George Gray A,.'Maj MC I 1 RCR
I

I II TEES Peter Joseph Angwyn Capt DFC 1903 Indep Air OP Flt(att from RCA)
I i
I

I
I

i
THERRHN Jean Paul Andre Lieut MC I 2 R22eR

I TREMBLAY Joseph Patrick Rene Capt MC
,

2 R22eRI

I
I
!

TRO\"JER Norman George Capt MBE
; 57 COO Indep Fd Sqn

,

TRUDEAU Louis Fremont Lt-Col OBE 1 R22eR
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HONOURS AND aWiillDS

CONFERRED ON CANADL\l-iiS

FOR SERVICE IN THE KOREiIN CA1;JP...l.IGN

UNIT

MBE

DSO

MBE

aBE

I

; RANK! AWARD
I :

l~-~j-t--- ~
i

Armand Gastori Lt-Co1

I Capt

ILt-Co1

! Lieut
I
i

GI'V]N NAMES

.'_..' .-.. ------_..-..-_-----------------:---------.----- ------+. ---------,..---------------_... ~.... __._--'--
i I

! DATE i
I (B'iMEDU.TE AWARDS) i
I 'T--- -_.--._. --1------------ -- _..- - --- _.__.--- ---._-
I - I 3 R22eR
, I

I ii I 2 R22eR

I !

I

i I 25 Odn Int Bde Sjig,Tp

1 FPOLI

1 PPOLI! Michael Bruce

; Norman George
!

jJoseph Alexandre
,

I ·I";alt er Edward
i

-------1----- --- ..- 0_._- __ --

! Lucien Rene Pierre Gustave

SURNAME

A. OFFICERS (cont'd)
•• - • 0 --- _.'!

~ TUROOTI'E
I
I

! VALLEE

I
! WHEELER
I
JIWILSON-S1HTH
I

I WOOD
I
I
i

I
!
I
I

I
I
!,

,
j
i
I

I
I
f _
I
i
I
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HONOURS lillD AkARDS

CONFERRED ON CANADIANS

FOR SERVICE IN THE KOREAN CA?fPAIGN

2 R22eR

1 R22eR

2 RCR

1 R22eR

2 PPCLI

2 RCR

1 RCBA

2 R22eR

2 PPCLI

B Sqn LdSH(RC)

1 RCR

2 RCRA.

1 RCR

7 Mar 51

15 Aug 51

23 Oct 52

23-26 Apr 51

17-23 pet 52

Mi\1

WO 2

S/Sgt

Robert Vincent WO 1 MBE
i

Earl Joseph Pte MID . i
I

Ernest Pte IvIM
I
I

Walter Franklin L/Bdr MID
I
•I

Leonard Pte MM i
I
I

Kenneth Franci$ Pte MM
I

I
Rupert Edward Pte DCM I

I
Arthur Sgt MM I

!
I
I

Curtis Ora Pte Ut~
I

Bruno Sgt !11M

Jean Sgt HEM

., - "1'-· .~--_._•.~--~--. __ .. ------.-... ~.., - - ..-~.~ - - --i· . -_ .. - ._~ ~;--- ---------..----'---------.----------- -----------.-. --_.- -.. "

! ! iiil GIVEN N!~>.lFS 1!lIlNK i AWARD (~~: AVi;\RDS)_L .~IT
----I ~';'~~~-;;;'rd;~-------"""--i--~/cp~--! --_. MID 23 Oct 52 I 1 RCR -------.,.-,,,.,.-...--.,,--,,

I Trevor A/Sgt! lVIl1 21-22 May 52 C Sqn LdSH(RC)

I

I::::rJOhn

BELL

Sli'Rl\IAME

BEAUDIN

BOURDEAU

BAUER

BERGERON

ASSELIN

BAR~nSE

BARTON

ARSENAULT

B:1.RTER

ARMER

ANDERSON

lU,GEE

B. lVIEN
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HONOUns ItND A~J~illDS

CONFERRED ON CAN!illIANS

FOR SERVICE IN THE KOREAN Cl~/IPAIGN

1 R22eR

3 RCR (att from R~~ID)

2 RCHA

2 PPCLI

2 RCBA.

1 R22eR

3 RCR

2 R22eR

3 PPCLI

CMMFE

3 R22eR

1 R22eR

25 Apr 51

24 Mar 52

2-3 May 53

BEI\1

MM

1;1M

S/Sgt BEl:~1

S/Sgt 111M

Pte :MID

Cpl MM

A/Bdr roM

L/Cpl MIl!

L/Bdr !vIM

L/Cpl MM

C1'l BEM

L/Cpl B~,I

Sgt

Sgt

Sgt

Pte

Richard Ge~)rge

Douglas '~'[esley

J·.Jseph Renaud

Bernard Irenee

Byron Clifford

Vernon David

i
Veasy Eric

I
I

Delphis

I Thomas Edward

I Antoine

I Francis Merton
I
I Smiley
i
!
I

viilliam Malcolm

Paul

~ .-. -, ..~.._.._,_ _._ .._- ..-._.--~.-.------. -_._._ -._..----l~·~- ..~- ._ 0- _.-._-+- --_. - ..-.~ '~--"! - .._- .. ,.._-.'- ..- .. _._- ··~·--·--l-·-· . -_..__.~ - -_ -- ---- ..----.".

GIV:EN NAMES j RANK AWARD I DATE i UNIT
! ! (DiIMEDIATE AJi.ARDS) I

--··-i-R;':~~ -;:-~~;~- ----------G~;-1--· ;~;;- -+----;::;-;;;-~;--- i~ ~-;-W;~~~m-~C!~)
i I I '

. DCM I 26 Mar 52 I 1 FPCLI
I t

I ! 2 HCR
I j

I
I

DUG..U-

CORlJIER

DEARDEN

DORMAN

DOUGLAS

DOw'NS

CLOUSTON

COLE

COIJ..IER

DION

CH.\RLAND

CARLEY

BUXTON

BRAYTON

B. l'i1EN (cont 'd)

i
I

l..~
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HONOURS .um .tUARDS

CONFERRED ON C~..N;illIANS

FOR SERVICE IN THE KORE..'U'I C,:UillPAIGN

UNIT

C Sqn LdSH{RC)

1 RCR

1 RCR

1 FPCLI

2 PPCLI

B Sqn LdSH(RC)

24 Sep 52

23 Oct 52

11 Feb 53

3-4 Oct 51

MID

BThl

MM

BEM

Queen's
Conunendation
for Brave
Conduct

E11roy Morton

Douglas Fred

Gerald Emerson Peter

George ililliam

•• P _ .• +- ......... ~ .. _ ........ . ......_ .-.__.-_._ .• ~- ---.. _- --_.~------- ---- -~_.~- ---r ._~_._._-_._------ .....--.,-.------.-.- ----..------.. ~..----- ...-~----.-.-

l ,,'!
Ii. 1 D"T"li' '1

! GIV1!N NA1iES I RU'lK t ' V';UID! _1..u.
I " Ai. . (,..,."',vnI' TE -\,. RDS)
i • i ~ ~ld!1f.l..C,JJ i.~ I A ".i.L~ I

j- ------------..---------.. -·--·--·-~-·--------f---------- ..-:----- ·_----------1------·--_·· --' .- --._.- --.- ..---
i John Glenford I Cpl! MM I 21 May 52 1 PPCLI
i I!
I Kerry John I Sgt I
I !
I Donald Carroll Tpr I
I !1

i

I
Sgt I

i
Sgt I

I
S/Sgt I
Cpl I

:EVELEIGH

B. MN~ (conttd)
~.-.... - .. ~.._._.", - .. --
!

SURl~AlV1E

I--~~~~~
II DUNPHY
I
j E..~TER

i
I

II ELLIOT

t BNRIGHT

FERNEr'S

FOWLER

FOX

GAGNON

G.ARAUGHTY

G..illDINER

Vincent Lloyd

John ~\!e1vin

Karl Edmund

George i\!aurice

Romeo

Arthur Martin

Lorne Percival

,
Cpl i MM

I
v'iO 1

I MBE I

I I
1 !I
I

Cp1 I MM II
I I

'v'JO 2 I
MM I,

IPte MM i

Gnr MM I
I

Sgt BEM i

24 Sep 52

13 Sep 51

1 PPCLI

191 CDN Inf Wksp

1 RCR

1 HCR

2 R22eR

2 RCffi

23 Fd Sqn
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HONOURS /IND AW.:"RDS

CONFE?.RED ON CillLill1AJ."m

FOR SERVICE m THE KOREAN CMvIP.tJGN

2 ReR

1 RCHA

1 Aug 51 I

I
25 :May -

MMSgtWilliam George

B. 1'IEN (cont' d)

GRAVl!lLINE

GINGRAS

-.-.- ..-., -. - .. _. ----.-- ...,----- ... ----_··_·_··_·_--_·· __··_-_··_--·--~I--·--·_-_·,·· - -------. -.....-+---------.----------....;..--...-- .-.--.---- --....-----...-
j ! i f
1 i I . I

SURNAME . I GIVEN N~"MES ; RANK: A'vIARD I . D~~TE, ..,.: UNIT

~~~~-----.- ---+~~:=_;'~:r~--- -- ------+ ~7~~~--~'- -~iM ---l~ IMJ,!EDL-,~,,:'~~~) i--;R~2eR----- -------..- ....- ----

I I
! Paul Francis Cpl MID!
i ;
I

i GUAY Jean Guy Pte lvIt~'l

I
1

HACHE Patrick WO 1 MBE

I H.A.R.L"ON lNilliam Henry RQMS MEE
I
I HA...TlliOIS Gerard Joseph Sgt rliID
I
! HARVEY Joseph Paul Andre L/Cpl DCM I

I

I I

t HA'YNES Mal.colm. Stuart Sgt BEM Ii

I
I

A/Cpl I
I STEAD Earl MID

IJOHNSON Jack David Pte Ml..J:

I
JOHNSON Leo Austin WO 2 MM I

i
I

JULIEN George Patrick Pte MM 1

KAWANAMI Iliasao Pte MID

KING Allan Osborne L/Bdr W

6-7 May 52

2-3 l:Iay 53

22-25 Nov 51

23-24 Nw 51

2-3 May 53

22 IVlay 51

1 R22eR

1 R22eR

1 RCRA

13 Sqn LdSH(RC)

2 R22eR

ODN Sec L ()f C &
Base Tps, BOFK

2 R22eR

2 RCR

1 RCR

3 RCR

2 PFCLI

2 RCRA.
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HONOURS AND AWARDS

CONFE..r:ffiED ON C.'\NADIANS

FOR SERVICE TIl.! THE KORE.~ CJ\]IIPAIGN

1 RCR

2 PPCLI

1 RCRA

3 HCR

1 RCR

1 RCR

2 PPCLI

1 RCR (att from RCAffiC)

2 R22eR

. 2 RCR

I
57 COO Indep Fd Sqn

I
I

I
I
i

I
I
I

23 Oct 52

23 Oct 52

23 Oct 52

19 Mar 52

25 Sep 51

24 Nov 51

2-3 llay 53

23- 24 'Jet 52

23-24 Oct 52

DCM
(first bar)

BEl>!

Cpl

L/Cpl

David Allan Sgt DCM

Gerald Allan L/Cpl 1.~~1

Richard WO 2 .\UD

Joseph Cecil Cpl lJIvI I
I

i
Robert Ronald Cpl MID I

I

I
Xenneth Victor Cpl MM I

I
Wayne Robert Pte DCM

j
Cecil Clifford Gnr MID

Charles Joseph Pte MID

Herbert John

Clarence Edward

Leo

Paul Austin

MORRISON

McORMOND

MONK

MITCHELL

McNEIL

McNALLY

McIm-mEY

McCUISH

McNULTY

McCREARY

MAJOR

LONG

LUDGATE

LYNCH

B. M::EN (cont'd)
r'~-- .. ---- '-'--"._-----.--' .---.---------.--------... -"1-------.... - ......,.-----------,---.- -_.- ··-------r··----·------------·----··
; I ! K ; DATE !
i___SUIH'~~__ _ 1 GIV:_NAMES ------J-~ __-t_MAHD---11-~TI;;=IA="-AWARDS)J------_UN-I-T
! i . I
I LEMOINE i D'Jnald George Cpl I IiIM 30 Apr 52 I 1 RCR

! Harvey Eugene I. Bdr I BEM· I I 1 ReBA

! L/Cpl 1IID I 23 Oct 52 I 1 RCR

I A/wo 2 Blk... I 11 FPeLl

I
I
!
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HONOURS .riND AWARDS

CONFERRED ON CA1~ADIANS

FOR SERVICE IN THE KOREAN CAUPAIGN

UNIT

1 R22eR

2 R22eR

25 cm Fd Amb

13 Sep 51

MMCp1Jean Paul RolandPE..lliCE

B. MEN (cont'd)
-- .- ••_- - -+ •• ----.--- - ·:"1"--'· .o .~· -- ~._--.....-._.._--•.... )"......•.......- .•.. _..~ .....-..----------+ .------ .-.,.-----. _... ------:----.- --.---.------.-.---~.... _..._-_.- ---

I ! i I D"Am-;;- !
I GIVm N.A1iES RANK' AWARD '.tU ....I I I (ThiMEDIATE AWARDS)

"f~~O~-- -..- .. -- .-.--- l~::~::e Jo::;--~----t L;;p~-r- -~~--- ----- .__._l-~.R;-----_·---------_·

! ! I
OSTIGUY ! Jean Gerard I' Cp1 I MM

I -
P.A.RKii:R James vH11ard I Sgt I BEl.!

I'
PELLEY

I

I PERO
I
i POOLE
I

-,i PRENTICE
II PROCIUI{

I PRUD'H01;n-lll:

I PUGH
I
I RICHARDSON
I

RIMMER

ROSS

Cecil Wilbert Hoskin Cp1 MM

William Daniel Cpl 1W

Ernest ii.illiam Cpl 001'1

Rhodes Aloert Sgt :'.iJM

Michael A/SgJ; MM

Daniel A/Cp1 MID

j. Wilfred Denis Pte MM
I

I
I DCMi John Henry Sgt
i

James Ernest Cp1 1'&11

Ronald Leon Sgt BID4

Gordon George Pte MM

2-3 May 53

3 Oct 51

24 Nov 51

3 Oct 51

15-16 Oct 52

15 Aug 51

1 RCR

3 RCR

2 RCR (att from RCAMC)

1 kPCLI

1 RCRA

2 R22eR

2 RCR

1 PPCLI

1 PPCLI

1 RCR

2 RCR
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____ •__p ~p~ • __.~.---.-¥... ..__.. -----.- --f- ••.------.---.------'.-.-~•.- .•_-- --.-.----....-----------~-- ..-.~- •.~ ..

HONOURS Al'JD AVIARDS

CONFEl:ffiED ON CANADIANS

FOR SERVICE m THE KOREAN CAMPAIGN

25 cm P R U

C Sqn LdSH(RC)

3 PFCLI

1 RCHA Sig Tp

2 PFCLI (att from RCAbIC)

3 R22eR

1 RCR

3 FPCLI

2 R22eR

13 Sqn LdSH(HC)

1 RCHA

25 Cdn FDS

1 RCBA

16 M;.l.r 52

13 Oct 51

23 Oct 52

22 Iv1ay 51

31 May 52

1-2 Oct 52

17-18 Nov 51

MM

MIv!

BEM

MBE

MID

BEM

MID

MM

11M

BEM

MM

EM

George
Medal
MID

Av1ARD : DATE : UNIT
: (IMMEDIATE A~'TARDS) ;..__.._- ---.L-.- _ __.__ _ -.~.-.- __ ._.L."__. ._._o_._ .._..'- -.,-_..-----.-_._ ..,- -_. P.-".-,,'
j ,

I I 2 RCR

. I 2 RCR
Arthur Allan ?te

William Thomas WO 1

. ~

Sterling Lloyd L/Cpl
!

I George Henry GnrI
I
I
I
i Samuel SgtI
I Leonard A/Sgt
I

I Roy Charles Tpr

I Charles Andrew Sgt
I
I

I Arthur Irvine A/Cpl

Frank Henry \iilliam Sgt

Aroert Edward Sgt

Phillip Charles L/Cpl

George Herbert A/Sgt

Paul James Sgt

SCOTT

SEED

SINNOTT

SNOW

SQ1JMERVn.LE

STEADIvlAN

STEVENSON

STEW.!.\.RT

I STINSON

I TAYLOR
I
!THOMPSON

I THOMPSONI
THWAITES

TOMELIN

13. MEN (cont'd),-

1 .. _ stJmlAl~.. .. ..i..._G~_:~~_ ..." '__" l __~:_J.
I r ! I
I SARGEN'T ; John Archibald : Pte i
I !

i
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HONOURS .AND A"'.'IARDS

CONFERRED ON CANADIAi:m

FOR S:B;RVICE m THE Z:JRR':J'J C~\h'lPAIGN

B.1:iEN (conttd) -_.- _..---_._-----_._-_._~~ ----_._~-_._._.- _._-_ -_ --.-

(1) Rank and un~ shown are those of the time or period when the award was won.

(2) ThilJ T:l..b.1e 13 b3.s.Gd. DU,..i.n:fa.rm.::ll p.p.l'- on.8U 10d by~Honour~ ~nd A~~rds (D.H.S 5-0 vol 3:
~::~ef:~·C. 1450-2, vol 2, D. H1~ to H. & A., 1 Feb 55, with Minute 2 (Memo'~o File) and at\ached

UNIT

B Sqn LdSH(RC)

25 CDN Fd Amb (att from ReASC)

2 RCRA

1 RCR

1 RCR

81 Fd Regt

. _--_._---, .._---- .._-- -_.. __._-_.- - _.- ..-'-"-

. Cdn Sec L of C &
Base 'l'ps BCF1<:

23 Oct 52

12 Oct 51

2-3 :ivIay 53

DATE
(DjIJEDIATE AiiARDS)

BEM

MID

HEM

lvIM

:idID

AllARD
, ,

..1.._ •• __ -_.. ._-- -- -_.--i----'. ~

I '
: BELl

,.. - ..... _.-.'- -~---.--------_r____--.-~.-- '.
GIVEN NAHES

-~_.__.--.- -_ ..-- '

Notes

TUTTE Kenneth Gordon Sgt

WALSH Robert Allan L/Bdr

(JALTERS v~ilbert Ernest Sgt

',;RITE Ottie f,Ialcolm Pte

~mITNKf Ronald Arthur Cpl

VlISR'\.RT Kenneth Wilfred Gnr

V,YATT Henry Tpr



MAP S

1. Korean Front, 1 Apr 52.

2. Korean Front, 9 Aug 53.

3. Front 1 Comwel Div, 1 Apr 52.

4. Front, 1 Comwel Div, 19 Apr 52.

5. Ope ra ti on "BUCKIN GRAM" •

6. Spare.

7. Front, 1 Comwel Dlv, 11 Aug 52.

8. Spare.

9. 1 R. C. R. Area, 23/24 Oct 52.

10. Operation "IPPER.VASH", 18/19 Nov 52.

11. Front 1 Comwel Div, 2 Dec 52.

12. Enp;lneer Work, "HOOKII Area, December 1952 
.rafluary 1953.

13. Spare.

14. Front 1 Comwel Div, 8 Apr 53.

15. 3 R.C.R. Area, 2/3 May 53.

16. Front 1 Comwel Div, 10 Jul 53.

17. Front 1 Comwel Div, 8 Oct 51 - 27 Jul 53.
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1

It would have been ot undoubtad value to tutura
otudents of th1e engagement to hava included, in the
text and maps of this account, a complete descriptian
ot the 1 R.C.R. dsfences as they stood on the eve of
the Chinese attack. "C~mplete description" 18 under
stood to cover suoh particulars 81 the boundaries ot
platoon and cOmpany localities, the location ot the
outposts and ot the artillery and infantry obser
vation poats, the location and ares or tire or __ata
of the battalion's direct and indireot fire weapona,
th& tasks asslgned to the tanks and to.the artlllery'a
guns and mortars, the location, type and state ot the
artltlcial obstacles (wire and mines) in and OD the
bordeps of the battallon area, detalls ,of the 10-
oat loa and construction of the field defence. (trenche.,
fire bays, machine ~ posts and so forth) as well aa
the lacation and structural details of the Ilving
bunker., diagrams of the wlreless and Ilne communl
catlon. withln the battallon area, trace. of the road.
and tracks In the are. and the siting, aooommodation
and organization of battalion, company and platoon
oommand posta.

1 R.C.R.'s report on the a.tlon (sub para (al
of footnote to para 122 of text) has a trace at
tached showlng the platoon and oompany looallties
and the locatlon of the outpost.. A good part of
the remalning informatlon would have been avail~ble
in a let of handover notes prepared, a few days
before the attack, by 1 ~.C.R. tor 1 R.A.R., had the
copy of these note. which was appendad to the unit'.
war Diary contained all the appendloes, traces and
maps referred to in the text. This, unfortunately,
was not the caae. However the copy of the handover
notes in the War Diary does show looation of defensive
fire talks and of o~8ervatlon poata (W.D., 1 ~.C.R.,
October 1952, Appx "51" -- Handover Notel 1 R.C.R.
to 1 R.A.R.). At Appendix "42" of the same War Diary
is a copy of a document "Minefield Notes", but this
oopy does not have attached the trace and air photo
reterred to lo the text. Some idea of minefleld
loostions, and a ~ood idea of thelr stat. may still
be "atherad from "h1o docUJll8nt. At Appendlx "52" 10
a trace ot tho wire in the battallon area, Ihowlog
its state,.&nd at Appendices "55 ::" and "55 D" are
wireless and line communlcatlon dIagram.. In ad
dltlon, the War Diary of 1 R.C.H.A. has a oopy of
the fire plan "APOSTLES". together with lome lheeh
trom the R.H.Q. mess.ge log, attaohed as Appendix
"r-/17". Th10 lnform.tion has been used ln the mepping
of thls record of the attack on 1 R.C.R .

-













I

I

,

As was the oase in the socount of the
attack on 1 R.C.R. (p.ra 121 of text and Map
"9"), it would have been useful to have included
information as to preoise loostions (in the foom
of marked mape or overlays) in thll aooount of
3 q.C.R.'s deren.lve arrangement•• However,
available information on thaa. matters ia even
more limited than it was in the ORse of the
"LITTLE GIBRALTAR" ar... There ie, in fact,
practioally no inform.tion available aa to the
preoise 100atiaD of any feature of 3 R.C.R.s
defenoes. Even tbe Oomp&ny and platoon lo
calities have to b. Werred from a rough aketoh.
This sketch (sub~ (d) to footnote to para
191 of text) oorr....n4••0 closely with the
lay~t ueed prevlously by 1 R. 22e R. and ~ubae
quently by 3 P.P.C.L.I. (para. lB7, lBB of text)
as to leave little doabkabout the 3 R.C.R.
dispositions. For thi. reason, Map "15" i. bas."
on available information about the diaposition
of all three unite. .

.- E






